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o m  w  t
f m  m m m m  rnw m m w m m i m  o f t m  a m w r
fh# psychology of m m m m M m  has received consider­
able attention during Mi# p u s  following World war I£> 
Scarcely a facet of i t  remain# that he# not boon analysed 
or investigated H*om Mi# #f*y»ip#fei of it#  effect m  
human betatior or it a Isflleatien on. the state’ of world 
a ffa ir#* flies# investigations and rtndie# h a m  revealed 
much about the structure and philosophy of communism and 
the personality and behavioral pattern# of it a leader#*. 
However* l i t t le  appear a to bar# boon don# to. determine 
what the communist leader# themselves think about the 
communist ideology and the people they serve * on# can 
find no better key to the logic of a political. system or 
a' national* piifioaopl^ than the 'taste assumptions of it#  
leader# and p*liieipai e^eneiib#* th is study na# union* 
taken to- determine the oowaniat loader *# psychological 
assumptions concerning the nature and control of human, 
b e h a v io r *
- i# ■ f r e .fa o if f i i '
■ Statement of the Problem* ft was the purpose of 
this atudy to determine the psychological assumptions 
whieh underlie Nikita S.* Khruahehev1# basic concept# about
athe nature and c o n tro l o f  human behavior*
Importance of the study* Knowledge of what the 
Communist leaders assume to he true of the Cowoniot 
ideology and the people they serve till lead ■ to a hotter 
under stending of the leaders and thereby- shed light on 
still another facet of communism*
XI* OBOAEimTXOif OF THE STOTf
Method of research* The principal material of 
this study was obtained from the public statements of 
Wikita S* Bln*uehehev* present leader of the Soviet 
Onion and the Communist party* Occasionally* «hcn 
Khrushchev quotes Xenln* Stalin* Marx* or Engels to 
clarify a pointy these statements are accepted and used 
as egressions of his own beliefs* Although much has 
been written about collective leadership in the Soviet 
Union* particularly after the denunciation of Stalin* 
Khrushchev is generally regarded as the undisputed leader 
of both the government and the party* Tows ter* among 
others* points out that the Presidium and the Central 
Committee*. key ruling bodies of the soviet Union* are 
packed with Khrushchev m n  who back all his moves* His 
actions in ousting Malenkov* Molotov* and Bulganin 
support the contention that he is not only ** the first 
among equals* but is actually *more equal*1 than the
others in the collective leader ship gpoup#!
Since thin writer meitttep speaks mm read# Russian 
he w m  fe re # #  to  seek to je o b iv s f u n ed ited  t r a n t l a t i® m  o f  
$&ruftM£s*v$$ original statements an# spaa dies# fwo sources 
of such i^aiislaiiwi were locate# an# war# us## exclusively 
in.- tits, study* they are |1) the Owrremt Digest of the 
ievlst frtss;i |A»ricaa oe®»iitbee on Slavic- $tw#ie#J a-'-' 
weekly publication which l^anilat## ■ toy artloief to lea#** 
tog. BuSsi&n newspapers* towmala* an# magastoesi an# <2) 
flie Foreign Broadcast Information Service lull#tin* a 
daily implication popart# by the Unite# states Department 
of state f or toe Imforiiebito mi# us# of gov#r«®nt'-agencies#. 
It translate- all key Soviet- Union an#. Far Bait radio 
broadcasts* ■■’
t o p p t o M & t o & y  material use# t o  t h i s  s t u d y  was 
eObatoei too® books am# ■urttolea bf J^pioamt lusflam* 
mM other am#-, fpma pi^hletS' ami. perioiicals
prepare#. ami #lsse.mtoate# by the unite# States Department 
of state* ami toe Unite# States Congress Bouse committee 
om Bii*americam Activities*
the mjwity of the material, use# to tola study
toaa been pub%MM4 {tooluitog all tramelatiomt of-Ihrusli#
, * ' '  1 i
^ J u lia n  Tow star#: "Changing Buasl&m f o l l t i e s , "
Current History* 3M3>5* January* 1956*
%
o ho v'a  s ta tem en ts ) w ith in  the la s t  f iv e  y e a rs * th a t i t *  
from  January 1 $ %  to  F eb ru ary  19!>9# F o r th e  purpose o f  
th is  study# th is  was considered  tm he th e  p e rio d  during, 
w hich Khrushchev emerged and beoaae a c tiv e  eg a key  
coEEsmist le a d e r*
the- statem ents used in  th is  study war© s e t chosen 
a t  random* tout wora s e le c te d  w ith  re s p e c t to  t h e ir  re lev an cy  
to  th s  © p a c ific  to p ic  under c o n s id e ra tio n  and to  th e  
g e n e ra l s u b je c t of th e  s tu d y .
U M & M  SL $UL a t e : *  »  « •  wrtt th e  la te n t  of 
th is  s tu d y iso delve into- th e  m oral* e th ic a l or p o l i t ic a l  
im p lic a tio n s  of tbs statem ents p re s e n te d . A lthough  
cocamnlan i s  regarded  e s s e n tia lly  0 0  & p o l i t i c a l ' system  
o f governm ent* i t  is reason ab le  to  assume th a t fch® u t t e r *  
aneea of th e  ley communist le a d e r re v e a l aggro th an  th e  
obvious '’ p o l i t ic a l  massage,** The concern o f  th is  s tu d y  
s a t  to  e x tra c t*  p re s e n t and o b je c tiv e ly  d iscuss th ese  
u n d e rly in g  re v e la tio n s *
d iscu ss io n  is  d iv id e d  in to  th e  fo llo w in g  m ajo r to p ic s :  
th e  Ideology* th e  P arty#  th e P eople* and th© In d iv id u a l,  
Khrushchev*e statem ents a ra  p resen ted  in  c o n te x t in  
o rd e r to. p rec lu d e  m is in te rp re ta tio n  o f  t h e ir  b as ic  in te n t#  
The p s y c h o lo g ic a l assum ptions o f oaeh sta tem en t are
di&ena#tl* and then aiM&piagd at Mia and of each etepien*
in &te$tia|' ft* .H^nakakaf^a aeaos^iioaa i»,atJ£, ai*#ajs of 
hnson ktkl^o# are with ik# *&$$& -$m m nIlf* held
f i f O t e l e g f *  f t e  f i n a l  c h a p t e r  la .  a  ® w m m y  o f  
the general findings and the eonelnsleaa.
4 etepter on the hl&torf of the problem tea been 
pwpeeel^r omitted* Although no elmdiea eoald b# located 
which deal with t k® speoifi# problem of Mila a t n % * . 'the 
material on Mi© related anbjeeta of eoimunlam -and oo&fmu* 
niat leader# la ao oitbeteire and relnminome th a t  it defies 
oonoantratlon within the confines of one chapter* Tkene^ 
fere* it ae«a pnaotioal to 000 centra to all efforts in 
t t e  p r e s e n t  t t u d y  o n  t h e  p r o b le m  i t s e l f *
■#ld#eto|iy it the application of coherent theory to 
popular a&tiirlty* the of doctrine into
viable term# of eentoet**^
to I de -elegy■ may 0# oontidtftd a eysbom&Me orlen* 
button to action* At- snob it can git# form to the 
idieooot polltiotf pMioto^l^i theology* and education 
of tli# country or ago to otitob it it dominant* and thus 
play a major role .to the. control of human behavior.
fh# official ideology it of paramount important# 
to the Soviet thton ttoo# the Soviet isttoo to an 
Hdeooraoy1* that i$$ a net ton governed not fey men but fey 
a of fined
f r t o i a  f e f i n e i  S o v ie t  f o w u n i t t  i d e o lo g y  a t  %  
feo% of belief# and patt#«t of thought officially pro**
melgated* a ourioua blend of pfeitofefefiiy* ootmotogfi 
h i atopy* $*$3M0legyi §##totogy «&$ psychology! a to ta l
%pfeber a. s-ohen#. % #I% toa a# a Secular A ctivity** 
partisan Bw|ew# SS-fli#* Fall*- lfg6*
%un F* frialpe* wModel for Study of soviet Foreign 
PoliOy*1* fh# American tollttoel Solano# Seviera $£tio, 
te»oh* 1951.
m p & m m i m  of © veryth i& g  th a t w a it la  ©to © h a ll h # * .^
fb #  a l l  in e lta s ii#  $eo$© and mmirnmm of th e  M #© 1* 
©gF a t  th e  S o v ie t  U n io n  f#*i& #r© <$ i t  t h e  l o g i c a l  i t  a h  t i n g  
point for ttiia ftes^ jt* fhia toaptiif will #to#Mtr to© 
Ideology IMS- it I# regarito hf Khruihohev* ? the d i m m B i o n  
gM d i v i d e d  i n t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  m m i r n m t  l l )  MaxvtfLsw* 
t m t n M m  C l )  K h r u t o t o e v  a n a  t o #  i i # # l o g y *
f *
fh#- ©ffioi&i ii##i#gf of to# swiet tmi.#n ii
Tb© h a il# - to # # r t# i w#r# p h #p # im i# i 
b y  Mar& a to  Engel# .©to d e v e lo p e d  fe j h th iit*  A. few o f  
It# h##|# t#»#ta at*© outline# h©r#«*te to ftwi## a basi© 
fir hitter uittoriitatoirg to© material that follow*
m m m M m * l a r s i i a  i #  m ® m & i a i l f *  t o  # # f t o # © t  o f  
H #g© iian  p h ilto to h y  taown a§ # la i# # t i# a l  m a te ria lis m *
Hars attest©# to unit© H©g#i*© ipmmi# idealism with 
Fewrbooh*# passive mterl&liam* This union o f volim*
tariaii. n l  ietermlnita m m  by ©trlting m
t^uiiihrtoa between man*© will Ct##tal ©cataeiouonoaf) 
imd nature*# iwpXm&hitity (aoaiaX. #xi$t#tto©) * fh #  litter, 
permitt o d  ©©ientifi# prtoiotlot* o f  t o #  future whil© t h e
3Ib id  .
tm*m$* guarantee# that the future would be an optimistic 
ihlttog toes# tf^ . force# 'lit toe itogle absolute 
an# abstraction*. the dialectical method.^
the itoleotical no the# g l w e  purpose to history* 
History is met static tat ever*ohfmgii^| ■ through the 
dialectical process It works always toward higher and 
more admnc©# experience* Applied to society* it is a 
process of toe old gtotoi. way to toe new* of Being#
Becoming# and gatatog to Bo# this process centimes 
until an absolute la reached which eeritatos no contra*
dictions at all* Marx sail##. toii social state
Biam*w When It la- reached the dialectical process in
0 0 0 1 0%  would m m  to a hato#®
the key principle to larx*a theory It ^economic
dotoB»toiti%w .^taotiwt tail## the materialist expla­
nation of Motory ♦- History It too preduei of material 
f%ooi* .the batla’of human Mf# I# toe de~
o i s t o t  f a c t o r  w h ic h  d e fo rm im # :#  t o e  g e n e r a l -  e t a r a o b e r  o f  
social tagtoltatlOB and tfeo tss#to pattern of history*' 
the moat linperbetit materiel tm m  it. toS’premiitoi: «#e
k ® # t m  M ts o n  i b r s m *  a n d  0 0 1 9 1 }  i i r o t a t o i a r  Ju . 
toe Borief ffnion* ■ p» l$w6*
A’%tnnOB Aspaturian* l?fhe Contemporary Doctrine 
of the! Soviet State and Its fMIotopMcal Poupdationr* 
fhe American Boilttoai Science 14.81103a»
Of toehead# llfO^ wttie system Of production.! distrltotlen 
and exchange* folibtoa.! science# art*, religion#, l i t e r s *  
tup#* the family an# other aspect# of toman toherior are
■’• f
the re iteetlons' | f  itm  pmmiMug system o f eeimogsle prow
!
taction an# tli# way# in which men c a m  their llyftig* star#
s ta te d  i t  t t a s ly t
toe mod# of protection in material life determines 
the general oiaraotor- of to# social.! political.!'.' and 
.spiritual processes of life* It It'.not the conscious* 
ness of men. that determines their existence! tot on 
toe- contrary* their social existence determines their 
eonseiousnes s* &
from M i  mptooin on imteriai fmtterl in ##tab* 
Itching hi# ground plan of toe tiMwr#%- It might b# 
said that Marx ascribed to a form of monistic materialism* 
latter is the only'reality* the anirefs# forms a single 
system which is aosapoaad of a single stef% ah# the stuff 
la matter* ithaterer exists Is matteri matter is endowed 
with the- primary quality of self locomotion*, other 
qualities of matter arise because toe self movement of 
.matter brings about ootoinatlon# In such a way that at 
certain points Changes- of quantity become changes In
>r
q u a lity .?
fte eemblmtiun of matter* economies* and dial©©*
M m  reiulfe in a M atopf e# eontimiat ottnxgglee between 
exploiting and explelted| the ruling and epprestaed eleasee* 
fhaae smuggles evolve m m  upward until finally two' great 
■elueiiee remaint M m  e&p£fe&li$b end the proletariat (worker#)* 
In the Inevitable struggle that will follow# the proles 
barlat will win beeause h® if the key Mode of pnoduo tlon 
and thne pert of the material fore© of history* B in ® ®  
history moves even upward the proletariat M a t  move from 
exploitation to fall realisation of the products of M l  
labor* Siam waa confident that this would coma to pass*
He saidi
fapitallft monopoly hm®m$ a fetter upon the 
method of p^ odiiotioa which hat flourished with It 
and under it* fta oeatrallaation of the means, of 
proiuobi©& and the toeialisaflon of labour 'reach 
a point where they prove teooi#atible :wltii. their 
capitalist imik* fMi burgta mmm&m* the eapre**
fU*iateps are exi^op*Iu%#i*w .
Utrx provided the theepf* the explanation of how 
history operates m &  the role that m  play® in that 
.operation* " lb remained m t j to best and develop -Me' 
theory « i  this was tenia*® function*
factor in hie ftiiteaoidsyi possibly in an effort bo atreae
;* Marx emptesised the deterministic
8Quotod in Berlin, op ctt., p.* 1*1.
It# aeienbifl© character* Henin shifted emphasis to the 
ve&tmfcenitoi© sipeeb of iamlam- bedaubs the fasts of rev©# 
Xutiouwy life in Hassia put & premium- on toman action*
He maintained that the dialectical law# governing social 
development e©tiM be guided* St called this a policy of 
^eooaolontmss*11 that it* deliberate eontrol m m  the 
t « »  ©f toman events t© make them yield a predetermined 
result* fcenta was strongly opposed to wtot lie ©ailed 
**snfeservi#n©s to spontaneity** that it* letting nature 
take it© ©euree Since events supposedly ©horn an inewl# 
table trend that is lit itself desirable* 9
ICsy t© healn*®- formulation of a working doe trine 
was his eeneept of productivity* He regarded proin©** 
iivity of labor as the moat important* the principal 
thing for the victory of the m m  social eye tern* "Capl* 
taiiim*w wmM lenin* %«t be utterly wantolstoi* a n d  
will he utterly vanquished by the fact that soolaMsrn 
©reates a new and much higher productivity of labor*1* 1$
henin wtleei isr.itlim in order to make an inebru* 
meni of control over toman behavior* On the basis of
%.* E o m r w  and S. 1* tikfmilev* #0 M  tunes In 
a Mew Eey*11 brmne* tto Current Blge&t of the Soviet
.f r e e s * ix$ 38* p * ^ T S s p l B S  S P ^  W ? * ^
■^%uotei In Gilbert Burak -and Sanford s* far key* 
f,tto Crisis of Soviet Capitalism*.11' for.time*. February
195?* p* ato>*
the revised doctrine to organised Mm Qmmmint party at
%h #  most enlightened element # f  the people# their v a n g u a rd #  
which will lead them along Hie road to oowmiim# It 
organisti the Huiaian State at the iletstersMp of the 
p*#l#tariat* there a few rule in the .name of all* He be# 
lie-wet that hit revisions improved Marxism for as he 
stressed!
«-.*.* the whole spirit of liirxism* it a entire system 
require® that each tenet be eoasiiered only hietorl* 
©ally* only In. relation, to other a# and only la rela# 
tlen to- the concrete' experience of history**!
In sugary* Marx prepared the theories* hehih
d e v e lo p e d , th e m  i n t o  a  w o r k in g  I d e o lo g y  b y  ■ w h ic h  m a a *#  
behavior eeuM be prodi.ofed and emtrelled#
I I *  s a ra s f ic f f ls v  % m  m r n m m
EhroSischav*® numerous public ^m m m m m nrn re# 
pe&tedly ©mphaalsse hie total acceptance of the Marx*
t e n i n  d o c t r i n e ! .
•*. 1 
in « .  thing we are absolutely uneompromielng and 
that la the matter of ideology* ' .Marxisb*te«Ioisb 
ideology is the foundation on which we base the 
development of our socialist society* By following 
Iferg&gfe^te&lnl&i teaching we will move forward* we 
will move faster than before**!
i%uet#€ in Komarov and Mikhailov* eg pjytu.* p* 6* 
^%peeoh In f Inland* -$ n m  It* 195?* trans* fhe
|SZ|Sl ifeiS tf JIH M i l l  MmSjL IX# S$» p# ^Irwis
Sines the Ideology la 4  system o f M e m  it m y  fee
a s s w l  that assumptions about the nature of
the ideology m y  fee eonsMeped to fee M l  assumptions about
the n a t u r e  of Moafe in general# 1 ieaa# to him* appear 
eup&fele of pofeseasing the following oduiitteat W  aelf* 
existem# (2) magnetism |3 J  indsstruetffetlity deter* 
miniem ( $ } absolute trutfefulmaa*
Solf^oiglit^qe#. ■ fits eeneept of eel£*existent 
ideas originated with flats who believed that Ideas, 
existed and were the only reality* and that learning eon* 
elated of dieeovering pre^exietaht ideas* Hatter was 
Inert and meaningless without ideas* 13
EJn*oabohev regarded ideas and matter m  feeing 
alive and existing separately* He #aid|
fhe idea# of oommuniem are the moat progressive 
ideas of our epoehi ideas that are alive wherever 
man is alive* ffeeae ideas eamot fee destroyed any* 
mors than mm- 4m fee destroyed* fheyftam existed 
and exl$i«**t
Han and ideas exist in a kind of parallel relation* 
ship* each independent of the other* the ideas possess a 
Mffe# that is* an existence of their own the purpose of 
which appears to fee to ref loot the true purpose of man* a
^Sdna Meidbpeder#- Seven , * p* 2 9 *
^Bpeeeh to the Supreme Soviet# 0eeember 21 
teaniv fhe Current Mgsst of ti^ Soviet frees* I#-
existence*. A soviet philosopher explained the relation* 
s h ip  t b a s - ly f
fhe source of socialism*# idea# 1# material reality* 
■those ideas arose In the. mind' of Marx and w e r e  devel­
oped under the influence of contradictions in eapi* 
ballet society#,, under the contradictions of the life 
and struggle of t'he working cias#*(A5
Soviet philosophy hew# to the materialist viewpoint 
that matter 1# the only reality'and that idea# are only 
the reflection of material reality* Ehrushchev by aserife* 
lug a separate existence to ideas appears to follow- a 
form of dualism# ”fhe air itself*” he said* ”1# infused 
with the ideas of e o m m m ie m m n ^
Magnetism* The unity of man and idea# appears to  
be accomplished by a form of magnetic attraction* Ehrush* 
chev said i
Socialism has become a great magnetising force 
for the workers* peasant# and intelligentsia in all 
lands* She Ideas o f socialism are really conquering 
the mind# of ail tolling mac&ihd.A?
Apparently Khrushchev believe# that mankind la 
irresistibly .drawn to the idea# of' communism which upon
>Tmt. of 0Mtad State# television interview- with 
Ktotthhofestr* m *  Reg Y ork tim a *  3om 3* l9S f* p. 5*
^ In te r v ie w  w ith  P u b lis h e r* W .R .H a a rs t, J r .  tra n s . 
Tho C u rre n t P lR e s t o f th e  S o v ie t Press* IX *  i|D , p . 13* 
November 13^10*1937*
‘ ^Speech to,- 20th congress of oommunist Party* 
February lu# 1956* The Hew. - Y o rk  times* February 15* 1956#
p* 10.
Mowing the M M i  imidiateiy demitmte. it* fbe eifljaeft
on worker## peasants* tab#lligent#lat that is* groups of 
people ind ioates that the ideas are greup*foraiing* that
i i *  o n e  i n d i v i d u a l  ^ » g n # t | 'S e i ,,: b y  t h e  M e a t  o f  o o m m m iB m  
b m m m  ^attraet## to others who aw* similarly 'magnetised*
* fh e  ideas of etmmmiBU#® said Khrusbehev* **&r# inii##0lt&.
I
bly linked with lining pm®tidal aetivity of thef masses for
*£*» re v o lu tio n a ry  tra n s fo rm a tio n  o f 3 o o le ty . " 1 8  1
■$inee ffl&mdbch&'tr believe# that the Idea# of oomu* 
nism #a» Oentrel the minds of *8#% then* apparently they 
triyaiferia #eel#% by uniting the peepi# into one ireup 
with a uniform set of ideas-# People end idea# M m m  
inseparable* Wherever there are people#11 said thrush* 
thaw* ^there are tfee idea# of an# t# fight
thee# ideas mean# to fight the people .^W
the magnetic feree of the idea# 1# apparently die* 
originate #1 no# kbrushehOT relates the idea# only to- toil* 
lug malted# Whit indicates that the idea# are attained:# 
and are not innate in the mind of ail mankind* it would
^%nnivers4try Report to the Supreme Soviet# fevetav
her 7# lfS7# trans* p  | M p i O | i M l  -M j&& ga&g£ ISIS* 
H i  Ip# p* 101 November b«12* '
^%peeoh in 'fshekietaa# February 13# 1957# tran#* 
;gft i&§ Spvlet trass» It# 2, p*
appear that npm bmmmimg a worker# the- todlvidml acquires 
certain eharsebeflatiee ifetch render him fueeepbibl# to the
p h i l o s o p h e r !
If these socialist ideas are to be carried out a© a 
socialist system# they mmt tali# hold in. the minds of 
millions of .^ $*king. class people who' are drawn Inst in* 
blvely toward socialism under the influence of the 
difficult material conditions of life# B w h  idea# are 
not carried out by single individuals# hut by social 
classes# by millions of people*^
log to Ehruahetlet8 C^itinot. he destroyed anymore than'man 
can fee destroyed#*1^  le^i^lified this in several other 
speeches#' . t o  an. interview with a newspaper publisher' he 
s&idi
tosra are no -.arms that will stem the development 
of these ideas# the .air- itself.is infused with the 
ideas'of coMimismt fhey c m  not he Milled#^
the tn d estm ctih .lli^  -of man rate,alt "Hn*pshc'her»s 
■belief in  the. primacy of matter#, l&n cannot be destroyed ■ 
because Me dewdopmnt i t  determined by Msto-rf# - I f  .man 
were capable of being destroyed then, history could -not
magnetic .<g*&ity of; the Meas of -cowunlsm#,- s a id  a soviet
# toe Ideas of communism accord*
^%emaree and tithailoir# .loo c.l.t.»
^ S p ee ch  to  th e  Supreme. S o v ie t#  loo o l t # 
^ In te r v ie w  w ith  W# B# Hear a t#  to## lo.C jgJJs*
evolve to better things* ,this Is contradictory to the 
dialectical process#- to apparently mm will always art st­
and always move fmmm4 toward communism* fho idem# of 
b m m m iM m  a rc -  a l s o  i M o t t r u o t i b i o -  b e c a u s e  t h e y  p e i r t a l  
the Crnth about- man*# e&isbeaee and about the forces that 
guide it* this Is highlighted In the following state* 
meat by Khrnshchevf
A war would, bring terrible calami tics and result 
i n  t re m e n d o u s  lo s s e s  I n  l i v e s  a n d  m a t e r i a l  v a lu e s *  
hut still mankind would not be destroyed and since 
mankind would continue to live* that means that the „ 
ideas would continue "t# live.# and the Immortal idea 
of ttmrkiad is comwialstt**^
^.efermlaia% His belief In the deterministic aspect 
of 'the ideas of communism .Is readily apparent in the major* 
tty of Khrushchev* s commeixts* It is revealed in the fere* 
going Quotes* and Is specifically illustrated by the 
following Khrushchev statement!
We are certain of the victory of ^u^isi*l#ninist 
ideas* as car tain ms we- are,that t«orrw will follow 
today* if# are convince# 'that mankind will hulld its 
life on the basis of »tr^ist-*heninlst to#as*«a
Absolute truthfulness* fhe absolute truth of the
ideology is linked to its deterministic aspect* Said Ehrush* 
chevi
^%ele.vision Interview* Jo& cit* 
^Speech In Finland* lop cit*
***0hly M a r x i w i l l  lead u® to the pro* 
mieed a!m$ to the building of a communist society 
inhere the satisfaction of all h u m  needs in life and 
work will ho mt*£>
I t  the id e o lo g y  constitutes the only true road to 
■the building of eomuniam, the ultimate in Mankind! a social
development* then the ideology for Khrushchov represent®
the ultimate truth o f  all human, behavior* This means th a t  
any cpest for truth* that Is* any scientific* educational* 
or literary endeavor must be based on the ideology If it 
is to yield true results# truth* then* no longer possesses 
a relativity of view# for example* to the non-Marxist*- a 
man is many things depending upon the individual1® point 
•of view*. 3*0 a philosopher he is a moral being* to a 
biologist he is the result of his heredity* to a paychole** 
gist he may appear in a different light#.' ■ To the non* 
Marxist* all of these represent different aspects of-truth* 
.to the Marxist*, however* there can be only one truth* ’ A 
leading American authority on Marxism explains it thusly*'
The dialectical materialist find the unity of truth 
n o t in &ed* Spirit* or In Reason, but only In matter*
He finds that the dialectical process manifesting 
itself in history can have only one real meaning* vis* 
the struggle of the working class to emerge from pov~ 
erty* For him there is no such, thing m truth that 
does not support and further the goal of a classless 
society#
^Report to the Supreme Soviet* May 6* 195?* brans* 
^  ~ ............. ‘ ~ “  Soviet Press* XX* 18* p* 1?*.
^Russell Wf Davenport» 11 The Real Power Behind 
Communism** Fortune* April* 1955* p* 156#
that thl# obsermtioil it perttofOt .fairly 
aoewete cm he discerned f m m  the following remark by 
Iteusbeheyt
the m m  M g  o f the n m m  seetol measures adopted 
to the Soviet Union and to the espiC&iiai oetiafcrl## 
respectively It different* While In the Soviet Union 
the introduction of a 30 hoar week would have meant 
m  enormous advance towards eomimutosm* the m m  
measure i n  the united state# "m m Id merely he an 
attempt by the capitalist# to corrupt -the working* 
-$la$$ # 0  as to stave off the advent of socialism* *7
Another leading -Uommljit* Mao. fee fung ©l&rlii-e# 
t h e  official v ie w p o in t  b h u # t
is an in#tra»nt for actively 
changing the world by applying the knowledge of it# 
objective tows* to the daily work of rewoltttie&ia* 
tog society there mm t he brought the particular 
stan$# viewpoint..^  and method deri|gd. from the ua£* 
versai tffith of lto.si#m^eptoism*^
It appear# that the end" justifies the- means*
4 l#Of. stoee troth it determined only by using method# de#- 
rived from one set of Meti* la^itii^eninismt then all 
other for- -truth art hated m  fait# premise#t and
their result# m y  he discounted* wm^nmmniM^n$ there* 
,fer#t retair# a separate veesfetiiiry when dealing with 
comKmicttf .for the same term hat different meanings for
^Qnoted -to fie tor klm m d&m * Khrushchev of the 
U k r a in e * p *  1 8 5 *
^ f t a o t e d  t o  Arthur Steinert "Ideology and 'Politics 
in Commie t China,*1 the Annals of t^he American Attgagy,.
each* I&rushchev provided to'excellent example of IMi 
during a iromlto frees Conference when he s&idt
ter* ifixen {yioe fresidgnt ilobard .ilxon) expresses 
read%mm to compete to assuring better conditions 
■to order to liquidate lp*anif * Wo differ with Hr# 
Ilxon with regard to our concepts of i What
he regards m freedom for- toe- rich to exploit the 
poor* we' regard as tyranny. We’ forbid exploitation 
and he rggsjNte our measures against exploiter's as 
fe |C ? em y*-W
As toe criteria for judging all endeavor* 'toe 
doctrine becomes an effective means .for controlling human 
behavior* fhas* only that behavior which .utilises methods 
derived from the doc trine la proper behavior# fhls would 
apply equally to a letter to the editor of fr&vda and a 
scientific experiment* Its use to the latter is., revealed 
by toe following examples?
O nly the Marxlet*hen.toist scientific methodology 
makes it possible fee draw objectively correct con** 
elusions from mm data obtained by scientific experto 
m e n ta t io n * ^ ®
V
the philosophical standpoint of Soviet psychology 
IS dialectical, materialism as Initiated by Marx and' 
developed by lento* ft proceeds from the materialist 
point of view- that matte** ie primary and consciousness 
secondary and derivative.^*
^%emark at a Eremlln Press" Conference* Hovember 2?* 
.l^SB* tonne# Foreign grotoqa&t information s.ervice Bulletin 
H ovem bep  & 8 * 1 9 $ 8 *
^%* fopchujev* ^Science and the Building of Comma** 
niam.1* trans. the Current Pimsfe of toe soviet Frees* IX# 
i* i*  p . 6 * o e to B if T O T IS S T T ^ * ~ ~  — ---------------
^ A .  A* Sm irnov, "P s y c h o lo g ic a l R esearch in the
Soviet Union* 1953~19f>5*** Fsycholpay .In the soviet SBI2B# 
(toans*# and comp*}* BrianSImoHrpT I 9 * .
S in c e .  I h r m a l ic h e v  r e g a r d s  t h e  id e o lo g y  ■ a s  t h e ' l i e f  
to  nil. knowledge it appears that he regards all problan^ 
.as being •Inbsr^eermeetod end soluble on the basis of one 
doctrine* It is . essential* therefore# that the dootoine 
be disseminated a# widely as possible so that- it may be* 
come an even greater fore# for social development * Ac com* 
pliehing this appears to b# the responsibility o f  the 
Party wM#h will be iieouieed in the next, chapter#
  -................?....  ............................ ..... . . 2Z
m m m m  w  rn m m tm m  m o m  tm  m m m m
1*.'-latter md Ideas .assist separately md Independently*
2* ■■§&©. ide|si: of the time of
irnm*s %&$$;+ M & m m r f  at these Ideas repeals, -me- truth 
a b o u t  m an* a e x is t e n c e *
|*  fte  Ideas of a# a M iii»  egerf a mupaette influence'- .only 
ever the minds at the working '©lass* Members of "the work** 
lag ©lass are Inevitably drawn toward these- ideas which 
e i i t e r '  their m in is  m &  d o m in a te  th e m #
i|, fhe ideas of ©osmsuriam unite Individuals into one 
group possessing a uniform illtf ideas*
S* the ideas of ©ommnism are indestruotible heo&use 
matter Is indestructible and they reveal the truth about 
on© form of matters man*
6* fha Ideas of are the basis of all truth
involving man and his behavior* All problems are- inter* 
eonneebai and soluble on the basis 'of the ideology*
7* truth is not relative* Only that can be true which 
Is based on the Ideas of oomzmmiom# All else Is false*
8* fhe end justifies the m mm
m%  the ideology it a criterion f m  judging and controll* 
log behavior* Ail behavior- in accord with the ideology it 
proper behavior*
i t * "  f it#  id e o lo g y  p ro v M e ii :^ i  w ith  th o -» % iv e #  ati# th e  
m--thoda ■ i m  a o M t t ir g  M e  p m ^ p & m ' th a t' ia §  develop#  
t m  a ooiwmiat tcmiftf*
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CHAPTER III
AijLCt JL-
Article 126 o f the Constitution of the Soviet
Union statest
. the most ae,tlire and- p o t i % $ & 9 $ t y :- $ Q m o ± m &  ,
eltl&onft in the ranks 0$ the working cleag* viking 
peasants and working intelligentsia voluntarily unite 
in the Oommunist party of the Soviet union* which is 
the vanguard of the working people in their- struggle 
to build a communist moiety and, la the leading core 
of ail organisations of. the working,, people* both' 
public .and abate4*
henin created the GoBanunist party* Stalin developed
it, into an instrument of sieve control* He deaeribM its-
meshere-hip at being the wpidk of the working olatif mmm€
with the revolutionary theory of ^r^iam^eninitai^,?^
Stalin regarded the Party at marching at the head
of the working elate.*-. Its purpose was to inspire the
people #£th a class- eonseioutnessj it should'-see further
than all of the working 0%asef for it mst lead 'and not
lag in the rear* A party''that merely re^lebepjt the
thou^hbe and sufferings of the people and is bohtemb to
■^Constitution of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republic®#1 USSR* SXIFXX# 12f p* Hg* .March, 1959*
%o-sef Stalin*- '^Foundations of leninism*11 (seleo* 
tlone}. United States 0ongres0 #, louse Committee on' 
Foreign Affairs* T h e Strategy and taetlos of World . 
Oommmiam* Report of s^S^oSlTlee So* 5* SotE^ongreaa* 
SSsSSSIon* House Document Mo* 6l"9* P* 112*
be dragged along In the wake of the spontaneous movement 
of the masses.. It, no time. Party#- according .to S ta lin # . '.It 
m a t  be bound to the people with' nInvisible m w m  1 threads 
m  that the masses look upon the farter as their party* a 
p m ty which Is near and dear to them*1’ a party to whom 
they ^cheerfully confide' their destiny***3
' 'the tarty mmm because of lenln*s modification of 
lar&*a theory of .spontaneous' revolution of the working- 
class* lenln substituted conscious action for spontaneity 
and thereby gave the movement a deliberate and purposive 
cMrueter* the party*0 role, was to lead, this. movement# 
for according, to hente# ttonly a Party guided by an ad» 
vanced theory can act as a vanguard^ in the figbb*11^
fhis is the party that Ehnushchev acquired and 
which he now leads# This discussion will consider his 
basic psychological. m$msp%&mM about the, Party .from the 
follow In g- St endpoints f (!) let w e  of the- party f (11 Perm 
of' the Party! and (3) function of the party*
the nature of the tarty is assumed i# "be 'the under# 
lying forces or principles which create# control or guide
i. m m m  of tas fairkt
3lb ld .
^ Ib ld . q u o tin g  L e n in , p* 8 ? .
Um beheirior of the Party*
fr\th© predion# eb&pter it' mit potato out that- 
BjbrafhoMir regards the ,M«s ' of m  a
means for tos®stortitlng society*/ as 'guide# ■ for Ummn b©~ 
karlep* It i# not unusual to assnin© that he would eon** ' 
ell# toe Party the logical* agenoy for this aet-toh* So 
saldf
Our Party siting to its ranks ail that to moat 
adiransed* boM* hereto* and selfless to the working 
elasa and im toe- people*. e^j^esies the b&ato interests 
of to# people ♦ Its might Mas' In Its mr&ist *heniniat 
■ theory* too. toon unity of Its ranks and Its tipbreak* 
able M e  with the broad masses of the people***
the party* there tor a* to comprised of the select 
meitoera of the working ©lass# Apptoenbly those repre* 
genb&tivee are a ©toot because they bar© a 'thorough under* 
standing of*- and dedication tof. the Ideology* fhto pro* 
Mies them with a oo«on unity of purpose* without which 
the Party mould hot . fnity within the party- and
the party*# tie with -the ftepto- is alto m&&s&%&&ha$ by 
the Ideology wbtoh to the eoissiett bend that links- .all 'mom" 
bet*#'. of the' working elsse* and retehto the to eelleetlre 
best'' int.ere0ti-**the of oewmlim* Sinoe the
people and toe Party east ha.¥© no ether Interests but o-owu* 
■ntom* then' whatever toe Party does is done tor toe beet
$Spe6Ch at Conference of Farm Personnel, May 23* 
1957, trana. The Oxarrent Placet of ttie Soviet gross* 'IX*.
21, p. 21, May 21-28, 1957. •
■Interest# e# the people#., ■
this Is tantamount to saving that Khrushchev her 
liewst■ the: fartf can : is ;«© -wrong* Right, and wrong. like • 
truth and fils lift -however* ete&JE&tm She -^ends1* for -which 
the- tarty strive#* fh© idea# of somoni sm represent the 
host Interests of, tbs people# ■. this has. been. -revealM by 
Marx and Eenin* the,tarty, Is.a. solest group. because It 
has a thorough understating of# p i  dedication to- the 
•ideas of eoimmrlsm* Khrushchev may therefore'state with 
certainty that the tarty always expresses the-host inter* 
eats'Of the people* Jbr-the -tarty always operates accord* 
Ing to the Ideology* this was farther elaborated by 
.Kbrubtehevt
the Party ha# ho other Interests than the people* s 
interests# the iortet people hate ■always trusted ant 
eonilnu# to trust the- tarty Ilmitless'ty* they imre 
supported and continue to export Its policy a# their 
cm* It Is a. foiioy that Is in with- their
secret bhsrigbbs and -aspirations-*^
If Ihamshtoet bailete# that. toe- tarty always .has
the. #oi«plete support 'of the people then it fellows that
he boiler#! the tarty is always doing what' Is best for -the
people#., this dees net ispiy that- Indlrldual# .always
reosgnlse It as such*-; the farty is in harmony.with ,tise
aspirations Of the people* not of Individuals* the ideas 
of oomunism exist ‘for. the eeiieobite’people*'' they -are
^jbidi, p* H7#
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of foot Its only when they can Or&w people * together *
tftts© tarty'must eonblmpaiy worfc for,ti*o poopls*# 
ioboresbf* ‘them the' foeatioa sriaoi whether the peopl© 
are unable to/preirlde for their own ■ Interests#- Sueh a' 
question* i^w©Torf‘>o0itfi the 'OAfergsnt inter* <
eats among the people#’ ,-fhere are none# the people- ©an 
hate he interest#''that are hot In oonform&oo# with the 
Mselegy# ani sine# the forty A# sfeeepeh-ia -the- Ideology# 
the forty tfAtl tell- the people niimt their interest# are#- ' 
in-thlii fashion ■the- far by e<mbrels the people?# boh^ior# 
ant strengthens Its unity with thetn* 0n' the anbjeet of 
unity :iin?nsheh##' taiitt ■
the unity of the tarty anil the ^oopit is a reliable 
. guarantee of the might of see lulls t soeieby uni the 
■sueeessfnl woaaotruotiott of ■ A# long m  the
bond between the tarty and the people it unbreakable# 
the foree# of soeiulism M m  ho' reason to feur*#*the' 
enemies of vommmlm* ftersfsr#* the unity of the , 
forty uni the people must b# beli' t&erei#?' ■ .
A$#arsnbiy the unity of forty uni people to ifibal'' 
in or-fer to pretest the- boot t n tm m M  of the'people* fbi# 
suggests that only tho forty ©an protoot the peopl## 
Interests*. if thin is true# then only the tarty it super** 
ior.te the\peepl## 'that l^ f, it is in a position of rapw*- 
ieriby,si?er the people* Khru&hohev euliei'itf
?Speech on the. I|0th Anniversary of the Revolution*, 
gepteuber. lit# i9S7#. brans* the Ourrent Plate# t of the 'Soviet 
fress* II| 37# p* li|f SepteSirTEtSf#' ififv
the min#* honor and conscience of oof epoch* ly 
it# mere than fifty years struggle for oosaaanism the
demonstrated it#'groat wisdom#
poroofti^ooo## to t
the foregoing $tnt#sto appears to corroborate the. 
aeauiptfeh that the _ Farty is suptoior to the people ant 
also that it oto, i# no woog* It# cellec fetve wisdom a M  
foresight apparently stems from a greater eonsoioosness 
of the- Ideology*. the eei^imtlor of nhl% in a common 
ptopoaoi {the building of' communism) an# conformance with 
a standard pattern of behavior* {the Ideology) apparently 
endows 'the forty with certain collective attribute# which 
surpass the Individual attrihntee of it# matabem* As a
"5
collective entity the farty to characterise# by great wis* 
■dost and percept Irenes#*- and by m inferior mind and eon* 
science* §ai# Ihrtishcheri
the party demands.. *undsvl&cirg fulfillment of it a
■4mMimm and' toreeervt# to the w ill of
the » io riiy -*** Ib  w ill not tolerate the spreading of 
views that' toe oontrtoy to' i t s  ideology .an# policy . 
'and which #o harm to- l ie  tolby* to the' cane# -of M il# #
ing ooManl0a*f; .j'
. . . ■ > ■
leoante lito views mto decisions are right*, that la# 
alwaye. hate# on the ' ideoiegyj the party cannot permit any
8*
'.%ftitle In jcvesMa* #hne %  1957# trans* the 
gt^rent - of tha, tevleb .Iffiit*' M *  p* 9# 
junoTB*Bj|^^57T
®mmmw -if tows to b# aproad* ih# paopto app^fatlf- mat 
m m p %  iii'WlI ®B p t o t w M  t&& ilii'fef1 to# W m % $ *  fhoto 
aoaiil 1$  t o #  of '
'to#f ■«$# no* other* Wbrato* the pm^$ m m pM m
#03$&#&o m&tm®% m m  to# i b o h o o i o r f  m thato 
oolioobto# will* lO.s&asio $&& fetopiiito#- wh&t
. t o  b®ft fa** the 1&3I&0* Ehimshohaiy mad# '  tola point otow
"V
to. a eialifias© of witopsi
the Oowaiitoi pwtyto.'poltojr #isj^ #as.tog the paopl## 
ttoia^htai tot###®to’ to to# mbai baaii of the Soirtot 
###ial and. stab# ay# ton* f&onoferOf it noul&.b# a 
p*#ab mistake to totok;- that to w  Sowtot conditions
it is peeeihle to $ m m  - the .people without, act! imfj
iW|i«g eat to# QBmmniBt pm%*# foitof*!®
too## who seiHre the far%| ® m m  the p#opi#f
5 ■ ■ ■ •
. thee# to# to not toe i# not the peo$>£e»
this itohote^f 1# r ® o f  the #at*ljr
owiotian ttofto totoh;^ #o#into#d only toe kinds of pee# 
.pie# OWtotiame and ■heatosas* If to# p##pto ®mm®% be 
oeawed #&##pb through*" the then tot party. ©onto#!#
ell moans of contact with the people* the farto* then# 
to to# beet tottPtett of the people# topes## a fora of 
osnsorshi# hpon totm# Slate toto it to to# people*# 
i®bm m w$ it meat be assnmed that titotr the farter foans
t
j#r at ) jt;ti *i  *i irfi ^ ii i ^ ilifrtiil i^; ij)iii«ii ij
10Speech on the Close $i#a between Literature, Art 
anfl. the Life of the People* August 28, 1957* trans. The 
Current PlKOst of the Soviet trees* IX* Js*, f>v 5* August 28-
S#p6SiS#f' ”5#' 195? #
Shat ooutrMtobery Ideas will either team the people from 
©OMmismi on will: district them and ttoreby delay toetr 
progn#a:a toward eomtintom* On to# basis of Itoruishehevto 
averred fat to to to# ideology It may be assumed that he 
la wre otocerm## with the dtotoaittog influence of any 
activity that to not ..to: accord with to# farbfto policies* 
fh# totalitarian' aspect of. to# Party*# control 
over to# people appear# to b# vested. to the concept of 
toe collective 'Will# If toe party ©wpf#«#n I M  cdlcc# 
bive will of to# people ant it focuses that collective 
will on to# of com^ intoii. toon to# .party 1#
to reality focusing to# will or- attention of all to#'„ 
peopliron mmmmi&m* It unites them in 
and waking toward on# at ttgl,# goal **# 0 Oj®#asyci# m#
fh# co-opt of a conscious* unified and distinct 
colltctlt'# will superior to too will of any individual 
to **#atoi#o#nt of iouesoauto .^.general will1* concept of 
the state* to which toe state com## into existence 
through an among m m  m  the condition# of living
together* ^
the difference between lomseauto *general will11
.and Ein?m#hc.tev*'ii ^collective will11 1# readily apparent 
from the follow-tog editorial in fr&v&a* to# official
newspaper of the Soviet fhioni
In ’the. Soviet socialist state the single will of 
too people i® too oingl# will of all too people# of 
too t33S&* Soviet authority in too TJS&ft oxproa### and
roallsof to# will of too entire, multinational tingle 
people *!«■ f
Obwiowaly too only way that Soviet authority* that
It* the forty tan realise to# will of .the people it to be- 
in pm m m ion of information that will prediet #**#$ly 
what to# people will do in any given oir#umitine#f in 
ettenee tola it the type of information 'teat the idool* 
ogy provide# to the f&rty* inf or mat ion about hieiory*# 
procoae of aoeial develcptcnb.
implicit In the tarty*t ej^tMlen of to# paeplet-a 
eolleetiw will I# to# notion teat tee people always 
support the tarty* % 1 I  Soviet people*11 said tteuihtoev* 
^unaiilTOualy topper b the. Ooiamunlst .party and £i&tly.8#e 
in It toeIr militant vangtmm**1!!'
Man! feat at Ions of support ax# apparently deeiratole 
in order to strong then the unity between toe party and 
tee people# in editorial In fravin ataertei that 11 tee 
entire Soviet people fervently receive and unanimously
i%<aifc©riel in «S**v8e," Oetoto&r 8* 1957# «*«*»*
^  s^yhi^ SS§M* 43,' p. 9,
^Repent to the Supreme Soviet# May 6# 1957# 
ta»ans, The Current Digest of the Soviet Press, IX, 18,
p. 16, May 1-7, 1957.
applet# the resolution -of ' t e e . . # p a r t y  : of' 'tee soviet 
tmleii* regarding .It a# a folly oerreeb and timely measure 
of twent# .iigniftoano# for: tarty and • ,
In $im&&3r# the mtmre of tee tarty: I# it#'unity of 
pmpm® to. fulfilling. the Ideas-of ooMmisai* Its collective 
will* ■ its 'Superior wisdom* It#. intolllMlity* and its power* 
a^raiaift^ eniiilsia is tee bond teat holds tea tarty 
together* teat it* ite &$&&&$*# are tea##, select' worker# 
who are teoroughly todootflpated' in tee doctrine* they 
have a unity'Of purposes to guide te© people toward 
ntom* Sine# tee idea# of ocmstentom are th e  boat toberest# 
Of.te# people'and ate## tea Party I# ieitoat## toward tee 
tolfill»nt of the a# idea#* teen te# Party*# action# are 
always to tee 'beat inter#### of tee people* fhc tarty 
then Is always right* for tee Ideology I# always rigote 
Because it to always right. and beemjas It works #etol$r 
tm  their interests* the people support the tarty iw$Uto 
elbiy* and depend upon ft to guide teem# ftie far by to 
turn strive# bo..protect It# unity wlte tee people in order 
that It may keep teem on the correct road toward communism* 
the. forty, thus. to e u re e  teat tec people never lose sight 
of t h e ir  ultimate objective*
flie tarty is superior to the people because it#
Editorial in fravda* Jje qlfe
tell##biir# wisdom stem* from a greater oonselousneii# of 
the Ideology*
the Party demands complete subordination to its 
dictates* for its will it to# will of to# majority* it 
alone ®m. ietormim toai is boot for to# people* and all 
too would serve to# people can do so only by carrying out, 
to# farty*# policy* /fhe $#&%&§■ to#ti|si#.to# sol# Judge of 
to# people*'# behavior*
it*- m m . m  ®  m t x
t
By to# form of to# fu riy  is  meant -Its pwydhm*
logical stouebur# or manifestation* that is* to# tarty
as jtoruteof&v views It.* the physical form or organisa*
tlon of to# tarty is not ptttinefib to tots dissuasion*.
the form of the tarty may be inferred from to#
following statement h f Khrushchevs
the Oemmsinisb party which is always. ..the vanguard* 
too leading partlof toe people# is Iff to of the flesh 
and blood-of to«r bto<~d of toe people*IS
Khrushehev considers toe tarty as being linked
■with toe- people by ties of flesh and blood* - fhis Implies
that toe tarty and the- people are. one* sharing the same,
oolleotive identification* 'that is* all are members of.
assign speech* m m b kg 1958* brans* ftis
. g a g s M j l s M t  ai J s  m m ' M m *  % * &>$ p *  %  m m u
6^12* I95o*
the working class* tee tarty to position in the vanguard 
of to# collective entity denotes its loading role of guid* 
log the people, toward mmmnlBm* fo Ibrutoohev the- tarty 
It not separated from too people nor dots it occupy a 
position above them# It load# too people only because ■ It 
is their enlightened element# toe unity of Party and 
people is analogous to a single human being whose move* 
meats and behavior are-directed by M s  brain* toe supreme,
i
form of matter* tee Party apparently is the brain of the 
people* their ^leading part*11 Viewed In. this light* the 
Party is-not m  impersonal. administrative group but as 
1hruahebev said in -mmmm speech* #***a living organism* 
bound by ties of .flesh and blood with the broad losses
tee cone opt of - toe party as a living organism 
suggests a form, of anlmiam*. tee party appears to:possess, 
life as a collective entity* a form of life that is differ* 
ent from the individual lives that comprise it* linking 
the Party with the people into one collective living organ* 
Isa lends credence to the assumption, that what ’toe Party 
does is done for toe good of toe people# Bispbaeising toe 
linkage in material terms assists In creating the illusion
^Address to the- Chinese Communist party, February 
27, 1957*' brans* tee Current. Piaest e^-.toe Soviet frees,
H # ll|# p« %  April 3-9, 1 9 5 7*
of a collective material entity* Such a linkage-la eon* 
sietanf with itoushctov*# material outlook* Bine© matter 
is primary to hit fMiosophy* it it only natural that he 
think to terms of matter* Where a- non*M&r&tot: might say 
®*we art united under cod*1 denoting spiritual ties, the 
Harpist says *%© are united by flesh and, blood,11 that 1% 
tutorial ties#
Such a linkage Implies that the: Party will always 
work for the benefit: of the people, for their increased 
welfare*- :fSfhe entire' life of the party*11 said fatarushckev* 
'm%® .toe life of toe people* It is a struggle tor -toe. 
interests of toe people* tor their welfare and' happtoess**1 
ft w y  fee assumed that by sharing the same life-' 
with toe people* the party Interacts with toe people -and 
controls toeir behavior* 'By controlling to# peepfeto 
behavior it control® their life since from the material* 
1st standpoint* behavior and life are one*
fn smsmmryi the Form of toe Party is toe form of 
toe people* tout Is* toe party is linked' to toe people 
with ties of flesh and blood* for both are of the working 
class-* If Party and People were viewed as a single human 
being* the party would be toe brain* the supreme form of 
matter* As a collective entity toe Party and People
^Speech at Conference of Farm Personnel* eg alt**
P-* 18*
1 but because the party occupies the superior role* 
It controls the behavior of the- people* tee party thus, 
controls the life of. the people* who are bound to It and 
are dependent upon It for their existence*
lit* m m m $ m  m  ram witwr
from the standpoint of psychology the function of 
the Party may fee regarded at the purpose*goal* or action 
that toe Party undertakes In regard to the people*
In a speech to the 4 0 th  0cnpf*e#e of toe'0o«uil0t 
p a rty *  Khrushchev spells re p e a te d ly  about th e  P a rty  a# th e  
#Ieaiii3g'.&ni.guiding ferae of toe Soviet people to ail 
fields of political* social* economic and cultural ■ life 
t a  th e  USSR,"18
According to this statement toe party guides toe 
peoples thoughts* .and consequently influences their.he* 
hairier* Since the people.have no freedom of thought;or 
action excep t within the guMellnet effahllsliei by toe 
tarty* the basic, funetlto #f the tarty then appesrs -to
he total control ever the people* In this regard .Khrush­
chev etatedt
tee tarty must intensify its efforts In Communist 
education of toe masses and to eliminating, to# sur* 
irival of capitalism in toe minds of men; it must make
l%p#eeh on to# t^ Oto Amiversary of to# tevolution* 
on b it*  p* .1 6 * ■ ' "
fuller and more active m® of all the ideological 
»dia«#propaganto, agitation*, ’toe press* radio* cml* 
teral and educational organ! sabioxia vend Institutions* 
iolonoo,* literature and art#19
Apparently believes teat by controlling
ail factor® of ittoMabien* that la* oesaamleatJione »dla# 
the far% will -tentrei to# Maas "that are In .too ■mtods of 
tot people and tout literally control btoto.mtoda* the
necessity for this action to •abtoitob00 to capitalist
„ > . . .
idea#* white are a throat to too- development of o-omm$hisb 
ideas* Apparently to# too Ideas- oannot exist' in too'earn# 
mil Ion* 'to tola limbatt## too ttlitde of man* - 'that toes# 
too-fdtai or# to steSiet to a Mate tenet of - ttoioOtioal' 
mabwiallsitt*. lewevar* Sbraehohev had toeqttenfly asoortei. 
that too cwamlil Ideas w e  supreme and had svetrwarned' 
too- capitalist countries toat too ideas of communism 'arev
^baoiilt* white will invade the minds of yetir teiMren 
and convert them to aommunism«:t|20
Either Khrutoteev Is uncertain of' too sup##moy 
of toe ieefrtoe*:, or he uses ■ mm idea of 8*p£#
taliem as a fear symbol to order to ■ toer-sese- receptive* 
ness to the tarty*# function as educator and protector* 
fM# is similar to a parent insuring control over M s  
children by warning them teat goblins and ■ other fearsome
®%eee Item1 in - toe Gmtes llorld. Msraid (Nebraska)*
May to* lf59* 1 '''
Creatures lurk'In: the w'Oiia'.outside the,family circle* ■ 
waiting to do team harm* '
tee people * a acceptance of-toe'Party in Its role as 
educator and molder ;of public opinion ii ilinfteutei by 
the Ibilewihg extracte!
the Ooiteuniat party- it ■ the political and ideological, 
leader- of our people*' Benee it .la also the -chief ecu*
: eator' of Soviet young people***
the public' -opinion of tee Soviet people is farmed 
and developed under tee guidance of- it# leading: part*
Its vanguard# tee.Goimmmiet parte*****
<
Altteugh/teeee'etate»nte may not be indicative ■ o f  
'the »Joritf- of tee people to'i^esptehee* 'they do .todleaia 
that- tee people are aware of" the Party1# efforts' In their 
behalf* the people in reading thee# affirmations and
assertions# are lei to beilevi that'they rep*etenb actual 
reality# teat they proclaim tee legitimate and ■undisputed 
prerogative of tee Party* whether tee people actually be* 
Hove teat* or teeteer Chef act apt tet farty to role Is of 
little ■ eenaequeme# to Khrushchev* tee Important consider­
ation appears to be to educate the people in social eon* 
solousnese* that fa* in teelr responsiMlitle# and duties
^Article In ^ Kommuniat,11 August 8* 195?* tram* 
tee oarreht Dtoggt of j@jg> soviet frees, ii* 3t* p* 8* 
August 7*ij# 1957*
^Editorial in tooproay flieeefii.*11 December 14* 
1956# brans*' the Current Dteeat of tee Soviet frees, IX# 
3* p. 9#-, February 21-277 1957.
to a communist feoiefy* lfxt I# to$>esstol%'®
said Khrushchev* **fo build communism without a high degree 
of e&mgnt&t awareness to toe people*
this .implies that ■ unless" the people are mm® o f 
what toey w o  doing they cannot to If eitocbivety* fhs 
attainment of such awareness seems to be essential for 
oe&plst# control over the people* $osMhtof awareness 
then* It like a mental iff which will direct too peepi#«s 
betovier toward a common goal* with no conflicting dit* 
fractions to impede their advance* Said Ehrnshchevt
to# 01ynhot toreteil eastbly toon fosmai#m will 
come about* but one totog la olow^iiwkind t® m m *  
ing toward iff. I rejoice &b this and for my part 
am doing everyfhtog to .ay power to promote to# ato 
vsnc#*^
fb# foregoing' reveals ihrufhotov*#' total aaeep*
fane# of to#' Ideology *s tofermtolsbie prophecy* Mankind 
la Inevitably moving toward cojimainism and anything that 
can be §mm to promote tola advance it cause tor p#j#io« 
ing* ftef mankind may not want mmrnmMm apparently 
has no- bear tog on M s  movement ■toward if* to will 
accept if in toe time when toe ideas of communism eon*
IM'.' H" i »Wi P-
^%rbiele to wvoprosy Pilosofll*51 September 9* - 
195?# . brans* toe Ourrent Pteenf. of toe' MBMM SSlIi 
IX# 38* p. 5# September lo^EiV 195? *
^Interview with publisher w* i* Hearst* to#* 
brans* fhe Current. Blgeyf of the Soviet tress* XX* If6*
■vert Mm* that tto farby may be creating toman robot# to
tortoer the d'Svelbpwnf of & m m m & $ m  I# lltowts# Irpele*
vans* In view of toe ends toward which they are striving*
the people are working for themselves* preparing for toe
world tost is to come* .the farty la. doing them- a.^eab
aervio#! Its aim is to help them achieve to# goal of
communism more rapidly* ^Mke all communists,*** said Khrusb*
chav* 111 dream only of .onioning a h&ppf life .tor all pee**
pie* of ensuring that all people tolly enjoy toe- benefits
of toeir labor
In'its role of leading toe people to toe promt ted
land the Party teems almost Heasianic* It .alone possesaa#
to#' vision of what lie# ahead and it# eftorte are directed
at ensuring that all of the people are let to- the fulfill*
manf of tote via ion* ftore Is little doubt that Ehrush*
iwt accept# tola a# toe forty*-# primary service to toe
people * lie aalit
M f #  to# shown that toe people***ar@ invincible if 
-they are well.organised and inspired by the. idea# of 
aomsnlasft*' inly togg doe# a rapiif toaly » s s  move* 
mens forward occur**® :'
^Speech' on the 14.0th Artniveraany of the Revolu­
tion, ££ hit** J>* 1 8.
properly- inspired by the ideas of m m m m in m  the '.-■■ 
people. ean.b# organised into a oenoerted tetaM. swi# 
®hb* -the. ideas of. were previously patented'' '
m  ^mental eebis^  whlob. lead the people to aetien* &■■■
: eofc&lapy .of. that assumption is mat; the party mas the 
idea# of to iifMl&be. the people- to a desired
pat tom of behavior# fsrbifular iy might, mis,, be true la 
plow of tbs #»ptoai# p%mM m  eiielbliis the props#
response from the people to: the diebates of the Party* la 
this regard the people are taught to reject improper or ' ’ 
tm m & m t  s^bfiiwli®- ana ueeept only ^ them w h i c h %h#'party 
eoagiders to be ri^ii*- the people m m  are shewn tbeway 
to proper behavior. Khrushchev makes this point thuslys
fhe forty eerfeobe anyone who m&feas mistakes* The
party #### ihorboo&tiag# and tern# that it must- built , 
to the people abeot them, ami. overoom# them together ■ 
with the people* fh© people will, do a bettor Jeb'.ef 
eliminating moe# ehorto.omingi if you toll them the 
truth and show them the way*«7
Apparently* the people must be shown the truth bar
oaueo the truth to inherent in .eoimmist awarea©e% and ■
the people have imperfect Q xm sm m t& t awareness# .thus* they 
ape Incapable-of arriving at the truth without help* This 
is in. aeeerd with the notion, that, only-that I# true‘Whioh 
is bated on methods derived from the- Ideology* In Showing
^interview with Henry Shapiro# United Press Carrow* 
poadent# Hevember I8t 19^7* brans* the current Pteest of ' 
the Soviet 'Press# K# lj.o* P*- 1|# Hovember I3-19f;;n195?Z : ■■
the people the true course to follow# the Party* in ess* 
@ne#i dictates the sows# of their betovlo#*
Another function of the Party as viewed by Khrush* 
ehetr is that of defender of the people*s ...interest#* :fbis 
is iidluatrab#t by the. following Wtmttitete#* Atatewut ; 
oerming gtaltef
for MspMst^keninists* the ehief'and most important 
matter is the defense of the interests of the working 
class*. of the class of sociallsti and the struggle 
against the-, enemies of M&rMsm^bsnlniSM* In this 
main and most important respect as the saying goes* 
may, Ood grant that every .0 ousmnls t will be able- So 
fight as gfallii fought#™
Presumably Khrushchev regards capitalism as a 
threat to the safety of the people* Bine# the ideology 
I# fredleated m  the idea of a flatsstruggle* it appears 
that tuoh a struggle must always be foremost in She, minds 
of every eowuniaS* Therefore*. we may assume that Etaush*- 
ehe% believing ..In the inevitable mifanet of the world 
toward oojmm^ iifm* also believes that this advance is 
always being- threatened by the losing f last* The concept 
of # ustinual struggle tends to unite the people in d$» 
fense* If not of the ideology* at least of their interests* 
the party*# fane Mon as defender of the ideology is be 
keep the people aware of the threat to their interests*
^Speech at Shineas Embassy ftaesptien# January .
10?* &•»»«- Jhe SS B t  ftBElftt lEiSS* « #
3-* p. ta* February El«27* I
»
This ■ Implies that only the forty can protect them* ter* 
petnatlng the notion of constant danger will* instill .few 
in the people* thereby causing them to" wiSMrOT from "the ' 
source-of danger end come to the point of protection* the 
forty# thus facilitating the task of bringing iMtrte 
iMxmiii awareness* Bald Khrushchev*
0 me# world is ■ wietag# the world of eemmmiam* 
and this world* comrades* Is invincible* However 
may ■secret or overt attacks -they may launch against 
#i# socialist'e-amp* they cannot stay -our advenes to 
the bright future of mankind to communism*^7
The assurances of invincibility ami of victory are 
powerful indue ements for the people in tbe eauae
m£ co«uniem* Unity is further aided by the' threat of 
danger which causes the people to seek the protection of 
the Party ami thus makes them mere receptive to the Party* s 
influence#
In -nmmmf* the party* a miss function is to educate 
the people* to molt their eoasMeuemesa* and control their 
behavior in order that they may achieve a high, state of 
eossmmlat a#womens and thereby hasten the development of
ocmmniem# Without a high degree of oowmnist awareness 
the people are susceptible to distractions which deter 
their advance toward coisminism*
Another function of the Party is to defend the
#€L“' ' t to the Supreme Soviet* Hay 6* 10?*
2»oag>to& totoi^ato ftom th# ttomto# o f mmmmMm^ By ptafc** 
Maiatog It# poto m, &®£m&$&9 aitd by j^toato&tlng. bb# 
thtobt of to^aMing $mmgm* bh$ fwty eautosi the f>$o$to to 
#ibkitow Ito® the £®m*m of iaitgai* ana araw aio&en to the 
aonto# #f $tob$$tlo&*;. fh# jtoitptot of aaaa^ttng' oommunXm 
la ®l© moto appealing by continually en^hasiaing it# in# 
yitoibiitty ana the inevitability of it# ytotes»y 
eapitiiltom* _ The p&&pt,&% to toitotog to b# m  the m & m f& g  
sill will be more reesptlve to oommm%Bt M om * ana bhua 
to at$atopea#*
SUMMARY QP KHRUSHCHEV'S ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE PARTY
M ature gg P a rty . ■
1* ftm Party is comprised of belect member of the werh* 
lug -claes who Mv© a common unity of purpos©* namely* a.
t
thorough tmfemMtmMtm of snd^  dedication to th e . Ideology#
2# the Ideology is a common benit that unites the Far by 
with the people*
3* The Party end the people have the same interests* that 
Is* the development of ■etwiii* The Party always ©sc* 
presses the host interests of the people*
■ %* the Party always taews tie people *# interests he* 
cause the* people hare no divergent interests* their 
interests are in conformance with tSno ideology* and $h# 
Party is more fiaalified ■ than they in expressing the ideol^ 
egy* the tarty controls the- behavior of the "people and: 
Insures their oontiniiai .dependent# upon* and unity with*
the Party*
5* the Party is concerned with people* not with indi­
viduals.! the ideas of commie a are effective only when, 
they unite many people for a common purpose*
6* the Party as a collective entity ha# great wisdom* 
foresight and pereoptIrenes#♦ its view# and decision#
are always right because they .are baaed or the ideology#,
v f * -file tarty manifests tee collective will of the fee* 
pie# It la the sale Judge and director of thoirbelmvlor*
1# the Party and. the. people are one* . fhey mm linked. • 
by fltSh and hiood# with the tarty as the leading part, of 
the people* that it* the brain*
gip^&fip a£ jgga. M m M *
1* 'the - Party eeuteeXs - fee people#' teengftis- and cons#*- 
gently regulates their behavior*
$.* the Party educates .an# train# the people in m hlgir 
State of communis t awareness and it controls all means. of 
communication in .order to facilitate this education of the 
peopl#* ,
3# the people ■ accept 'the Party a# educator and developer
of. their ■ thou#iba*
%*. the Party cor root a the peoples mistakes and shows 
them tee correct course to follow* It conditions teem to 
accept only its dictates-as truth#
5* the Party defends tee people*# Interests against all 
threats* It perpetuates .tee idea of continual struggle in 
order to Ins till'fear In the people* thereby causing them
6* fto forty s&waffc ras^eeent# the ideology as iw.teel* 
M e  and the M M m h e  fitter in the steiggi# with oejil# 
t&Mitm* this attr&ets those who want to he with/the winh* 
lag ' e i ie *
fn feia chapter the people of fee Soviet. Union are 
discussed - from the standpoint of ifesn*eheb#v*s eesaf^ tiofi# 
about their nature;*. the di senseion la divided into two 
partst 111 the Sects.1 I&tore of 'fee People end- |t) the 
ihfiieal sai mental Bator# of the People*
the. social mbar# of a people may he assumed fe: eon** 
alit of thee# characterlstict fetch identify a. people a# 
a group* Among febaite sr#i culture (both material and ■ 
iumteriall# lishor# morality* religion# classes#. a M  
family*
he syaomeaone with higher living standards embodied in an
economy that will burn out creator# comforts in undreamed 
of abundance* He said*
the 'more perfect the technology of' production be* 
cornea fee more rapid the growth In productivity of 
social labor and the higher, the working peoples living 
standards* fhii will create even more favorable, con** 
ditlona for the comprehensive development of spiritual 
culture# for the eoi^rehenilve development of fee pee* 
pie in socialist society* the growth of the material 
culture Is fee basis for the growth of the spiritual 
culture* wife a low ■level of ■material culture* the
1* soomi*. lAfUEE OF TOE fgons
.# 'to iferosbcltev fee term culture appears to’
spiritual culture of fee antis?# ■society cannot? flour# 
lab* ' these two factor# are/interdependent* 1
the people ■*$. material culture is 'feet feieti.fe#$r 
bate made or ere making* It eonslafe of all these mater* 
Ini objects that arise from a people working end living 
tegefeor | objects snob at food# ■ clothing* shelter* ana to 
on* Material culture.# them# concerns the physiological 
need#, of the., people* f# iaoreat# their material culbur#. 
the- people meat work harder* By working harder and there# 
by increasing fee meant for satisfying their physiologl* 
e&l needs the people will he establishing the basis for 
developing feelr spiritual culture* Si nee its develop# 
ment I# dependent upon, the detelopient of the material 
Culture# it appears feat fee spiritual culture comprises 
ImmMsrial aspects of fee peoples lives* the Spiritual 
culture*, then* concerns fee psychological needs of fee 
people* that.fees# are relegated to a place of secondary■ 
itfperiiinoa iniiiates feat they are not esawtiui to fee- 
■exlstence of fee people*-
from M s  emphasis on fee f M m « f  developwnt of 
fee material culture*. It m y  be assumed that Ihrushchav 
regards It m  m  important part of fee development of
%peeeh on fee Close ‘flee between hiterature# Art* 
and the Mfe of the People* August 28* 195?# trsns* fee
SSSgggja 2Mi2| JS|J|g SgU&S. SSSSi IX* 35, p. 5* August ■ 
20~Sepfeamb6i’ 3* 195?.
oowutilem* In fact communism is the material culture of'.
the people developed to its sftaatoMf. It it for this that
the people strive# toward feie eni that history la ewelv#
tog*, , Said Khruahohevt
fhe people took power into festofofe hands precisely 
in order to- develop the forces of pfoduotlon-i to, multi# 
ply society1# wealth* to improve their well-being and _ 
■to create better living. eoadlMons a# rapidly as .possible*!
. . ' , *  5' " * 'l" '
Since the msteflai o M t w e  of fee people. Is oowomei 
wife fulfilltog feeto physiological iieeda* It seems feat 
these needs created the drives feat compelled fee people 
to sol sse power# Apparently* those needs will’ not. be. satis# 
fled until conditions of living m e-created.which will 
incur# - their complete and constant, satiety* Since this 
will, be achieved only when fee state -of commxmlsm is 
reached* fee. people must coot tonally strive to improve 
fee to standard of living* feat is* their material culture* 
Because it represents the-' developwnt of;#c«iuiii^ s% 
raistog the-materiai culture'of fee; people Is of palmary 
Importance to ihrusliohev* It would' appear timM be regards 
this as fee principal reason .for existence* this is con# 
il-itert wife the materialistic vtowpototi for ms matter* 
fee- people skint .only to improve, feeto .material wMi^being*
It may b# assumed feat their material welifeofeg. and 
comfort is the principal preoccupation of fee people*
0elgef * in a study of former Soviet urbanites.*. concluded*
***the soviet population h&g become sifonglf »i#ntoi 
toward educational and occupational acMe vemenb* and the 
young people in particular have developed high occupa* 
tional aspiration#* Consumer good# shortage#*, *oar with* 
out question be regarded a# a feature of the Soviet 
which .geted in a deprlvatioral fiihleari on :ths 
population:*: §♦#
fowier* during m tour of Soviet schools noted that 
11 on fh# whole the demeanor of the young people mm very 
practical and prosaic * lha dominant icetsiwe among youth it 
good 'Job# and safe career#* just as the dominant interest 
of the populace at large I# meat# m&lk and ga%eti*tt5
Since the Party control# the development of the 
material culture* then It alio control# the development of 
the spiritual culture fince the two are Interdependent* 
the spiritual culture appears to be a mean# by which the 
people are induced to greater productive export* Said 
EferuahcheVI
from the very first day# of Soviet power* the 
Communist party ha# been .devoting major attention to 
raising the cultural level of 'the wording people* fo 
ewure .a life worthy, of man to .#11 people mean# to 
create ’an abundance not only of material things but 
also of Spiritual values*. A genuinely, cultured-
%ent 0eigerf .^Deprivation and Solidarity In the 
Soviet urban family*11' American Sociological Review*- JDC# 
p.* 6I4# febpuary* 1955*
5#uliam fowster* ^Changing Russia** politic#***- 
Current fflatory* IHIV* p* 5* January, 19^8*
■ p m m u - ' m m t  be able to appreciate-and understand m f .. 
phemmencn of culture m h m t i m p  It bo 
SbeSfStovtteh# Bembra&dt m  rleasso*^
Since. the . m l l M M i m B . are based on the M o o  I#
ogy* it irouM doom that whatever spiritual values it. creates 
'weald be designed to further the' devele#ment if tosmiii*.
I
these than# become another f moans for eon trailing
the behavior of the people* Since spiritual mine a w e  
created by, the tarty# they must he conducive of communis 
cation to. the people# ■ One such %alue® is music# $ s M !t, 
Miumshehevi
In; 'the truthful and highly artistic imagery of 
$m melodies and &eng$g> the people recognise 
themteMee# their lives# their wpfrmtiene#' their 
dreams* It is a aid 'that the soul of 'the people is 
repealed in music# ■ Musis Just ■ as any .genuine art 
has lived and la living the life of the people and 
■ sees its supreme goal In serving the people# We 
want Soviet music to serve the great cause of comma* 
nism#®
 ^ ISueiOf: then# serves :m. mm incentive to spur the 
people on to greater effort* apparentlyf if it does not 
ref loot a t&u*. picture of the people *:t live##; it is a die* 
fraoting influence and'-hs each detrimental, to .the cause 
of Oommanlsm# the compoierl# then# must wife music that
^Speech on the Glass flee between literature# art# 
.and the life of the People# jgj alt** p# 4*
^Speech to Congress of Soviet Composers# April 3# 
195?* trans* fhe. Current Digeet of the Soviet tress* lit* 
13, p. 16, MsrcE W ^ m i T W m K  *•*— —  “— .
mmmmm to the fariyto a t t o e y  are denied any 
toeedOM of ereativtty# as the term is general If understood 
fey a nim^arid^t*. fe H3nmsheheVi however* creativity 
appear# to fee .the ability to create must# which will' meet 
the Fortyto standards* music that will inspire the ’people 
to greater productivity for the benefit #f ell 
fhie It alee true of ell the other media of culture* A#
*s
:IIumshehew said to an Interview with an american eorrea* 
pendentt
lihsi la culture? What is literature* mwepapera* 
m&g&atoe# * m i  the .press general If? fhey are the 
reflection of the people1# life* if a writer serves 
the people# lives with the people m i  is' their ter# 
want# he blonds to hi# work the interest# of the 
people# these of to# Communist party m i  hi# own 
personal interests* literature plays a prominent 
part to our country* helping- the party to eiucsto 
the people correctly*- to' laptont to their mini# the 
advanced* pregreaeire ideas which guide our party* 
ft is not without -reason therefore that writer# in _ 
our country are called e#^to#era of the human oeul*?
Soul is' .generally defined an a vital principal 
and » y  fe# regarded a# the imcjsttertol swfeitanee of a 
human feeing# Stoee materialism doe# not recognise the 
existence of immaterial substance* the term ^ soul*1 Met 
refer to the ideas of eoxnmunism which the forty seeks to 
implant in the minds of men* the wit ere then are helping
se$ ■’ v
'ftotervirf'- with...lenry Shapiro* united Press Corres­
pondent* November 18# 195?* tranc.», fhe Current Slgegt. of 
ttae Soviet j^ggft#. K *  46# p* $$ W W * ""'
W m Party- to implant the vital primipal o f  ©omumism, th# 
ideas,of !$&£&! dishorn tol$% la the people*# eomgolottgha&g*
and are thus contributing to the Party»a efforts to develop, 
a OOiVmMiit aooiefy*- •
Apparently too- writer© mm regarded as ^engi near a1* 
beoauao-of the wteoia# they use te.ahap# Wm #bswi soul*11 
fhmo; tools are words* or written language* language*, both . 
written' and oral has long hmn ton#id©### an important 
factor in oombrolllog h&mn behavior# terse, regarded it as 
^pmetioal oonsolousnoai^l®Stalin regarded it a# a ®msm§
of tavaloping soelety*11^
•Soviet psychology explains the unity of language 
and oonaoioutM## on the basis of Pavlov*©: theory of fit# 
two«signal system* language is the ultima to signal for 
refloating objective reality* for man has no thoughts 
toe# from the natural material of language* On the- basis, 
of language alum© s t  may bo stimulated into desired -behavior*
%uote§ in laaiah Berlin# lari fHr.ii* pi^ M f o  ami' 
p. lot*
9iosof Stalin* ^Foundations of Beniniam#1* Caelee- 
tlene) Uni tod States Congress, House Committee on Foreign
ieport
House Beeumemt Ho* 619, p* 112*
^%* A* Ml tor ism# wInvoluntary and Voluntary 
Attention*11 psyohology .In tfop .Sovi©| Union* trams* and 
eoiap# Brian SlmoHTpV 8ST ..  ....
AB‘ a basis .for learning, education* and written and
■»
oral cowmtoation language is a means of controlling human
behavior*. -By shaping 11 human, souls11 the writers W e  stopiy
helping the farty create a particular -mental set within tee
minds of tee people# and thereby insuring uniform collective
behavior# In this fashion tee party .controls 'tee collective
Social behavior of the people*
> Since tee writer*s wtris reflect objective reality
.in the minis of tee people# it ,may he assumed teat eventually
the- people will believe teat is presented to teem* Since 
tee writers ere respired to serve the cause of eoBnroism#
that is a future state* it may he assumed that teat they
present will he an 11 ideal reality1* rather than tee actual
one* By reflecting the people*© life 'to; their work 'tee
writers reflect & collective life teat la not representative
of the Iff# of any toiivMual in the- group.* they describe
a life teat tee tarty wishes tee people to leadf tens- .they
hold an image of tee ideal Soviet »  before tee people*
Reshaping and manipulating this collective man results to
corresponding behavior on the part Of the people* mWm-
proeesa of Go»aaist edm&iion#** ssli Ehrushchev* **18 not
accomplished at the wave of a magic 'tend* it Is a process
1 ‘ f 
of struggle "in cultural development* in the formation of
tee' Soviet to&nte cmtloek***^ 3*
interview with Shapiro* §0 0 . o.lt»
Jff
fo Insure proper formatim  of toe Soviet manta out# 
look* that la* a collective outlook which ean toe attributed
to ail the people* that' whoa snob an outlook 1#
attained* the behavior of the people can be predieted at 
well as controlled* ftte fwmstioii'ef a collective outlook 
Implies .the complete control of all media @# oommunieatio% 
and of all.me.ane of social contact* the use of the writers 
in this regard m m  shown* it I# Interesting to note- their 
response* n &v&- literature*5* wrote one .author* wIs proud 
of It# Mesion as the heraM of the noble ideas of tom*# 
another wrotei
'We Soviet writers live and work with the fins eon# 
viotion that toe leading role of the Ooaaminist pmtf 
is the primary condition for a fruitful development 
of Soviet literature *13
Such assertions of complete support lend credence 
to the assumption that tilrough the medium, of the written 
word toe people can.' toe molded, into a collective entity 
whose behavior- can toe controlled tov toe far tv* literature* 
a suitors! media* becomes a key means for aeeonpllsMng 
this task#
l%pbiele in 5*KomsOMolak&ya Pravda;t.tt «Tanuary 35* 
195?* trsns* j m  torrent Dteest jf tfoe Soviet. frees* 1%
ii# pi 21* w
13lMd, p. US*
Its- proper depends upon complete con#
fTOsItf of the writers as a group* .this problem is. resolved 
toy an ingenious technique known'as criticism* #elf*erltlelam* 
fMsousset at heater length in Chapter til* -the indiwiauail* 
its use in literature was .outlined toy Itoruahehevs
We want consolidation and unity of all the, forces of 
literature and art on a prinolpiM basis* not by con­
cessions and .deviations from the principles of 
leninism* frinciple-i criticism and self .criticism, it 
toeing developed in the Interests o-f consoiidatioo* this 
criticism helps those too have mad# mistakes to- realise 
and oorreeto.those mistakes and to stand, more firmly on 
toalr. feet**#
Apparently the artist and ■writer has only one correct
e^prestion of hi# talents* ani that 1# in .accorianee. 'with 
the principles of Markism^henlnlsm* too## principles : can 
he egpressei properly only if all the writer# and whists 
are consolidated into a single group*. Consolidation within 
the group increases the C'hatioe# of conforsity* .for-the ’other- 
mstoers of the group will criticise a deviant and help film 
hack to the group path* toe, technique of criticism requires 
that toe individual also criticise himself in order that he 
may' consciously change M s  toeMvlor •§ an ©staple of this 
is the. public confession that one. authoress made to her 
. feiiow-*wr 11 ©re t
' ^ 'Speech on Close fie- between Mterature* Art* 
and the life of toe People* jgg elt*# p* f*
I* a# a Communist accepting every party document - m  
something wholly and boundlessly my mm able
to say to t a y p l a i n l y  and flrMy* 'that every# 
thing is correct* that 1 actually did make the mistakes 
about which Comrade lOzrushahsv spoke* I made them* I 
persisted in them* but 1 have realised and admitted 
them deliberately 'and consciously* - 1 think ■ I have suc­
ceeded in understanding the mmmn of these mistakes and 
even the fact that sente of thaw are hound up in ay 
human nature which perhaps-■somehow hinders me in my 
work* 1 wmt mow mere- strictly verify my views TO , 
life*a phene»na***hf; following what Comrade Eteosh# 
chew'taught and urged in M i  speeches* I shall work 
mere worthily.in the future ■and shall always remember 
tost any work of a Soviet writer can he performed with 
honor only toy -TOawerviggiy following the party line 
and Party dieclpline#3^'
By vttoaliming M e  mistakes: the individual bring# , 
them- into ommlmm awarene## where they may toe properly 
corrected* Pear of group censor# or expulsion from the  ^ • 
group is toe basis ■upon which toe eei.f#criticiem'»thod 
operates* It illusfrates that toe individual' is valuable 
only as a unit of toe group* performing in accordance with' 
the ttaniwis eetatolishet for the group* By maintaining- 
group cohesion- criticism and aelf#criticlsm toecome to@oh* 
niquea of eonirdling the group*# behavior,
'ln,suwary* ,to# culture of the -peopl# consists of 
materia! object# toy which ■ the people meet their physio# 
logical needs*, ant spiritual values which -are created for 
them-to satisfy their psychological needs* the material
15Speech by Margaret Allger at meeting of Moscow 
Writers# October 7# 1957# trans. Ifee Current ffiges.t of 
.the Soviet .fraa*# tx» J»®* p. 18# Oebobsr a*»8» 1957.
value# are of'primary iw^ortanoe for they mo connected with 
tha. people*# aMstetoe# ■ and thus* with their progress toward 
cesmTOtsm-.* the spiritual value#'art of secondary ispartantai 
they art. dependent upon a high, lava! of material values and 
that act at induesmiitt# to the people to work
A# tot toy to tot fulfillment of all their material 
want#* toe ideology I# a great motivating, force for uniting 
toe people and 1 noroaatog their p*#Aneblvs effort# in a m m *  
mn m tm m m * the tarty a# the qualified executor of toe’ 
ideology oontrol# toe behavior of toe prof!# dteeot#
■toe doTOlopisent of their material and spiritual cult wee# 
writer#* artist#* and musician# #r#ato ‘spiritual imentlve# 
Which spur toe people' t o  greater prodnotlve effort* the 
writer# are particularly Important In tM# respect* for 
with toe tool of written .lan^iAget toey shape tot ooneolout* 
ness of the people in atoordanoe with the Party*# desires* 
in off sot they create a mental set. or pattern by which 
«at| behavior may be predicted, and eon trolled* As a ert« 
terla of desired behavior the writer# hold before toe people 
toe eolleetiv# Image of toe ideal Soviet -man*
Bator * It is generally recognised that a society
depend# upon toe- labor# of it# people- for its growth -and’ 
development* However* the principal purpose of such labor 
is to benefit toe Individual| society benefit# indirectly* 
this is reversed in toe Soviet Union* where toe productive
labor of' toe p o opie. is primarily‘for M m  benefit: o f ' society*
- and. only Indirectly for th e  benefit of toe- individual* toe 
itif^rbsnee o f labor. is a,- Soviet credo and'is-'toe Wafer tenet 
.fa r ..the developm ent o f  mtmmfmm*  B enin  -statedf- •■ '
productivity of -labor iir toe-meat■ :in#TOtaiat* to# p^in# 
#ipie thing for toe 'victory of toe new eeeimi tyabeiti* ■ 
.Capitalism ear be utterly ‘Vanquished and will-be utterly 
vanquished by toe feet that sociaijgia create# a new and' 
muohMghar -productivity of ,labor-«^
If the v ic to r y  Of toe new social system depends upon 
toe productivity of labor* toon labor becomes toe- principal 
preoce^atien o f the people* However* tola labor is not 
directly for the benefit' of the ■ people *•»' IMIvldualt’but 
■ fe# toe- development of a-.new- Society* Ebrnsbebev 'pointed 
out that wtoe historic' destinies of'our- Soviet society, 
were., determined and are- still being determined by toe' ? 
creative labors:* of our historic working el ass*#I?
As a group* the people are building a new world
and ■ this goal determines not only toe kind of work' tostr
taeb must perform but'-also-provide# toe:1 criteria for Judg* 
tog the yalut'of^STO-b'WTOk* ''':fnly: tosto labor is wwtowbile 
which furthers the sense -of ■ cemmTOiam*
fhe people 'toon'exist to work! this ft toe primary'" 
purpose of -human life* its'means of advancement and -develop**
^Benin* o£ &|&»* p* 156* .
^Speech on the talin Campaign*
york .Mm.#* p* 6# tune g*
rnentm Ih fU s h e h W  f.s M f' *
Markina &seea&a step by step m  productive fore©# 3 
‘develop* and he creates the conditions that on the baa!# 
of ^Niwth in labor pnodnotiiritf^ isaleo for an- abundance of 
©atorial and spiritual wealth*!®
If m&xitg pFogrsssi^o development toward oo»»|.fa 
depends upon a corresponding development of his environment 
than m m  and environment are not discrete objects that inter# 
act as a result of collision* w m
.and hi# environment are ©nef both are matter# they interact 
continuously through the force of productive labor*.
'■ i&b$r* then* is the m o m  by which man improves his 
environ»nt and correspondingly advances himself# for the 
modifications that he makes in. his environment are the mens** 
urs# of m m * s .aevoiopsent* fhe more modifications that he 
makes the more rapid is his progress toward communism* which 
represents, the ultimate in his development#
babor then is tbs key to man*# axis tones# the meant, 
by which he advames toward his ultimate ftopla##a stats of 
complete mteriai ‘satisfaction* Khrushchev s&idi
Marie is m*l*enini s m teaches that the mode ©f production 
in material life determines the social* political* and. 
intellectual life processes- In general* production is
the relation of m m  to nature#*”
!%pesob at Belorussian Conference* January SI4.* 
1953* Crons* J£be Onrrgut plfgat of the aoitsb fcpees*. X*
* ' -" i m m F f ^ 0 W 7 f ^ S f *  w
mm Is merely a mods of production* Combined with
other men he creates society on the basis .of the collective 
labor of the group# ff mm Is a mode-of production then, ail 
of « * s  attributes are also modes of production# that is* 
knowledge* sol©nee* ©Mils* and so forth* fhes© can be 
elaborated to increase- man*© productive value# Khrushchev 
regarded education as a primary- factor for this purpose*
He saidi
When our workers will have secondary education* 
labor will become m m  mere productive* and the uMmtsr«* 
rupted increase of the productivity of labor is in the 
last analysis.* the main condition for the successful. 
building of cosmunlsm#^-
fti© .goal, of education should be to train, more pro*
duotive workers* Since this goal is predetermined* eurri*
cula based on it will result in a fairly standardised
educational product-# .Also* educational curricula should be
such that transfer of 1warning from the classroom to a real
life situation will be facilitated*
preelaimtng an objective for m&Ma labor and his
education implies a collet© disregard of the individual*©
prerogative to work at a vocation of M s  choice and to. seek
an education for reasons other than the betterment of M s
productivity* Apparently individual expression of free
^Speech to the 13th Komsomol Congress, April 15#
195S* brans# Ina Schesinger* ^Soviet leaders Views m  
Education,ft School and Society* Voi $7* Ho* P* 65*
February ik /T $ > 9 * ' ' '
will is ■ allowed" only wheif lb does not interfere with the 
■ultimate 'Objectiw of developing a communist society*
Said Khrushchev I
.Marxlsm«leninism teaches that the forces operating 
in society work exactly like the forces operating in', - 
.nature* blindly* violently* destructively' so long as 
m  do not understand them and fail to take .them into 
account*' For what each individual wills is obstructed 
by everyone else and what emerges is something that no 
’one has willed*^! ■ . . ,
■ 'fhe ' ultimate goal 'renders ail labor equally honor* 
able and productive' if it is in the purpose of communism* 
'this purpose, then,, la the principal motivating factor 
far dll labor in the Soviet bn ion* the goal In itself is 
presumed to fee so appealing and desirable -of attainment 
that no further incentivea are necessary* Keeping a' 
picture of 'the .goal before the eyes of- the workers is ■ 
sufficient incentive* Its overpowering, appeal la based 
on its satisfaction of all .material wants* Khrushchev ,#&id$
* * ♦communism Is no longer a matter of the distant 
future* the outlines of its majestic* bright edifice 
-appear more- and more clearly to the peoples eyes*, it 
is rising -and will assume Increasingly perfect im m - 
with every success to the labor of the workers
Khrushchev believes that as a collective entity* - 
the people will unquestionlngly accept M s  affirmation
■^fheees on H©organization of Industry* March 30, 
1957* trans* The Current Digest of the Soviet Frees*- X3C* 
13, p. 18, Marol 27'~rpFil'"g, l^g77 -------- - --
22lbld.
that toe goal i# m m * Bmh m m p tm m  fa typital of the 
group mind* &e Bon wot# that the -crowd la at toe merey 
of all external #&#lttog eauses* It aeeepbs m  foal I M  
inagoa evoked fn its Til# perception of to#'people
fa ton# tout Ipbrutooliev ohooioo to make ft#
The satisfaction of to# group fa assumed because of 
to# ovestoelming desirability of its goaf.* The etoarcemenb 
of p^o#u#tfon it aoat^ol to bo to# eelleittve eoneopii of toe 
group* to tola regard, aawedony, to an article on Soviet 
grievance proeederos, point# out that I
* ^ matters related to the <mhm%®mmn% Of proiuotioa 
olato, priority ever sorter# p*ebl#iii* this i# Oattt 
Oh tfeo theory that the toberest of; to# worker# doe# not 
differ ■ from to# interests mf toe -state* Thus to# en» 
tumeememb ■ of production regardless of toe imeMate 
impact upon toe workers is for toeir own goodu^h
I i t o e  dialectical mteriaiiit .riewpotot 
regard# matter, to# only reality, a# sub joe t to change on 
toe basis of society*# increasing development of the modes 
of production*. induction or Jtoep: is toe key to satiety*# 
development and advancement* to be effective labor must 
be combined and directed toward a common objeetlve* B&bor, 
to#% beoome# to# people*# prtotipal prsooeup&tieo* The
£%,© Bon* og olt, p* 36.
2^Januaz K . Zawodny, "G rievance Procedures to  S o v ie t  
F a c to r ie s /*  fing, SgfeSS M lftM M e  % « t M » X* p . 536*
people exist be work for the benefit of society, not for 
the benefit of individuals* 'toe development of a more 
effective labor force is the reaper S I M M  by of education* 
its a collective entity the people need no other Incentive 
than the affirmation that the goal, of oosumnlam is near*
.Morality* Marxism has often been called a kind of 
moral futurism#' What la coming it right* Under this eon* 
eept morality I# relative to a given period of time, while 
absolute morality, that is* the highest realisation of 
equity and Justice, is held forth in a vision of a future.
Eteushohev emsidered morality as-foliowst
Mtoxlam^Dtoirism In understanding morality and its 
demands does not take its departure from general abstract 
definitions, but Instead from concrete hlsborieal situ* 
ations* With charges In the. form of social structure 
morality also changes*. From the point of view of. com* 
mu»isb morality # %orsl,t is only that 'Which faeiii* 
babes the destruction of the old world and which 
strengthens the new Communist regime* Benin said#
11 At toe inundation of cmwmmist .morality M m the' 
struggle for the strengthening tod perfecting of com* 
muniem*1#«^
Morality is relative to a given time and place*
What Is moral today m y  not- be moral tomorrow* | there- is 
tm fixed moral, codei anything Is moral that advance# the
B* iS&y% Democracy tod Marxism* p* 1?8*
^Speech on Close Tie between Bitersture, Art, 
and the Blfe of the People*. o£ olt** p* ?*
of eemnntom* ierMfty# them* heee&ee a form/©# frag#
mtiaai# whereto %im  end jmMfS.00 the m m m *  um&&&-§ tretoli*
m*t$ tortto# '$mj #11 he #©o#itei*ei moral. mtw if eewltfei
in the eenrioe of ©osrnstotom* ftato feleitoity of morality
ib mml$m$ to a efcate of wan where*to ia#rA4 e©$ee and Jn&g*
mmtB w& ha-iet on the Mttoahe goal of yim<p*iahtog the
#fiei»y* f
Appi^eMl# eeneld*** a ^etato of wtow to
eMotf. a in whi&k the mmmmi&t f m m ®  m ®  togagai to
a ttongil# with tlit Mwmm of ill format
epeeehe#* and M s  inform! oo»tnta ant .ntplott with mill*
ttof terMnotogy and/noi^tiiotf: to ^ Motory*11 %%raggi.#
m& fh© 11J&* It weuM appear that a ftoei moral tod#
m nM  fee a htoinawo to the pfogretii of iM a  tiamgglaf
therefore* morality tan h# Jutgot only from ih© ■ hast© of
the final outeome* that la* the e te t©  of toiroiiiiai»«
A leading Asaeriean payehtotriat had thto to oaf. on
the et&jeet of oojwihtot morality!
Whan they demy 0©i* they deny ©very virtu© ant ©very 
value that originate© with dot* they deny moral %m tot 
to&otote ■ ©tauter t© of truth ant righteousnaaa. An entto© 
©iviltoet ©toe of »rai ant othtoal wlnee, to' teetreyed 
#0 that they are toot to ereot to their plaee hew moral 
ant ethieml etantaMs a# the oeoaeion temtoef«7
47 *■ ■ IJhtfcet Statee Oougr©##* House of Hepreeent&tiv©#* 
Coinsadtfc©© on to^Amrtoaii Aetiwitte©* f&ternatftoal Oommu*
M e m  •* iteff OonaMtattph with Dr* froiprtoy ulitoltor ' 
WSMmdr m &  Oohgrtoa^' ftp #t'$toeion|"myr1 9* p.# 3*
As toetr leader, toe farty Outlines moral bmfmtrior 
ft# the people and thereby ®mmrages them to conform to 
a desired. pattern# Although this $0 toategeue to toe .form 
of control, that a ohureh may exereis# the faithful*
it differ# la that to# otoroh apheid# a sbm&md moral tot## 
whereas tho tarty isag&f&etwpto one to moot' too needs of a 
speslfie situation*
fh# neees#itf for the forty to determine oosmalot 
morality is- in aoeord&nee with too teaeMngs of Jtonia too 
define# ooemunlst w i M i y  a# fetltosf
IS there Onto a thing as tossaaaiot morality? of 
oouroo toer# is* wo repudiate ail morality that is 
talcen oatoito of human oiaoo asn&spto* wo say toot
tots is deeeptleh# a irsni toiob slogs -too brains 0# 
wtoWors.oad ptosahts# in the interests of landlords 
and e^Sb&ilsSa* Wo'soy that our morality is entirelf 
stoordinate# to -too interests of too elasa struggle 
of to# proletariat* Our morality || dedaetd frost to# 
stsas straggle of the ptolotorlolr*”
iter&ilty* ill# oil els# in to© materialist sensepS 
of man# is dedueei from man*# progress through history* If 
he behaves in aeeordano# wito to#- presept# of history# as 
rereal## by too ideology* toon his behairlep is right ami. 
toersfer# noroi* fhas# morality# a spiritual eriteriem of 
mm*M beimtfier# is itself deduoed f#o» .man*# bto&ifler* flit
c .
"typ# of morality.!# apparently more humane* sin##' it I#
i f * * * * * * *  1 'in im tii ■» i n wi.^ i.l: it,» . . . ^ . M >. . rMrtH>i
2®V. I* Lenin* "ftos State -and Revolution*" Soleoted 
Woz-to. Vlt* p. 81, " "
predicate# on behhvior an# not the dictates of some
Ob&curc divinity* ,
fn;su«mwyt Coramtaiet morality is base# m  to© pe&m 
piss Sbriggi© for ©ommtoiam. 1% is reisblir# to a-sptoifi# 
situation an# period of time an# Is iubjm $  to change# fh© 
p©©pi# #©p©n# upon the tarty to interpret to© morality of 
their behavior* which father tirtogtoto© to© tarty*# © e x * * *  
tool of the people* Simm morality Is has©# to the struggle 
.tomr# oemmtois»* anything Is moral toito further# to© onus© 
o f  v i e t w y *  f h ©  t o #  j u s t i f i e s  t o t  mmm*
Hell^lto* A# a -characteristic of the social nature 
of a people* religion I# ©itself alii## with morality in 
that It provides to© absolute moral stauisr#© by which 
human b e h a v i o r  may be judged* Also, religion provides men 
with .a belief in an invisible suptoliatmm power* which 
guide® M s  destiny an# to ishmm he I# responsible* iteliglen 
Is to direct eonfilet-'^ito toe Ideology of ©©tmsurism for 
it it fredofMnefitly Meaifstl#* whereas ©ommuniam is funds* 
mentaliy materlaliatio* the basic ; attitude toward
religion was ©sttoiiaii©# by Marx an# further develops# by 
lenia* this attitude is one of complete atheism base# on 
the tenet that dialectical materialism has no room for the 
supernaSural* ^©Mglou#11 sal# Marx# **1© to© opium of to# 
people* it is not religion that ■ creates man* but man too
n
creates religion#"^
i,atiln id.a# taught that religion was -m instrument fey 
which the working class wm 8&\igged into accepting Its .ex­
ploitation* 1# urged a constant propagandaf warfare against 
religion stressing that the program of developing. communism 
mmt Include' 11 an explanation of the true historical a d  
eooiioiitfo roots of religious efesotipigubitm* Oar propaganda 
must necessarily include the propaganda of atheism# fhis 
is the A#B*0 of all .materialism and eonseuuenbXy of Marxism#w3$
there is a distinct polarity*. then* between communism 
e»4 religion which cannot be rsoeneiied*. If dialectical 
materialism ant the class straggle are secepbed as the 
explanation of Ufa i n I M #  m n i M $  there m m  be h# loyalty 
to religion* which teaches a different version of life#
In positing the existence.'.of a hereafter* religion teaches 
the people to, bear misfortune trooi^Ialmingly^ to be 
patient in this world* and to- receive reward in the here* 
after* , KOlJglon holds that the future la indeterminate* 
because it can be what man chooses to make It and feeoma#'; " 
0od;may intervene at any point to change it# BeXigien* thus* 
believes that man, has a free will and that Hod exists#
■^Quoted in HThe Soviet Union versus the 0reat- 
Hell^ions*w Hates of Soviet Affairs# united States Ben&rt* 
Mftt or P* lf
3°Ibld, p. 2.
"f he' ideology' of cemmiMSm ttenim  both'' the existence 
tf'SM'ani rnm^i fraa wilt# ft posits a utopia m  earth 
toward which history is moving' through the' dialectical' pro*# 
esas* “ite cannot' etMage' this movement*
‘toe ■present eoswiitofe stand an religion fa .revealed 
'in’the %;JDaruiiiieheiri''
. - ^ ■* i : . • . ■ * 9 ^
lie think that belief- In Sod conflicts with'our Com*
... ■; -puiist outloah#' tot we do net petoeonto peofle wto,:j»ra* 
toss' a reXi#'to#**ihese who believe in #ei. are' become '
.. , ing .fewer. and fewer* tomg. people are growing up* , and
the. overwhelming majority of' them do net believe in aed* 
-■..fuhlie #4»atl0n* ;the iisaamtomtiea of scientific luesr# 
-■'■ ledge nto the etu# tf t M  laws of Mature leave no 
place for belief to 0e€#Jl
Apfarehilir religi#«'helie#a, are learhei# jppr##'"''"
prlate educational measures can prevent each learning, by
"to^lanttog to the mind'Ideas that are to" direct eoniitof
with religions Ideas#' in effect* the people can be con*'
ditieaei, against religion:#, fhi-s to consistent with Ehruife**
ohsvto faith to language as a medium tor Shaping man* a
. ;J ■ '•*
eeaaeieme»asV '4
Eto^hclmvfs tolerance of religious believers appears 
to be a contrailebieu of his averred dedication to the"task 
of instilling. oommunist awareness in all of the people* How#
ever* -to the device fnton.the right to religions worship to
"Interview with Publisher* W# fU Hearst* Ur**
Hoveatoer f * 195?* trans*
Soviet .Press* M* p* if*
paired with the right to criticise worshippers* toe Soviet 
OensM-tuiieo I Article S&4) proclaims that 11 freedom to re* 
llgious worship and freedom of antl^ellgtoue propaganda 
Is reeegnii-ei .tor'all eittoens**1'^
la effect non*worahippers are permitted to criticise 
werelilppere* Such erittotoft particularly mhm It has the 
support of the Party and Is to accord with the ideology# -to 
m powerful mmmxm tm  alienating the .group against the 
todividmai* Bygmabtog them freedom of worship* Ehrueliehev - 
brought the believers tote the open where they may fee sub*
Jeeted to scorn, ridicule* moM social ostracism# toe weight
*%■
of group opinion* strongly #M#r#M by the farty* .appears 
t# he an additional method for eliminating religious beliefs 
from the- minds of the ■.people*
Alttough# public disapproval may serve to contain and 
isolate'roll#one believer#* and discourage others; from be* 
coming believers* it m y  not dispel religious Ideas from the 
minds of believers* fhto can'he done- only by intensive and 
prolonged educational effort* to- fee dispelled* religions 
Ideas mm% fee displaced^by atheistic Ideas* Khrushchev 
signed the following decreet
5^Uonstituti:on of the Soviet Union**1 USB!* XOTIX* 
12* P* .35*. ur n - m 1 9 5 9*'
Scientific aal atheistic propaganda is jm integral 
part of the communist education of the w»klng * people 
and tea a# Its aim' the dMseminatlen of scientific * 
material Is t knowledge among the mss as and the liber* 
atlon of believers from the influence of religious 
pr#|udioes^J3-
fhe effort to displace religious Ideas with a the** 
title .Ideas apparently stems from W®PU$Mb&'®+$- ..firm belief 
in the .ideology of mmmm&Bm* hm long as religion e&isbs*. 
the ideology ha# not gained final riotcry* for religious 
ideas block the acceptance of the Mem# of communism*
Eeferrlng to religious belief# m prejudices implies 
that such beliefs are deeply root si in the mind# of believers* 
lh addition they are emotionmllfatoned and, thus are difficult 
to dislodge* 1*0 0# effective the anil^religloa# literature 
must itself b# e»tlosaii^-#toae€f in# writer orltiiiitei 
the efforts of his eontemporarlsa In this fashion?
tbs fact -that anti»reiigiims literature Is ad* 
dressed to no, one In particular results not- only 
In its inability to prove and convince hut in another 
$hctt»teo&lxjgi a lack of ‘passion* Bow can one fight f 
Ignorance* darkness* and superstition without pa#slon|3%
Several assumptions m y  he made from Khrushchev*#
denial' of religion# doctrine and his concerted effort to' 
eliminate religious belief# from the. minds of the people*
^iBecree of the Central- Committee of the Communist
£**Jy* ft*?*** u# 19%  f'f™: .is|saUnited states department of states Bo* 115* Uebober H|# 
if3?* P* 1#
3%* jOuidyakev* tfFor More th^ w . A***Bhedya 8f<  $$$£ ■
and Marled*11 brans*. The Current : JEtSfi*V ied* * f
By denying God*. I t  may be assumed th a t  Etousbehev
denies to© existence of any creature superior to man* Man#
then#. la to© tnpNiite ereabur# -to the universe* le: la sto*
jeeb to no natural moral laws for such are asorlbeci to 0od
w a  there it no God# ■ Man*# la tiiorofor# right*
Sine# jmzi*& behavior is wholly in toe cause of ooimiiunlsm*
■toon communism must bo right* it becomes to© moral absolute
by which mam1© behavior may b# judged* ICinmahehev*a comments
.on- the ©abject of l as ter and peace Illustrate bow the mw
^eral'abeolatc may be oppiltdi
toother harmful laster Idea I© toe call to elate 
peace*. lo* toe Batter termen of love toward on#*# 
neigteor dees not tott oil -one mat taow pr©ei#©ly 
too one»t neighbor It-#, toother be it not a wolf In 
sheep1 s' ele-tolng* true -feminity alto include# -hatred 
i m  the  ■ enemies,'' ef*.**bh©  w orking e ia e t*® 5
on to© batii of the new moral absolute*. only ■ toe
working elate it deserving of *fewaaity#tt Its- ©tptolter#
do n o t deserve -any humane eons I t e r a t io n  fo r  'they a re  n o t
of the' working .group#
with toe denim! of religion# it may be assumed tost
Ilmmshehew also denies tout mm has a spiritual bast#- for
existence* lan ■#xi#tb to atoieve »terta! pposperiiyj he
has no other human hopes# ideals# and aspirations* line#
’lie ©an. achieve material prosperity only as a member of to#
ftates\Se?SrtoSf of State# ^pril IS#
group# to must sacrifice his ’ Itolvldaallty and marge bis 
Identity with that of tto group* fha denial of religious 
beliefs will apparently facilitate his integration with the 
group# '
Etoushohev^s-atteti^t# to eliminate religious beliefs 
reveal some Interesting assumptions* Jh essence to believes 
that 'one idea or set of ideas can be replaced by another *
If the new ideas are repeated- frequently and rendered 
attractive by the Stamp of scientific approval* Since the 
new' Ideas are presented to the people as assertions and 
affirmations* it appears that there Is no possibility of' 
toe. people rejecting ttofii* this assumes that the people 
do not reason# that they will accept ideas in their entirety# 
and that no discussion of -toe Ideas is necessary to insure 
their acceptance* only proper and repeated presentation 
Is necessary* fto existence of individual differences is
ignored and the presence of a uniform group .mentality is
». *
apparently assumed* this does not mean- that each individual 
possesses toe sums mental powers as his neighbor. Bather* 
each. Is regarded as a member of the group* and is considered 
as possessing the .mental outlook of toe .group* (fto form* 
lotion of this collective outlook was discussed under 
^culture*n chapter IV  JU It is to this collective' mentality 
that the forty addresses Itself* and in which it seeks to 
instill communist awareness*
fbe aaiumpblen of a collective mentalifcy that ■accept# 
Idem# and do## not evaluate them may explain the rtbaaliiibi# 
pat torn of the fartyto dictatei* they respire ho an#l,|r#i#| 
ohly eotispllto##-* Since religion# belief## are also* ritual.# 
i#tl# to:their menltoiiatie% they present m  to#t##ie to 
the ■eatabiiataenb. of the idea# of OD-mmunlsm*
In .tamary* religious beliefs are in #1 root conflict 
With the Idea# of coimrnmiem* the .former recogniss# aplr.lt 
a# p»lmary# while too latter regard matter a# primary* Bo# 
ligtout idea# protoni an tortaele t# tot .itsiuioation of to# 
Idea# -of communism in the mini# of tot people* Religion# 
bellef# tan bo- eliminated - by extensive and repeated #iu# 
cation in non#rti%iou# idea#* Public disapproval and 
forty- support of antl*re|Iglea# measures mg isolate re# 
ligioii# believers hut may .not- eliminate their beliefis*.
Baiiglon justifies to# twitting too it! order which 
onpto.itm tot working p#opl-% toerefere- religion !#■ evil*
" 'Man i# toe supreme. ore a tore; in the universe* hi# 
material weti-betog I# the ultimate end for toleh he 
strives# Hi# action#'in striving for his material, well 
being are morally vri O^t*
S^igSSSft* .illport regaried the .formation of olae###
In a society m inevitable* because ^ innate or- o If cum# 
atantlal Inequalities among individual# will- always enforce 
recognition*11 He. believed that.class## constitute .no
m m © #  to eoei&l unity as long mu the attitude
of the lower order doe# not beeome a hostile one*w36 
' fit# Marx-^enih. doe trine is Based on the submissive
attitude of the lower order^oooalng.m hostile on##. oi&sset 
mm define# mm 11 that which permit# mm mmtim: of society ' 
to. appropriate. the .■ labor of snother section**' &abor*. 'the- 
^eiusiiw quantity by which sooiatf perpetuates Itself* 
beeem#, the basis for di¥io,ion^of,#ooio% into a 
taMsb {owner) elaaa end proletariat {worker) class*3?-
Marxism. insists that elrne only the proieterfat. pro* 
duo.##, anything* . only Urn &mmwm. to ■ get. anything# 411. ■: 
others are burdens on society .and deserve no.hMano w m  
sider&tier* . By combining tliia- materialist interpretation 
of aeoiotf ,witl& •Hegel*# concept of Met epical ''iotorislnlaiti 
m m  concluded that, the world.### pro^otaing to the ■pule
of the wording olass* this would 0# the onto ora# of the 
teoroaaing hostility 'of the' working classt
.|n proportion to' the growth and development of ail 
these contradictions inherent- in bourgeon# society*- the 
discontent of the toiling and exploited masses with the 
existing order of things grows also# the numerical 
Strength and solidarity of the proletarians increases 
and their struggle against their exploiter#' becomes 
more Intense*3$
3 % lo y d  B . A l lp o r t ,  S o c ia l Psychology, p , 385*
02 gj.fr« f p* S^«
Implicit in the in doctrine ia the identity
■of 'tli# proletariat as a single ola##* a oolioetivo entity*
femeaimtmg fee eimu concept of fee Soviet felon#
Ei^uatohev aal-di
flier# are .no antagonistic olai### or el&si strata 
to fee Soviet felon*" Snr country has a momol.IbMo 
socialist society* ail people are working people*#?
■ tf there are no olaa# strata in socialist society*, 
■feem apparently each individual in Soviet society belong# 
to the tame eia##_ and enjoys fee same privilege a -and die* 
blmctlom# me-Me neighbor* It la doubtful that Ii#ufeeh#if 
consider a tMe to be true for mil Soviet ®£Mzmm9 therefor# 
fee collective privilege# of fee #i*oop are apparently' fee 
Imperfect consideration#* 4# a collective group the- Soviet 
people enjoy equal prestige am# statu# as workerss they 
mm a monolithic whole* feat la* a pillar of fee mm■ com* 
mmint state* fely me a member of fee group cam the indi* 
vidual share i n  fee groupfe prestige* Only through the 
group earn he achieve distinction* Wmmmtxm made this 
Oleari
felted la a mingle fraternal family* fee people of 
fee Soviet felon, are am invincible force* they shar# 
a single aim** fee building of oommmism* fhey have 
common interests am# aspirations* oomon joy# and care#* 
■Our- people back each other wife the strength of a
wife Shapiro* op s|jb* p. 3*
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mountain and lend each other suppert in work and
the emphasis on the invincibility of the group and 
its of purpose suggests that only group scti*
yity f© important# Whls Is ior^lstsut with Etnmshekevlt 
.frequent statements that only a unified group it capable 
of building ee«unisi&*.
Since ike t#veltitl#m aMmlnatsd the-eapl*
tails t- class* It is only natural to regard ail Soviet 
eitissena as belonging to the working class* Sines the 
working class hat definite objectives to fulfill* It' 
follows that ©law identity mmt ha mtotalnad a# that 
individual eh&raot er i s ties which are contrary to the class 
■ebjoetivea* may haw no opportunity to arise* the identity 
of the group with a family la mad© to amplify its unity* 
lit ©oiaiwiailty of purpose* the term family also ham 
optional connotations which fattier facilitate group sol­
idarity and control*
Svsa in a family* however* Individual differences 
manifest themselves* in. a country those differences are 
revealed in economic inequality# racial prejudice# and 
so on* J.pparontly Khrushchev regards that# differences as
^%p©ech at the Ukraine B©public anniversary* 
Deceiuher 23# 1957* trsns* the duprent Digest of the''
Soviet frees* tl* 1*2* p* 12, l>ecember 25*3&* 1957*
Inconsequential* fh© important considerations' or© the 
acMevemente of the collective class* and its 'unity of pur# 
pose in developing tesmiuntoit* if, those ■»© present to the 
group then the group is fulfilling its purpose for exist ©nee * 
fbl® .suggest# that it^'^iiehov ■'!#■ either Indifferent to social 
problems within the gro up or ho believes that they do not 
St1st*. Els comments St isbeMstan shod ios» light on one..
#f those problems.t- rueial pr#judio#i
1 ft is a pleasure to nmto comrades* that in the E&feek 
republic# Just'as in. the rest of our Soviet republics* 
many m M m m lM irn ■ of Hi# Itfitl Union live and mmU 
m a close knit ffcmiiy* today wo lack a national preb# 
les» in the sens# that bonrgeeut politicians interpret 
it*. Unity and toiendship eorlsb between ail.. the peoples 
of our' country because each on# of them i# a welcome 
■member of our- great community*#*
apparently as 1 # %  as people live and work together# 
they ene enjoying the best of relationships* their work 
and their unity of purpose will dissipate any racial aotsg# 
enieme that might have existed among them* this suggests 
that the roots of national and/or racial prejudices .are 
economic# that the antagonist and persecutions springing, 
from these prejudices -are due to- unemployment* or lack of 
■work*. By eliminating' memployment* the prejudices cease 
to exist*
^%peech In EsbeMistan* February 1#* 195?# brans*
Sfef M  H i  8^gl0 JSggM* z* p* -H#
February 20* 195?* ■
.Moofdlug to one observer* this is consistent w ith  
to# Mm%®gyfs concept e# one class '-working tn harmony 
toward on® goal* but it provides am ov©r*s impl 1 fiad ' answer 
Sime# it is baaed an tbs consideration of only. one factor* 
tbs factor of unemployment and the resultant economic depri#
milom* mmkf contribute to seme prejudices but It is unlikely 
that it is to# sole cause of therm or that In #oa# instances* 
It is t even a cams# at
fhe Importance 'of a mwrnm cause as a unifying agent, 
of to# group ■!# repealed in the toileting io»#ut by $hru$h* 
oh# vi
Soviet oitisen# live to aoou«late more fund# for 
toe ooxekboo cause* for % be statti to raise toe level of 
production* economy and scionse so that even mpr# 
machine# will be made- and.■more grain produced
Siiice the goal is toe Important consideration^ it 
appears that anything that does not Maiiur progress toward 
that goal is InoonseouenMalf fhns* as long as toe group 
Is progressing satisfactorily* it has no acteowledgeable 
problems*
■ v. . In summary*. only one class assists in. the -Soviet union 
and that is toe working class* Its existence is established
^2Gus Tyler, **The Illusions That; Were and the Illus­
ions That Are," The Hew Republic, 1 3 7 :1 3 , November I*, 1957.
^Speech at Conference of Farm Personnel, lay i.%*
1957# < * * *» ♦  The_ g .u rren t Ptgs.at o f  th e  S o v ie t  P ress ,  BE,
by the ideology and it# purpose is to build communism* All 
members of the working olsitit' share■ in ltd. oomon .goal* 
latere#to* .and attribute#*' 'ftose are'significant only in ' 
their attribution to the 'ultimate goal* fto ■ iadltidtmi : 
to# no importance* itorefer# social M a t  in# t Iona are: not 
aetoowledged*
family* the family; may he regarded a#- an organ!* 
tobiem of Individual#* the member# of which are In constant 
Intoraction with each other f .toebtoP they are infant#! 
child ran* adolescents* or adult# 5 any family 1# influenced 
. t o  it# attitude# ..not -only by. it® mm ^ in-group1*' ^ ttora#:t»* 
i#bie# hut by the intact of various' ^ onto^et^#*wtt- '
A tomliy Is. the smallest unit .in society* •itousto 
ctovis previous refer one© to the people as a family implies 
that a totally unit to#' some shiraot»i#tl## which toelllteto 
group solidarity* It m f be; assumed tteb; Xtoustotow to# a
. , ■ . ■ f .
hl^h regard for a #  toaljy ##■’*■ neelei unit* Be saidf
Hie tomunlsh# advocate a stable socialist family 
based on mbu&X respect* attachment* and love : between, 
husband and 'wife.* the Bov let state* **.inpporto tto 
family and take#. concern over it# consideration*^
tts* E* Britt* ioc.tol rsyohology of Modern Mfe*.
P* 303*
W%peech at meeting of young toague*
January ?* 1933* trana * foreign Braodc&st Intoc^Mot* 
Service Bulletin* Bni ted'" S tates D epar tmeii t' of ’'state *'n
T m m ^ 'w W s f  '
If" tto-State' I# concerned about the family*. • then
;$$&. family must be important't# toe-emiiie'of oommmiam*
Apparently.® happy- stable -tomlly unit is a more'productive
unit f m  society because it# working'mambert 'will work
■harder to. order to m e t  the ■family1'# obligation## o-enoern
fir the .family!#- welfare- will ally them with the State*
stoee.ihe State shares their -concern*
fbe family baa -a nor# .basic social rospoaMbility*.
however*- by whtoh it contributes to the growth of soetoty#
Said thrtohbliovi
Our country will be stronger bk# were p m p lew#' .: 
bate* the bourgeon# i-deelegtot# have tov#nt#i. - many 
aamibai-'tbaoriba- Including a .theory of ever^opu* 
l&iien*- they think about how-to re-due# the birth* 
rat# at*# to medusa to#r#as## in population* fhtog# 
are different wlfh.ua* #omrad#a*/. if a hundred- 
million war# aid## to' our £0® pillion population* 
even that would not .bo enough*^ ' -
. Apparinily the family.' to al##' top^tanf ‘for- it#
prooroafto# function*. Iteough the enoretoe- -of' this tone#
ttom the tomiiy.strangthana the #teb% by .furntoMng more
worker# for .the oaueto of. oomMmtom* Having children* than*
I# iesirtol# boomo-ite-lb is tor the. goo# of oommtotom* field
report## that the state glorifies motherhood by-a aerie#
of -special order# an# medals* the ^.Motherhood me<tal*,t
second and first**ola#s Is given to mothers who 'have born#
an# roar## five and m&m children respectively# fhe 11 Order
of teliiert#o4 dlory*1' gee# to ..those who have tosrtd-eava% 
eight!. ami nine cMMren* toes# -motheft- too 'have ten eMl* 
drca are ■ entitled to the honor title ■ ^-Mother Heroine** with 
a special the.fre#ii.l« of the.Bt^eto'
Soviet of the EiSB*%7
Since the glorification of motherhood citation® 
included roaring .the ehlldrw-f. it appear# that the State 
i# concerned with the proper upbringing of. future worker#* 
'.Ihr^htoev'OUtlthed the official position to
follow?; _ 1
1% t t# the- m in teak of teacher# and parent# to 
train' children In a spirit of communist morality 
Which mean# be .train them in a spirit of sincere., 
respect for socialist Itoer*-. ft Is essential that 
children, acquire from their-early childhood m cone 
iclousness of discipline# an'ahility to subordinate' 
their activities. to' the Interests m i society* -and -. 
the Party#- i t I# essential ‘that 'our children- fully' 
unieratond the superiority, of the sselsllsb system;,. 
m 4  the IneyitaMlitf of the "victory of the Socialist 
system over .the capitalist system* It is necessary . 
to train them, to take pride that they' are living' In 
the--Sovtot aatltoplf® <
fh® family to. primary function* then* is to Insure 
that at an early age children are properly Indoctrinated 
with communisb consciousness# .Since the- taste .outlined
^%®rk A# Field!- ^Social Services for the Family 
in. the Soviet Union* 11 _Marriage and Family hiving* XVII* 
3* p* &A9 * August# 1935V " v" "
Wspeeoh in Smolensk* August II# 195®*" ir&ne# 
Foreign Broadcast Information Service bulletin* United
states Department of State* August 2t*# 195®*
■for the family are specific it « |  be assumed that these 
fash# brantseend all ether respensibliltiie 'which the family 
may.have 'toward its children* Apparently* intensive, train* 
ing at an early age will facilitate fitting . them later
V
Into the collective pattern' .of the group* this implies 
.that the 'behavior and personality of the child' can he 
. shape# into whatever noli the party desires* flits la 
illustrated by the. following comment by a leading Soviet 
jurist*
family education favorably influences' the formation 
of 'the individual*# personality* What is born in the 
consciousness of the child In the family' circle £ re* 
mains later for his whole life and gives him strength 
to occupy a worthy plane in the great struggle of our 
people for communism*^?
Thus early conditioning determines a child*0 later 
attitudes and behavior* which IwplleS that the adult per** 
sonafity resists change*
The family;* then* is important because It is a source 
of labor for the cause of communism* 'By properly rearing 
its children the family .fulfills its obligation to-the 
state* When if' falls to- do this* the Stab# presumably 
may remove the children* The following article illustrates 
bhisi
M* Sperdiov* Marriage and the Family in the 
Soviet State* p* 11*3*
Bm m m  they neglected their eMidrente upbringing 
and deleted their time to drnn&en brawls-, fights sni 
other- form  ot debauchery* the Third Precinct Peoples 
Court of -Moscow deprived the parents-of their parents'' 
rights over their sons# deereeing that tee#* ■♦parents 
do not deserve the high, title of parents-# of raiser#"' 
of ohildren of soviet; sooi#t^#5P
Apparently* parenthood is not a natural .right hut
a state defined resporslMM ty* Where parents- are found
lacking In their esereiee of parental responeib Hit y t h e
state may remove their .ehiMreh .and brand them as I»$ro*
per parens* the judgment is made on the basis of-whither
or not the- children are repairing a proper- upbringing*
in summary* the family exists as a small subgroup
of the people# Its basis responsibility is to bear .and
roar children for the future development of the State#
Specific guidelines for training the children are pfb»
vided in order to Insure their later conformity with
the group*. larly ' conditioning. determines later attitudes
-and behavior for a»n*a'baaio personality isr considered to
be resistant to change*-■ -parental rigbbt are In. reality
parental reapenalM 11 tie# to the state.and wbere .such
are .found wanting# tee State may remove the child from
its parents*
^ A r t ic le  -In  May 19# $957* ■ tra n s #
Jhe Currant, hipest* &£ thg, S*ptlstt aea.fi* XX* 20, p* 35*
May 1 5 -2 1 , 195?*.- ’
.ti* *m. usimi* matto of the m m m  ■
The physical..and mental nature of the people may 
bf regarded a# these ohsuraeterietiee 'by tetoh we:;mder# 
stand m taow a people# They are the essence of'the .
people *a behavior*-' Mtomssei la this seetion are streagthf
ooneoIouSTOSa* totelllgeroe* and will* : .■■■■'./;
' 'Ifrpmth*" It has beep. stationed oonelsteatly ,
ttooughout ■ this study that - Ehrushehev regards’ the Soviet
people as a collective entity* this entity appears be
possess certain attributes- which are not: possessed by.\-,1?
the ii3dlvidua| ’ members of tee group* Among tees# ii
strength, or tevtoolbillby* Ehruihohev e&IOr
like 'a mighty titan* the Soviet people confidently 
■ marshes forward to- . tee' great goal# scoring one ■ rib*- 
tory after another* Thor# are no forces to the world,, 
which could halt our vtotorious advance to. eeihmsmiam*#*
The people* ’ a# a collective entity*, are invincible*
Their - toirinotbility stew#. -toom the combined strength, of"
the- people* **The main wealth of our Soviet state#1* said
Khrushchev* *lies to the peoplewho with their hand#
strengthen the might of their Soviet homeland#fl5^
51-mosoow Election Speech* March 7* '-.I95l|,* trans* 
Motes on Soviet Affairs# Whited.'State# Department of ■ 
State* 215* p* a* October $Jf, 1957* ' ■ *
52paport to tee Supreme Soviet* May.6* 1957* brans. 
The Current Digest of the. Soviet Frege* IK* IS* p* 13* ■
fbe. at;length of the people lies in their hands,# 
therefore it is the use of' the collective hands. of the. 
...people ,to productive labor that, strengthens the state* 
this presumes a unity of effort* ' the people acting as a  
collective whole throughout the entire conntry*
In summary* the people as a collective■entity are 
toytoe Ibis'* they possess a strength that is neater than, 
the aggregate strength of the Individuals in the'.group# 
fisa strength of the people is to'their hands’ for with 
their .hanis they engage to toe productive labor that-"': 
strengthens the state# By referring always to the.people 
m possessing certain desirable attributes and working 
toward a specified end# Khrushchev personifies for each 
Individual the behavior expected of him# to this manner 
he insures conformity and group solidarity*
H# Belated to the solidarity of toe
group Is .another factor which Khrushchev Identifies as 
follows*
the orderly .progression to Communism is possible 
because in a society devoid of class conflict#' the 
consciousness of the people is a monolithic whole 
to its comprehension of the 'ideas of M&rxisMhhenlnism*
apparently toe people as a' group have one conscious 
ness# that is# a single, complete awareness of their goal#’
this consciousness Is not a. coirhlnation of the conscious** 
hobo of -the group' taembers beoaus# individually. they, are 
still striving fep'oojimsunlsb Oomplebe eon*
©cloutne-to la ■ developed only from. eoisfiete awareness. of
U t M e  oansetousi^ss** of the people#,* Ascribing this . 
characteristic to,' the people ia consistent with Ehruah~
The concept of the people ae a. collective organism 
was also'used by fl&bo an# spencer to describe btevbedy* 
politic*. However# 'neither- proceeded beyond. the deserlp* 
tive purpose of. tilt' analogy# whereas Ihrnshehev appears 
to use the collective. concept a# m .means of personal* 
iaing the group*
In summary* the group# as a collective entity# 
has a single consciousness# or awareness of Its goal#
It exists in. the Fariy which is part of the group and 
direct© it© behavior*
pie# He refer© frequently to 'the party*© practice of 
consulting the people ftwhose collective Intelligence
the Ideology# ' Since the party Is recognised as the only
part of the ■people' that ■ has ^ full awareness 
of the Ideology it? follows ■ that ■ the: Farty is- the m w m or
eh©v*.a identification o f  "the Party with the people*
In^Cflligenoe»-; -in addition to. strength# Ehrushchev 
attributes a superior .intelligence to the collective pee** 
90 1
helps m  to find the right solution#.11!*!
I f  the people possess a collective superior inteill- 
grace then apparently such an Intelligence* like the collect
tlve strength of Hie people*. developed from: the merging. of 
its individual members* Ihus* a. superior mind is formed* 
fhls ;ia not in accord with the usual concept of the group 
mind at p o s tu la te d  by he Boa* He wrote that the group 
mind mm of. inferior intelligence because ^ in the collect 
t iv e  mind the intellectual aptitudes of the Individual# 
la weakened* the heteroogeneoua I# swamped by the home©* 
geneous* .and the tmconacioua q u a lit ie s  obtain the upper 
hand* for this reason crowds can never accomplish act# 
demanding a high degree of ta fc e ltig ra e © *11^ ®'
tinea Elsmshehev believe# they can* he must tub** 
scribe to a different concept, of a group- mind* Be app&r* 
e n t ly  believe# th a t  'the group intelligence is an ag g ro * 
gate of -all the; individual irielMgenee# in the group*
A leading Soviet psychologist explains the principle by 
which the group i# linked together as one of 11 inter* 
connection11 and ^interconditioning*^ on th e  basis of 
this principle: each member of the group is conditioned
S^Ousiave he ©on* Wm Crowd* p* 89*
by each other .member of the group* this strengthens.
their connection with each ether a»i thus strengthen# 
the solidarity of the gpoup#^
In tramry# the people a# m collective entity 
possess a superior intelligence which 1# an aggregate 
of all the individual intelligence# in the group#
Since the people in their aggregate eotr* 
tblbube a superior organism in all respect#* it appears 
that controlling such a superior entity would he Impose* 
ible* the answer lie# in the collective will* According 
to Ihrushebev the people' posse## a ^di#tlnct .collective 
will which I# manifested by the party* ft5? jje added*
the socialist: consciouinest of the Soviet people 
is not spontaneous' hut is » M e d  under the-guidance 
of the Communis % party on the has is of Its scientific 
world outlook* Socialism require# the will# of 
million* to he united Into a great single aim^eowi^ 
&!#&*. And this singleness of will .for the building 
of socialism can be' achieved, only on the basis- of 
the great socialist consciousness of thej|&##es* 
inspired und lei by the party# ™
&# iubentteln* ^Questions of ■ Psychological 
theory*. ^Psychology in the Soviet union* Brian Simon* 
trams* comp* p* Boo*
^7peport to the. Supreme soviet*, .lay 6* 195?* 
op eit#» p# il|*
apparently* ito Party. mahlf©ate th#' Oolloebive. will 
of tb© poopi# bocaiss# if posios#©# the group*© o©haoloat* 
nets or m m * m m m  of. it© goal* If both g^oap-ooaaoioiiinoa# 
and group will are oohbopltd in- flit forty* than th# forty 
has- aonpiofo oonbrol ovor too group*# behavior*. fh© pooplo 
than ap© dopritod of individual volition and mast roly on 
tea Party to fill# thorn*
*
It was- mentioned ©mrlior I M l  through th© prooos© of 
inbor^ooMtbioning' and intor*©onn© ©tIon th© indiiriinal 
isoiiboro Of th© group ara fused info a ©©Ilecttw entity*
If- may bo m m m m M  that eventually this- p^iooao wilt penult 
to eaoh member' of th& group tag &£ .an Individual
the. obaraotarlatiot which th© group manifests collectively* 
frkeloe* in a study involving a medal Soviet personality* 
found a seoming lack of volition and initiative in the 
group of soviet emtgranfo# they efspfottd tho Party ani 
their leaders to bet :;
***%bo siain eeupe© of initiative in the inaugural 
tlen. of general piatti and programs* and in the pro# 
vision of guidance and organization for their attain* 
ment* they expect that the authority will give 
deiiitlM ordorfj: demand obedience* keep etiaeking on 
porforimnee and us© persuasion and coercion infant 
atvely to insure' steady porf»mma#i«*#iil short pro# 
rid© the ©eternal moral corset which Male s&yt the 
Russian soaks #59
5%ie$: inkoieo of al* ^Medsl Personality and MJuet# 
mont to the Soviet sooio*Political S'yetem** Human Halations 
It* t* p* 9#10* 3tS^ a«
In summary the people m a collective entity have 
m  will! they ere deprived of individual veil tion by the 
Party*
swmm m  Ammmtms mmm tss wnmm
the-- Social M^nre j£ the
1# the matori&l well being of -the people (physiological 
need#) bates precedence etrer their spiritual requirement# 
(psychological needs)*
I* the collective naeis of the people can b# fulfilled 
only under eemnnism* therefore* the people mist create 
more and hotter' material values in order to hasten the 
development of eosmiuaitm*
J* the spiritual requirements of the people ■ offer a 
m a n #  for controlling their behavior* toe Party create# 
spiritual value# a# incentive# to spur the people to 
greater productive effort* and a# a mean# for develops 
tog the collective Soviet man*# outlook*
if* the writer#* artist#* and other .creator# of spiritual 
culture can develop; this outlook in. the people only if 
they themahlve# conform to the Par ty * s etan-terds* #reup 
cohesion -may be maintained by ins tilling in group mem* 
her# the fear of expulsion, or censure#- Writer# can 
shape -the consciousness of the people through the medium 
of written, language which I# a key stimulus for eon* 
ditlening human behavior*
5*. The collective labor of the people is essential for 
'building a eemuniet society* It is a eonoeniration of 
productive energies on a single common goal#
6, The labor of the people to for 'the direct benefit of 
society only ind irectly  for the benefit of the In itv l*  
Omni meteors of the group#
7* JkB m meterial creature man depends upon M e  ■oniriron« 
ment for existence * He can modify his environment and 
advance hie development only through collective labor#
8* Man is a mode of production an# all M i  attributes
ouch m tee#ledge* skills an# science ar# alee modes 
of production#
f*. Man can Inereas# M e  productive value to the group 
through education* Such education is standardise.# to 
facilitate conformity to the group pattern*
10r All labor teat is in the service of communism it 
honorable an# productive* The knowledge that eowantam 
Is almost a reality Is adequate- incentive to keep tee 
.group highly motivated*
11* Morality is relative to a given time an# situation* 
Anything is moral that advances the cause of communism*
The end justifies tee means*
12* The people must look to the Party for a determine- 
atim  of moral behavior* since morality is determined on 
the basis of the ideology and the .party is'the inter* 
prater of the ideology*
13* tellgious idea# are Idealistic and thus cannot be 
redone lied with the Ideas of communism which are mater* 
iaiietie* Esilglon is a superstition Into which the 
people ere duped by their exploiters*
111* Heiiglout idea# are learned and can be unleanae#
.and dispelled through' the process of education* BeXigious 
believers can also be intimidated by public criticism 
and ostracism by the group* Social disapproval* sup­
ported- by the prestige of tee Party is a better method 
of controlling tee spread of religion than terror and 
■oppression* ...
15*- Man is a .material being* He has no' spirituality 
and- thus no individuality*- He exists to achieve material 
prosperity and teis can be accomplished only by merging 
himself' with the group# Beligious ideas hinder tel# 
integration with tee- group*
16. Only one class exists in tee Soviet union and that 
is the working class* All members of this class enjoy 
equal status as workers* All share tee glory of the work* 
tag classes? achievements and. other collective attributes*
17* Individual #inferences ar# not acknowledged because 
they do- not affect- the group*# objectives* Beetal pro* 
jwdie-es are economic in origin* They cease to -exist when 
■tee economic difficulty 1# overcome*
18* A happy* stable family is a mere- productive, working 
wit for society* Motherhood may b© encourage# by honor# 
ta g  mothers who have reared many children* The primary 
function ef' tee family is to rear children in proper com# 
munist awar enes s * tee Party establishes the proper guide# 
lines for families' to follow in this task.
If* Parenthood is not a natural right* parents who 
neglect tee eomuntai upbringing of teelr children do 
not deserve to be called parents, nor to keep their children 
tee children will become wards of tee State which will 
rear them properly*
tee Physical and Mental' Mature of tee People
1*. tee collective people are Invincible* In teeir hands 
they possess a strength teat is superior to -tee aggregate 
Strength of the Individual group members*
2* tee people possess -a collective consciousness which
enables teem to progress purposefully toward their goal*
This consciousness is m&Mfas.bed by tee Party which 
possesses the supreme awareness of tee ideology*
3* The aggregate intelligences of the group metiers 
endows the group with a -superior collective intelligence*
ll* the people as a collective entity have no Individual 
volition* The will of the people is manifested by the 
party which possesses the supreme awareness of the ideology*
0m m a  v
fffi M0IYIB0AI#
fh|t ohapter will deal with. Ehrheheheir»e assumptions 
mnmpning the individuals the dissuasion will center 
around th© following of human imburef 111
Meeda |f| Bighta and Sublet and (3) Individual M f  for onset*
X. BiEBE OF fHE IMDlVIOmi
Bttmfta mods w  generally elatalfied as physio# 
logloal needa* ..&&$• psychological set## It 1# generally 
eenetded that the iuMvlteai*t needs tend to dli»##% hit 
actions .and that a Minimum satisfaction of both hie physi­
ological and psychological needs la essential to hie 3^ #  
tonal integrity***
Baslow gives a mere detailed o lata ifioatlon  of human 
needs at fo llo iit#  ^{11 physiological needtf (M)- safety 
needti C3) love needs § IJ4 I esteem needs! tS t } telf actual!# 
sat Ion needs*11-t
Khrushchev * 0 ataumpbiona concerning the individual 
will he considered within. fcslow*s framework*
^Louis f*. fhorpe and Barney Kab% fj&e Ft: 
of Abnormal Behavior* p.* 43*
%bj.4*
■ Bteslolfrff teal MmM * Mmmh&hm ■appears - to ysong*
nine tha existent# of p^olologioai ^ M O  : ^ ^  like liasfow
he ranks them first in- importance to mam
<; Irtt uS'Seaslder first.- the satisfaction of.man*a 
food needs* fhe Soviet people is requirements of 
" broad and' vegetables. have boon full^ mat now* Every* 
thing is being don# to Insure complete satis fast ion 
of the-Soviet people*# needs of bntttr*- meat.and 
miih.witliiii the next few fears* I 'speak of food' 
first ■ because we Busslan# have-:0 ; saying*- .ft Ian% 
the appearsi^e of a bom# that makes it attractive
bat the pie on the bebl#*3.: *. . ■ ■
• -4pparentif IQnmahehev also concurs with Benin that 
^seeimflsts is the struggle fm  breai**^ I-. ■
Physiological needs* then* ■ are the most important - 
of lupin needs-* fheir fulfillment sbouM. apparantif -taka /i
precedence: ©ter all other human ooneIderablom*
ft £s':generaiff reoognised that ‘if a.MaB*a.phfai* . 
ofogioal. needs are not met fee will ^ die* "However* only minimum 
gatisfaetien of these needs is i*ae#©aery to sustain fife* 
Ihrushohet1# preoeoupation with food may be one to the 
assu^stion that a well-fed people are a Happy people* and 
a happy people are perhaps more susceptible to control*
He lends some credence to this assumption with. thev follow-**
£ng mmmntm
Hi imuiiwp gri i> Ifc I1! W ^
%nteri?i#w with Henry Shapiro* united Press' Correa^ 
pendent* November 19* 195?* tr&ns* The Current Digest o f  
the s o v ie t  Press* !E#i £j.o* p* If* BoveSbef" x3*19* ’£§>%
People mmt first of all ©si# drink* have homes 
ant clothe themselves before they ore In a position 
to engage- in polities * soien©#* and arb*5
ft |S' not bad if in proving the theory of laris 
m ® ' throws- in also- a pies© of bason and a piece of 
, batter* When you haw a hungry ,ttomaoh it is ..some# 
times w y  difficult to understand the theory Of 
larxifm^bsninisii# Bat if you can have ■ a niee apart* 
meat and good fo o d ,' th m  s u re ly  everyone must cay# 
O erb&tolY# f * »  fo r  eoi&nralstt*'®
: iy ■■
itouahchev accepts the hedonesbto pMnaipl© of 
'rte@i* drink'and be marry*11 '■ Sine# this- principle isay also 
be regarded as -a simplification of the ultimate goal of
i' *
eoiwmist Society itself# it 1# not too far fetched to 
assort© that Khrushchev believes that upon any' occasion 
when, "a person*# material needs have been satisfied be is 
a tractable person*
By Mmselfp an individual can never attain fell 
satisfaction of all M s  material needs* for according to 
the doctrine this will eomm to pass only when a state of 
ooxmsuni&itt has been reached# fberetor©* the individual 
must work to- develop ’this state.* the physiological needs 
of the individual ttos become the collective needs of thei
group with the drives produced by these coll ©stive .needs 
■directed toward the develop»nt of ccaMunlsm*
%©mmenta to 0aeohoslovakia, the Hew York ffmss*
Wly Hit 195?# p* -1*
and the 
Current
TSm W W m ®
on the close fies Between hiteratwe m  
*e of the People# august 87# 195?.* brans 
govlet
out that is are&er''
factor doctrine ■lh Its concept of economic. defwmtniem*.
He believes ■'that lOT tool oi^ of man*s basic needs* tlie
need‘for it the; basis -of his .theory* "ifeir#
e W |  tern'ms..,TO|:; ^ 0  first to base-an entire ■syuteia 
upon one :■%& & m * &  make^iip* ■ to 'mention a f m  others $
Wisbstle-'built upon that 'man is a social .animal*
Stf f&ml'and. feslvto built: upon man* a 'Sinfulness* and'■"■ 
Hobbes.-. upon- m & * $ '  overw helm ing d e s ire  fo p  s e c u r ity *?
■ ■'iu'iUBBRWgrf Ktoushohev believes'’that the individual*® 
principal concern is isMsfaction Of- M o  physiological
needs* His emphasis on the primacy of those meeds coin#- " 
aides 'with Maslovs • ideas# In seelslmg to satisfy MS' * ~
physiological needs# »  ■ internets •wife hit 
in the process of labor and production* this result a ' ■ 
liiMl development m d  advance* in the collect ire*, phyai** 
elegies! meeds wo. a means -for'Omtrolling ■ the behavior 
Of the group* since they can 'be fully sated only when ■* 
the state of communism has been reached*' Ihe- drives ■ 
engendered by the physiological need# are thus directed 
toward the development and advancement of communism*
need, for Safety or 'security 
can be taM to -underlie,, all activities which maintain 
life processes and which protect the organism, against
titrate*. fhns: fhyti#logiea|- need#/and drives* imyaetlv- 
liy Intended- to protect the epg&ni«|-. and'conformtty to 
social ■ norma- of- the' group .1 thereby being fav<n*ably . 
received by others and thus reduc lag anxiety) may be 
treated m  »niNatations of the safety or security, need*®
the first characteristic of security* the fulfill*
1 ’ ; ■
mmfc of physiological needs -and drive#| has been shown bo =
be a major concern of the Soviet leaders* Khrushchev la
views on. this subject have already been discussed*-
/fh© second characterIttic of -security* activities
which protect the organism#:is alto of major concern to
Khrushchev* ?h# basis for this concern Is revealed In
his: blunt statement to the Soviet writer# that * there Is *
sharp conflict in the world to-day between two ideologies*
*
the socialist and the bourgeons and in this conflict there 
can be .no neutrals**^
fo Khrushchev the asternal threat from the ^ bourgeons 
ideology1* constitute# a grav-athreab to the security of
%M!ip I** Harridan*
■%peech on literature# Arts and the life of the 
People# 1*00 cit*
the people* fMa throat is viewed m being both Ideologic
m% and actual* Both w e  considered equally dangerous and
both require' a high degree of swapeneas on the ..part of each
person# Krushchev saidi
tm  may atki Against whoa are you fighting on the 
ideological front* the process of oosemmist education 
of an individtial Is not. accomplished at the wave of a 
magic wani# It is a froceat el struggle in cultural 
deveiopsent* in the f^mtion of loviet m&n*$ outlook* 
the healthy trend fights against negative manifest' 
ietlens* bourgeons survivals* bourgeons influence* 
this influence is not only possible but inevitable 
because capitalist states still occupy- a considerable 
part of the globe*!® - ;.
the necessity for protecting the individual against
negative ideas Implies that such M em  comprise a threat'
to M s  development as a soviet Man* protect!©h* Mien* con#
slats of complete dependence upon the Party which* m  the
developer of the Soviet Han# iaalse his protector* Although
■development implies overt action on the part of the party*
one may. also infer submlssivene## of the part of those to
be developed* In submitting b# developaent as communists*
the people likewise submit to the tarty*©- protection*
the lukeiea Study concerning -medal personality
patterns in Buseia sheds some interesting light on this
observationt *
S^nfcejpvSm  «lth &hsplfro, jjg e1|,# #* 3,
Probably the strongest and mmb pervasive quality 
of the Bus#Ian personality that emerged,from our data 
was. a need for affiliation* By M s  we- mean a need for 
intensive interaction with otter people in immediate 
direct itee»t0»faea relationships coupled with. a great 
.capacity .for having this need fulfilled through ite 
establishment of warm and personal contact with otters*
Closely !Iaitfd with tte need for affiliation is'a 
need for dependence very much like what picks spoke of 
as tte Baealans 11 strong positive drive for enjoying, 
loving protection and security* care and affection*11' 
"fMs need shows not only in orlepbation towards parents 
and peers ba| also in fete relations with formal cutter* 
iff figures*II f
If ^affiliation11 and. ^dependence0 may be considered
as falling within the category of the individual * # need for
eafety#= then we may assume 'that the result# corroborate
what Eteustetev himself referred to as teur collective
body constitute# a prop for the Individual*0!^-
the ■safety of the individual then, appears, to. depend
upon his degree of dependence upon the .tarty and' upon 'his
affiliation with the collective group* fte- colloctlv#
group is protected by the tarty# and the Individual gain#
this protection by being one of the group# In this way
the Party I# certain that he will not be influenced by -any
negative ideas*
HiVles Inkelea* et aS nH$d&l Personality and A#* 
justmenta to the Soviet Socio-Political System*1 Human 
delations* 1953* XX# 1* p* 3*4|*
^Speech at Recaption In Bulgarian Embassy*- 
February SO*. 1957* trana* fte Current Digest of the 
Soviet free a* IX* S* p* 35* AprII So* 1957*
the defense of the people againat bourgeons Ideol* 
©gy is always eouahed in military terms# - This terminology 
.may be used purposely in-order to arouse fear in tfee lndi«
V
wliusi «uod; thus "WiamXato -his need for safety# If'he tea 
been, een.dibi.ened bo expect protection from the group,; he 
will burn to it In the‘■time of danger*' 9?te process of cote 
ditionimg the individual be become one of tte group appeare 
to_be,pert of the- ^struggle in eultural development1 that 
Khrushchev mentioned earlier-# About those who- waver he 
tea. thla to a&yt
He shall do nil we m m  to help the wavering &$&% 
guided to find the- right road and join - the ranks'of 
active fighters for t&e ea&ce of the. working alas#* 13
the Individuals safety needs faoilitabe hie aeaep* 
bane® of the ideology* If in the collective te accepts _ 
the suggestion that M e  safety 'is threatened by capitalism 
then he ©an be conditioned to’ accept the Ideology as'his 
means of protection#:
A ©©.terete threat bo the group-*© safety Is also 
suggested* ' Ehrushetev a a id t
. }'3-”oan tell you#*#that- some people wate$i us with 
^*ee% eyes and -think- how they ©an iiearmf us# Bub 
wtet would happen bo us should wo be disarmed* We 
would' certainly'be born to pieces* and then our grand** 
children would say %tet*.#*w# were unable to. defend the
 ^niTfiWii.yiiwT^iwi ill *1 tfar^ii p#nr^w^r*^rr^ irjieimiTwniywiyim^S> mwiuwpr
Uspaaob at Friendship meeting in Bulgaria* February 
19* 19^7* trans♦ The gurgent Digest of the Soviet .Press,
» *  8 * P . 31b A p r I T i1 F S r t 9 S f 7 ^
freedom tod’ iMepenaanoe. of w  great. atato*3*l‘ ■
‘ to# ferea-ir of" eapltaliam tor#$to» met only too free* 
dom of "to# people but alee too freedom of ttieif deaeemdamta*- 
4 .tor-eat of tola m t ^ e  is apparently oomtidered to to to 
greater impaot toam a direst .tor eat to to# individual Mis#
self* for It imwltoi not only M s  safety meeds but toose 
of bio desoemtemts*
too safety mead. also under I las eonfermity to too 
seeiaf nm m in order to Insure aeeeptamo# by to# group 
and toeftoy allay anxiety*
ft tins boon town that to# someapt of group t# 
primary to- oomsntot teimMmg an# tout etoer fat ti of toe 
safety nee# bay# boon used to bring too individual into 
to# group an# keep M m  there* Oroup eensure ,er eensure by 
tli# forty has alto boon #iipiey#d to maintain group Integrity,#.
IMs method prorad effective in Quelling to# rebellion among 
Seiriot writer# and in bringing tots* to to# fold a# its illm#
atrated by to# oemJtosiom of on# repentant in to# dlaoutaien
on to# Social nature of the peoplo**^
l^ Speeoii at the Bhakranangal lam Project* India.*.. 
Horemtor -IS* 198$# trams* lot## on Sort at Affair# * totted 
States Department of State#/2l5f totober' 14# 195?*
^Speech by 4llger at Meeting of Moscow writers* 
J^ o. ,.e.l,t#
fit® technique is also employed by Soviet psyeMto*
gtobt# aeeerdlitg to Smirnov*' to Mel#’ the
llireablon'of rntr work* It® theme* methodology #&# results***
■ £15. tM'-great o&nae of bulMing' toraantom to’our country*1*^
I lw iiite lis v  feat re p e a te d ly  th e  tp o t i lg fe i .o f
eolietblve ertttotom,ea seme tton*ooal,oriaiaag metier ;er'»«#
bora of tit® group* For example* Me lashed Out at those
studenie- and tMir .parents.ife® M M  teeerreot view#r about
ptsy&to&l later - as follows^
TetdSg boys an# girto mite have ftoished seoendiiff 
e.itoel**#d® .not go willingly to work in  - faeterieii and 
kolkhemeit and a number of them even consider this aa 
p#rteaallf: iaaAtlag***-Suelt. a haughty* 
an# incorrect attitude toward physical labor to turned.
into a  scarecrow to  frighten children In t o  studying
harder* 1 dento have be mention the teatlit.-Jailed ■ ^ 
In such talk to the worker# of our socialist society**?
Stoto the majority of the group 1# engage# In fhysi*e
sal labor* It la apparent that the unity of the group la 
threatened when certs to decent a begin to . develop- attitudes 
eonbrary to those tel# by the forty* ^WmrnMMlev .apparently 
;; believe# Me can redintegrate the: group * by directing a threati _ ; . r
that to esiplieitiy'iabell.## as flirty censure of the offenders
. “ • ' 
by the other members of the group*
A* .Smirnov# **psychological tsaearah*1* fayoholdgsr 
|,n tip gMlet jgjtoji* brans* comp*, Brian Simon*' p*.
^%peeeh'en School and fclfe* September IS* 1§5§* 
brans* Ivan P* Bondon* School and Society* ?el* if* Ho*
212*7, j», 7 3 , F eb urary  ll*»' "l^S9~------------------*
this teehnftos of In m  . m i & w *  o t  ■
the 0 * m p  Is a l^niawntai part of the ideology ft s % m m  
itom feto preset# ef toe <tialeebie an# -Is.. ^ ©signa€
to ihtnre m m itm m  of ;&I1 Its. aaitoer-tir ito- teeto
n iq m  Is tota at- erttiefam an# self epltloltm*.;
Mften explain# the teotatqae at nse# in ''OotomltS 
0Mto*, It eentists In ‘W m  mitolto teaapor&to aitetotoeh of 
a-'t,ingl# t-li# group the eppjitotten of--
oollsotive srlttefsm*-- Be It seleebed heesuSe o f po or ■per*'- 
f w m m & 0 # } faulty mdwtSatoing of -tto an# goto*’ ,
He It not tnlf tnbjeet©# t# - a borage 'of tofbielttr ftoia ' 
the group tot loin# . t o  -an# begins to epitiefte .
fto purpose it- 'to -pei^eet to# indiiridual and. norm&lto to 
it p##towstoto#toto toe gtoup.»ii
■ ,tpp.apenti^ erfttoism testolques are ef feetlto to#"."'✓
eaut-e of the f e w  ff pe^^isnent''tliemtlto ftom.-ito .gtoap*".. 
fhts fsai* It toe# .-to. hbrengiton- tto- beni# within to# group 
to altepimteto #@toffig. .feelings aimleto an# aeeuftto in'
■ tto..te#iirltoal* f-tfn#ef the## eltonmetentot tto' indititoal 
teete to avoid. toe. oaatloto feelings an# thus, retpeiiis' to 
hit security nee# to conforming to the toalne# pattern of 
totoiri#?*
-*-®Robert J. Iiifton, ""Thought Reform of 151 ©stern 
Civilians in Communist China Prisons," peyohlatry, 1956*
- XIX, p* 1?3« - • ■ .
Soviet' psychology explain# .the technique of -self*., 
criticism as*’
.*#*toe realisation of one# actions an# experiences, 
expressed in a verbal account to others and oneself* 
the man toe' la incapable of - tdf toaertobioii; eatooi. : 
answer for- hie actions and. behavior* Neither Self 
control ncsr"self^education are--possible without: i %  ■ 
for man* .to use fwler*a phra#% is to self ebaerf**
■ ■ a n i m l  t o g a n l s m * 11!^  ;
in aaimtmry* the laaiTldusito safety* to-teter 1 %  
'needs are wed'to integrate Mm "in the'grtsup* ■ fha threat 
of 'harm- to him an#'his dose entente from external forces 
Instills fear in toe indiridu&I and causes him.-to seeh 
toe proieotion .of' t h e l h  tola fashion' he Is met- 
emiy proteotteg but sMelted from outside Ideas-*: 'fhr-ongh 
toe, beetoiqteS of criticism and self *er 11ieism the Imdi«v 
vite&l is made to .feel anxiety- about his status In .toe 
lp*emp# toe- threat of'expulsion Is a topeaf to liis need 
fop aeterlif* ft allay tola threat he eon forms to toe- 
_desired pattern of behmrlor#
&oy&' &aeda» Maslow ranks lore and affection as 
third In the ; Indfridual1-# Monarchy of needs# Sines .toe 
family was" ■iistnssed In dhapter M $ the role of lore In 
matrimony: Will not- be considered in. this discussion.
■-^BU .H*. feploir, "Objective Method in Psychology frt 
Simon, og ctt,, p. 261.
Ehruehch©v*a views on love'may be inferred from the 
following!
the chief content of .human life if labor and struggle* 
how itself la a noble feeling only when it establishes 
a spiritual coimimnity between too people#
apparently Khrushchev does not consider love- a need 
that -oan be effectively utilised in the collective group*.
II M i l i H  shown that the physiological and safety needs 
are used to integrate the Individual and the group#- hove 
cannot be used for this purpose for it is individualistic 
in express Ion# ■ the- more it ■ obeys its- mn imm the more it 
threatens the solidarity of, the group*.
hove 1# noble when it serves the'state* that is# 
when indivldual-i enjoy harmonious work or marital relation* 
ships*... Otherwise it constitutes a distrat-ior to the aeoom* 
piiehmeat of th#.p*euf#s objective* %m ion noted that 
croiide tended to exaggerate their sentiments and this led 
■them Into the. "worst? excesses*1^
hove is especially likely to lead to adulation or 
worship of some -object or person* and % hut divert the group 
from its primary objective of building communism# Ehrush# 
chev*'.# views may be determined, .from- his denunciation of 
Stallni
®%peeeh on literature* art* and the- Mfe of the 
People* op clt» p* 8#
^%usbave he Bon* The gggwg* p*
fhe <mlb of the individual, reached sueh monstrous
aim# b#eim#e Stalin himself supported the people*# 
glorification -of., hi# own person* Eld biography book 
is an expression of' the most dissolute flattery* an.
si^ppl# of »Mng' O'mm into; a godIie&d*BI y
in summafy# ©sruateHtv considers love ■ too mnpmo^  
dldbafel# to risk hm m m ihg It as a group toroe* .2&e refer* 
am### to love’in Ehrushehsv speeches were limited to its
role in tli# family*
■ Bat##^ Heftd#* fb# need for aalf*#ata#» reflects 
an individual#a o&m&vtL about Mmtelf In relation to M i  
physical and social interpreted psychologic
sally* the self is the ®eggregaie of ail conscious states 
and aetsf the awareness of ene*s personal heeds# want# on 
d##in##| and of #i# beMvieral rtspoitiie# used to achieve 
them I a a. social setting*n^3
ft tea boon shown that ib# Individual*a external 
environment Is controlled by the Forty and bb# State* ft 
follow# that hi# self twoniii it to some extent eon*
ditioned by the Party and tb# state# ibrmbAevf said!
$
’■ '"-.ft 1# evident that In teaching; children* pm ought
to prepare them, ptyohologleally ■ from, the fir it grad# 
for the fact, that they will have to participate in
■^%ent -o&vth# &nbI*St&lin speech as B©leased by 
the State nepertmeni# the Hew to&M. flmes* p* 16* .fun# 5* 
1956*
&3cr0« and grow# pp., elt»# p* 239*
toe future to. seetally useful aetivliy* to work* to 
toe ore&tton of material wealth neeeBsary for too 
development .of our socialist state#® *-
If too individual is conditioned early to too. be*
bavioral mmpmmm necessary to M s  society* it appear#."
llisl Its self*etteem needs, Mil bo met by Mo conformity
to too standard pattern of behavior established for .society*
tons* to# todivldual osii fulfill hi* esteem needs by being
member of to# group*
Hie self res teem needs toon are important only to
too e&tent- th a t  they faellltote M s  acceptance of M s  •
role m  a member of toe group* 4# such toey are an .to#
portent footer la iteengtoentag toe payeteXogical oossaa#
unlity of tot group* B i m m  only .group achievements are 
eoeteiledt inMvMusi aettotoobioo mast be derived from 
one to oonbributten to toe group effort# tons* toe. people 
are further encouraged to regard ttemseXves to toe eoi** 
leetlve* toe plural pronoun ftwert to used Consistently 
by Sitm'tootor and otoer leading oommiiitt#
According to one observer everyone I#, prompted to 
admire s o c ia lis t  achievements and to Share the common 
pride of striving for oommunism* toere is an appeal for 
each group of eiM setts* toe fulfillment of goals set by 
toe Party in even toe moat insignificant fields of endeavor
^ S p e e c h  on S chool and M f « *  lo p * a l | *
are cited m  additional steps toward tea final telumpti Of 
commuMsm* th u s * even th e  s m a lle s t In d iv id u a l achievem ents  
are bound to leave a Ratifying illusion of fulfillment *^ 5
too supposed difference In this approach was indicated 
by farmer Soviet Marshal ghhkev in a conversation with freato : 
dsnt Dwight &* Elsenhowert
you tall a: person lie can do m he pleases* he can 
act as he pleases* he can do anything* Everything that
Is selfish in man you appeal to* and w# tell him ■■he
must g&erifle# for the stats#***
in mwmmfB the individual*s need im selfesteem* 
as a- .need to better Mmself as an individual and as an 
expression of. self pride* is selfish and egocentric* It 
is contrary to the principle of collectivism*, o r total 
Stomergenee of Individual icy * fhe proper expression mi 
ones esteem needs is determined by tew well on# conterms 
to the- gfrmp*& pattern mi behavior*. It Is ■encouraged only
when it produces pride in doing ones hit to further the
development o f  communism* As a purely individual need* 
the need for self-esteem m y  be considered a remnant' of 
capitalist influence* It expresses man* s selfish nature 
and is a threat to the psychological comiiiimallty of the group#
^Michael S* lywkin* ^Education for Oowunlst header* 
«**P»tf 0urrent History# jbqfr*--?* J&* yuly* 1956* ■
^Quoted in aus fyler* wthe Illusions that were and 
the Illusions that Are*n' fhs' Bepublio* 13?* 'p* 11* 
lovemher a* IfS?*
Attempting to bass the individual*a need for aelte 
esteem on & group■goal and group soeompli stoenta cun lead 
to disillusionment* One defector* a former- agent of the 
fh&sslan. teereb- Police i aaidt ■ * 6
When It. mm ' impossible ter me to reconcile the ,
■ theory of feiwnMst- society in general with Soviet 
society in particular* my Ideals ter both began to . 
vanish* My faith ceased to exist-* Jgltb the death 
of aijr faith my life became useless*!?
the- Party must be able to guarantee the individual 
that hm will always feel p*ld# in group aeeomplishmtots 
if he %m to remain a faithful member of the group* It 
appears that even early conditioning is not always snffie* 
lent in controlling toe individual * $ oftoom need#'* for tee b 
control depends upon .toe ability be satisfy th# individualft 
esteem needs consistently*.
■SelteAetualtaatlen leedb* ' the need .ter aeiteaei#- 
uMIcubien may be regarded'as toe individual*# need to 
perform a useful basis: 'In accordance with'-Me abilities 
or desires* lb is the heed ter personal, achievement*
Haslow ranked lb last in his hierarchy of needs*
Since both eelteeabeea .and .ielteaotuuiitebien reflect* 
toe Individual to concern about himself in relation to Mi- 
environment* both mm inherent in any adequate interpretation
^fPeter Deriabin and Prank Cilney **The Personal .
Account of the .Experiences of a Former Agent of the Soviet 
Secret Police*11 Mfs* larch 30# 1959* p* "ft*
o£ personality* In  Mmmmlmg the todividualte need for 
self .actualization it will be necessary to consider this 
need against the framework o f  the individual.*a personality 
m viewed by Khrushchev* From mmh a consideration* 
specific eoneluaions can he drawn concerning this pcriteuw 
lap psychological heed* \
iOarushehevte concept of the Soviet Men. Is the basic 
of hla views on psreonaiityt
fhe capitalist does not understand the new man* the 
Soviet man. who was horn and brought up in our conditions* 
Our' Soviet mm lives to accumulate more funds for the 
common cause# for the state* to raise the level of 
production* economy .and science m  that even more 
imehines trill he made and more' grate proUueed* H# 
thinks about area ting more '11100:111000 with the help- of 
science that will mate ma*i*e work easier* shorten the 
working day and raise the standard of living! finally 
he thinks about reaching a stage te which all man1 a 
needs will he satisfied soeordteg t# hie demands^ a . 
Stage wo call the communist society* Such is our man* 
Mot.eniy does he have a correct understanding of hie 
gmrpes# in life* he does ell he can to achieve that 
purpose as <piekiy as possible* 4hd this understanding 
is supported by hie attitude toward the measures of 
'the Party and the .government, ie capitalist will ever 
understand this* 4a a pig cannot look up in the sky# 
so the capitalist cannot imderstaM our psychology# 
the psychology of the Soviet matn^
Khrushchev*© Soviet man. appears to be the group 
personified at the individual# for the attributes, ascribed 
to the Soviet man are similar to those o f the collective 
people m a'review o f the preceding chapters will show*.
1
t
2% p®eeh a t  C onference o f  Farm P e rso n n e l, A p r i l  9 , 
195?*. trana. The C u rre n t P ig e a t o f  th e  3<>?le$ J£2IS» i x >
1 5 , p , 2 7 , A p r i l  10-157^1957^ T
Since fit#" collective people have been building
r <■• _  n # - ■ if
'shooessfully# * It may be a##uined. that the task of Into* 
grating the" individual members of the group .has been $m * 
ceasful* * It appear# that Khrushchev regards the Ixtdlvi* 
dual m  completely collectivised* that-is*'possessing all 
of >the. attributes that characterise tbs group*' 'fit# Indf* 
vlduaiity has been, totally submerged* h# ha#f In' essene#*
i
boon reforested in the. group image* s# and' eountesN*
t, .,,
parts in the group are identical' in every rsbpeeb In those 
characteristics that are important to the development of 
communism# individual difference# do not exist for If 
they did .there could ho no. Paychpiegiesl
need# apparently 'are ierivel teem material reslltf# fh#$r 
.exist' only |niof» at they laoilitate the individual*# 
understanding of his purpose in life' and thus facilitate 
his integration with, the group#
■Soviet man* therefore* as the person|.fioatlon'of 
the people is a creation of the tarty tinea ''the tarty ■ 
created the people*' that is*, it molded the telleetive ■
(group to fit the pattern prescribed by the ideology•■ 
through the method of interconnection and Inter condition* 
lug* each member of the group becomes like his neighbor*
In the process he submerges his individuality* and' life* 
orally becomes on# of the group* jh# Soviet man repre* 
Sent# the ultimate in conformity and apparently KhrusMhsif
believes that to exists, for m  hm been shown, Ehrnsh# 
ehev believes that the goal of eewunfam la fa sight*
Itoustotovfa eeneept of fa© Soviet man fa. verified 
by a former Soviet unfa ersi by student who reported that 
^eelfactfafam or the total submergence of Individuality 
and the repudiation of private thought was the goal each 
student must strive for. and to which to- fa edllahoratlan 
with tto authorities must drive hto fallow students#*$9 
It may he -assumed that to Khrushchev the- Soviet 
man represents perfection efaea to la developed on the 
basis of tee ideology which reffaobis the perfect abate*#* 
communism* fto behavior of the individual* then, like 
that of the group* can he hoth prodioted and controlled*
In re#eend.itfanfag the individual it fa apparent 
that M e  psychological needs play a minor role* fa- 
matter, m n  it primarily concerned with teterl&I reality*
H a  psyotologieal needs merely reflect hie relationship 
with the material world* Where they hinder hie develop# 
isent into- a Soviet man, they must be changed*
fto need for self achievement -is satisfied by the 
individual *s understanding of hto part a# a meteor of the. 
group* and his participation with tto group fa the develop* 
monb of communism* In this respect Ktoushetovfa views; on
£%nited States Department of State* External Hesearoh 
Division* ”A Foreign student at Leningrad falters tty ,** ..the 
Soviet Blob as Reported by Former fationals * Interview
w f& m vtbet —
m  todiirttosllsm aro psrttosotf
W.il?itol4ita IS tto w i l  snaiay of th# paopM# Indto 
Tidual3.0m with its egoistic narrowness* insolation to 
the sphere of petty interests* anti^hmaaiiismi fetmeto- 
input from major social taoy omenta fetters the edtstoei aspiration of the p e o p le *™  {
Individualtom 1$ undestoafeie it hinders eon*
.totality# Permitted to flourish*, tndividui&tom would Soon 
destroy tho group* It thus eonstltotsa a mjor threat to 
tho devslojment of ooiwmism* By Itoividuaitom It may ho 
assumed that Itoustotow means toy oharaotoristtos# or any 
feehstrier which it contrary to the feshawier pat tom ostato 
listod for fto group# Individualism thou is non*e on f ormlty 
or lack of collectivism* ' It Is hot a o;haraotoriitlo to ho 
admired fas it is to tto capitalist tomitrios which ten# 
aider It todioatlve of soif^rsilshost. originalitsy#. and so 
on) tot reviled* It calls for strong correctly# m m m m  
fey %to group* fto tormer levlefe university student related 
that tor display Of Individualism lad to sapors criticism 
from, tto on tiro student feedy and faculty* Bto was ^pilloried 
for egocentrism .and tor past behavior and attitude wars 
dissected and reviled fey all prossto#^^
^ j i i»it. iiiii»4 .i.» ^ i.'M»»'i. i«iii>1u 'i r in f)ii i^ ii|iW f i;>Miii (ii i | > i i i i ii
^°Speeoh to  S o v ie t Composera, A p r i l  3* 195?* tra n s .
j m  §s%M$, .sm m * s®* U «  p. 19*
r*
^%epsrfpenf of State*- Interview R ep o rt Ho# 21*
.op .alt* * p# 2#
B
arch
jfMsa assume that the need for self sebu&Xl&atiom
> ' 1
I# -aimifeitsd. tta^ugh ImiivMuallfrfle behavior them we 
must assume that this psychological meed is irustpabed 
In the Soviet Wmlon* l « f i r i  it wo accept Khrushchev *s 
frame of peferemee* then the meed for self eebuallnation 
is -Satisfied by the individual*# participation in group 
at fort* fo jOsrnshehev* what had teen a purely individual*- 
it tie w e d  ha#- ^  teen sublimated .for a higher purpose* 
that of the .collective aehievsmemb of the group* He saidt
In Soviet society individual interests do mot &<mI* 
mate- over the social* but are- found In a harmonious 
©oiahimation* fhis ednihtoatlon is possible only on the 
basis of the- pretemimm.ee of social interests.*: on the 
basis of - the subortimtlom ■ of ptrtoimi Interest to 
■social* '.'fo serve on#*# Party* one * s people* and to 
give Qm*B energy- for the struggle of communism, such 
1# the purpos# and Inspiration of our soviet
man# 3* i
nan* them*. Is ■ primarilj'‘ a social creature and the 
interests of the gromp idee precedence over individual 
interest#* Hi# m Ifare* his entire life reside# in the 
Society in which he lives* lie happiness depends upon 
his conforming with the Interest# of the group* Bines 
these are deber$Amed by the- Farty* the individual 1#
Wholly dependent upon the Party.* He may be conditions# 
to produce whatever conformity is required*
32** Interview with British Editor fioMerlmg* Decem­
ber 23* 195?* trams* m e  Current Digest of the .Soviet 
Press, II*. 51* P* 15* DooM6e? lT^ 24* I^f*
$n summary* %ta self actualization needs mm fui« 
filled through participation In group effort*
fulfillment through imdivldni&istia behavior is selfish 
and egocentric* Individuality swat tern aubmefgedf each 
must conform to the group pattern and aspire to the same 
goal* namely' to become a Soviet mil*
ly non##0WdHiat stanisrds the self aotuaHaatfon 
needs mm frustrated in the Soviet Hftioij#. since non^oommu* 
nists recognise individuality in the oppression of thee# 
needs.* By -hie aphasia on conformity ami hie d#*empha.si# 
of individuality £t m y  he assumed that Khrushchev does 
not regard self actualization*- meeds to he important in 
the doveloFmomt of the iovleb man*
iit itxoHtt m  tiE iTOitiimh
Who dameeruoles believe that each individual is
treated ecpal and free# they assume that .man is not
afraid of Irdofondeme# and reiponeihilitf and 'that he
want# to share in shaping hie life and his destiny.# the
American Beelaratlon of Independence etatesi
We hold these truths to he self evident? that all 
m m  mm created #oual| that they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain inalienable Eightsj that among 
these mm life# liberty# and the Pursuit of Happiness* 
fhat to secure these rights, governments are insfci* 
tuted among men* ^
#li>i»lli^ l.iiii..ii|.»i^ >^»<^Vi>Wi*liiirtl<ii«<liiJ<il«lii;i»liiilii»
33wiixiam a . Mo01enaghan.f American government* p* 7
hm% bmn accustoms# to righto for almost 
two hnnif## yeas?** To tootit any other system o f  government 
seems repressive* -the Bus s ton people.* ,however* have 
btntowgtout history been accustoms# to  a u b jc c tlto *  It la
not unusual than that Mm  great majority of them accept the 
strict regimentation of their lives by Mi# Par if * Such 
rogli^ntation begins in cMlihooif for example* the e#n# 
optional program that, a toll# shall follow la prepared for 
him to accordance with the wishes and aims of the Party 
an# is accept## by the ehlM an# M s  parents*
a atstament of the t3fuMi»#nbal right# an# toilet of 
oltlaent#11 Among these are the right to work* equal
right# irrespective of s«* .nationality or raeaj froetom
of speech* prese* an# asseitoly* Article 118 abates*
Cib£z&m of the USSB have the right' to work* that 
I# the ■right to guarantee# effiptoymtnt. an# payment for 
Mi# work to aeeoriane# with' its quantity an# quato
Hot only to toe right■ to work guarantee#* hut 
apparently so it toe right to gainful employment* In effect 
to# Soviet C&n&tltuttm guarantees to# Individual employment 
for a® long m  he is able to work* The right to work Is 
thus recognise# as a right to ■survive*
H* The Soviet Oomibi button {Ohapter X) carries
i t y
^ C o n s t itu t io n  o f  th© S o v ie t O nion* USSR. X X V II*  
12* .p.* 3 6 g March 1958*
1% might be mmwm® that if work t# to
eortrteml t o  %i*ork is an essential ehap&e tori# tie of man* a
arbtete X2 of the Seriet tensbitutfon it esiplieft on this 
pointi
Work in the TISSH it a duty ana a matter of honor 
for etrepy able bodlei elifsen# in ateepamnee with the 
p*toe%le.i 1# wti# atws not work# either thtii' he oat#
the principle applied in the OSSM: it that of seeiai* 
iaiai From oath ag|©$Ntteg to hi# ability to <$mh aeeord# 
teg to hit wwl^-35
.If work it a 4uty then the inateMnal hat m  £&m$m 
in ojtereMteg what it proolaiiioa to bo hi# right# tee right 
to work efmpfy Mortifies him- a# a member of the. working 
ela##*, tee duty of the working ela##* ■#* eeileeftre .groap# 
it to buIM oowontem* Work it essential for IMs purpose* 
Ihrnthohow #&Mf
f ^ l  i# the tendamentai teuree of the Soviet state# 
might ana of. the steady growth te the well being of
in. bolteteg oormainiim the individual doe# not- work 
for himself but for the group* Hi# first au% mm$ Is to 
the- ^oop whose e&istenoe may bo considered vital to hi#
s.
nature# Work then# is more than a right* it is a duty*
the mass©#*3&
# p * 110 #
Af*. ft nn fV^r* AUtrt a W4s m  m f rnn A s?** f rt % il f;a 1
i
^hs_o.uppsnt p&aggs of m g  somet jggjgyr* ¥Oi* iu* so*
mm m ia tm m  and well#balng* Instilling this attitude 
in  the people is a major undertaking of the fwfy# 4 
leading Russian educator wrotet
4 meat important element of eomianiet upbringing 
is the development of a communist attitude toward work* 
this la the attitude that premilai whan work is- not 
only an ohiigation* a date but a vital necessity* like 
teeathing^Sf
i^ushohsv mpamM of %. socialist attitude toward 
world1 as being one of the ”mort important maniiea tutions 
of the tmm spiritual makeup of Soviet man*113® fhis iispiiot 
that man no longer regards work as essential to his: develop* 
menb Out as Owing essential for the common goodf ho works not 
to satisfy M s  own needs Out the needs of society* m out-# 
lined for him Of the farty*
ft is interesting to net# how Mis Soviet psyehelo* 
gists explain the development of tbs soeialMti attitude 
toward labor* too said* *$&&*$ actions in labour are- always 
subordinated to ih# aim of labour* fhron#* labour the 
d#folo-pisat of man has fad to fuaiibubtve changes not only 
in the cctiditions governing the activity of his analysers 
(brain colls) hut also in the form of activity of the 
analysers *#3f
I.
$
^ A  *D*Ale^andr0v ”The tlpbripging of Students”*
EommuMst trims* the current Digestr of the Soylot frees* 
foSTtW^n* 22* iWf*'
3%heses on l|0th Anniversary of the devolution*, loo eft
3fMilerisn (Simon) m  alt** p* 89#
kppm0t&\y$ man, Ail# eiigsgcd in later* tmn h# oou* 
dlbioued to r0gar€ labor in A# proper light* At# la in 
'keeping with th& Soviet psyotelogioul p* iuoiple teat a mau*s 
consciousness la format in practical activity ant reraalat 
in the bourse of such activity * otangoS in the form ant 
oontont of practical activity ear therefore influence 
■ehanges in  the organisation and development o f mental pro* 
oesses*#fc^
fh# socialist attitude toward work can be developed 
in any workiug man* the roapotelbillty for such develop* 
ment lies-with ovary media for training and Indoctrinate 
Ing the people*. Since all wet work* those who do not 
work must be severely handled* According to Ehrustehovt
fhere should be no parasite# and idlers In Soviet 
society in Aioh A #  social basis fm  parasitic 
e&Ssteniie has been eliminated* feriton# leading w  
antisocial* parasitic way of life deliberately1 avoid* 
lug, socially useful work* meet the condemnation of 
all of Soviet society? firm measure# of social- and 
state Influence should be taken against such persons#W
these who «ercJLe# the right gcjjf to work are branded 
m  social parasites* the tew also includes those who 
work at taste Aiob are not socially useful* Work in it* 
self then is not good!' it Is good only If it la socially
i^ )i,lMyit»ijil»>ii*iiiiiili(i|ilia''»»wl:iMii>i>i'^ i
^°B* o. Ananiev "Progress of Soviet foyeboiogy*" 
Simon, o£ fit*, p. 8.
"Speech at Conference of Belorussian Agricul­
tural Personnel, og clt.
tiaeful work* that I##, work whleh p&mtmtw the advancement 
of mtmunlnm*
Bight denote# freedom o f eholo#. between. doing or 
not doing* ©u% offer# m  efeoiee* It stay be eeuelnded 
that by non^lariiiit ebanderd# the Individual In the Soviet 
Union i# denied M i  night to w t #  By Ihnwliohot*a 
atandarde* however* a denial of- the night to won! means 
that the individual is not permitted to work with the 
group* To work nor the stub# and the etrnoB good i# M i  
right*
If w o r k I a a .soolml duty* then j^eeumbly each 
individual It plaaod-in a tptoliio Job hr the a tat#* Smeh 
ii not the oat## however* a t m  measure of Individual 
ohoie# if l e f t  to th# werte**f An example of this It ib# 
advise Ehrmahehev gave to e#e|»ndiipy t&hool gradates* on 
the problem of selecting a waitable eeetipaiietu'
fMi It a ^poition whiah every hey and girl, ii 
enpaeied to solve independently and for M i  own. 
i&pplxiea# and In the interests of society* It'It 
■coisia knowledge that totialiaa It t h e  type of 
seeloby under which people work moeerding to their 
AMiibieii* where you pfodui# mmo It precisely 
-whtrt your pise# of work la; it It yew staba*a 
solution of the problem of want oar ear to follow#
Bo think of how you m u he of mmt benefit tool#by# 
m  on excellent weaver or a mediocre doctor*^
^%pea$h to the 13th Komsomol Oongreas# April 16* 
19*>8* trans* fh# Current Digest of the Soviet Fress*
X# 16* p* i0*“i p € l ' W Z Z 3 T W > ® *  “ ~
A p p a re n tly  is  not a  q u e s tio n  o f  shoosSaag a»  
■ o e e a p a tt^  on fh s  p m S J s o f  o » **s  ■ i» # i* o s tg  * r  ^ g s ifS S it'fta s  
i n a iw t i » i * »  otoolo# is  l im ite d  to  one e e n s ifio ra tio n * p m *  
d u t t i t r i t y *  I ’fes a c o ia l need predo m inates*
in c e n tiv e s  in  the fo ra* &t * a g s * | p re s tig e *  ana oo on , 
a ra  o fte n  aeaoalat«<3 w ith  w ork* -fa# shah in a it ia ts s l, aw st 
spsosiy* .Ms. jp^ aun'aasatiSBO fOf fete tetMp* spps^saiiy this 
holds $$0* m t m .  in a s o e i& t*  th* initetertfti,
works f«s* t i »  good o f  th e  s ta ts *  Sfc «® in te rv ie w  w ith  
S e n a to r Humphrey, Khrushchov s a id * !,\*ou can’ t  g o t pe*®*- 
duo fcion w ith o u t tefigafcte#*** W h m  f*oail«#te  by Euajphroy th a t  
h i *  mittetpmmm to  a  a e o i loss an tessafeteo  is  * * t fa e r  o f tp iM i*  
Is t iO i  Khrushchev f g p i t e i i  w'©®13, i t  M  you W il l *  i t  
works * '‘83
i t  would appear th a t  te s a n tte e #  w h ether jjtenotsify .©r 
o th e rw is e  a re  co n sid ered  p r a c t ic a l means to  th e  d e s ire d  
end* I f  th e y  a re  a f fs e t lir e #  th e y  a re  a c c e p ta b le  p e $ m & *  
logs of ti» taint they m y  M  team sii®elat!s» witfe 
c a p lta lis ra .
In  summary, I t  appears f e a t  tits  In d iv id u a l*®  g*igfe% 
to  w ork i s  1« m  o b lig a t io n  o r  «  d u ty  to  w ork f o r
tb a  Q ta to . 5he elem ent o f  ofaciee in h e re n t In  th e  term  
nr ig h t"  is  te a k in g  in  fcho © e t te t  c o n s id e ra tio n  o f  th e  f M #
M agaatow  H u b ert E * Humphrey* *« y  M arathon, f o lk  
w ith  R u s s ia ’ s B oas," f r i f * *  It6 t8 6 , January 1 %  195)9*
So Eteuehotert tee right to work £» a positive right* It 
ingaliee that the individual w$mt& to work* that work to 
akin to a philological need ante as oat teg ate breathing* 
tte state gaarteteee him the expression of that right ate 
further demands that ho e»relse it ter the good of ell*
She Stelifiduilt*# right £,$ that* mood to satis $w a social 
hot# and oof hit own itelfdiual needs* the #se£&i need 
is paramount or oh in ietoriiteteg the t$p# of work the 
Iteiiriiael met do* He it eespeJIed to seek work te 
white he #i» teat forte th e  group* In essence* he Is 
forced to stifle h£a atteitlofi or aim for Self hettarmont* 
She pragmatic emeMeretim froio^natte in- the octroi## 
of tee £telriduiil*s fight ate tetf to work* whatever 
Insures maximum output it note regardless of Its past
teseeistlen.* Shut an twent-ir# system is employed to 
stimulat# the worker*
MtesMty* foi^erntng equality* Etoushotor QommmtMx
we consider 'teat # f ^  perion tea tee right to work* 
to a good Mfe* white tern society can create for all' 
people* .* We are ter real* etuality among people ate 
p#e$4#a*W
IgnsMty »ana tesedcm teea persecution or diir
orliuinatioii* Everyone. is guaranteed equal opportunity
I iii'i .yi -I<iiil><»,*w ..Wll» —.HP*! <. l*l.-*^ >ll**i!«»», I J
¥$inteririew with French Newspaper editor Groussard* 
March 19* If58.# * Moscow Radio Broadcast11 trans* foreign 
Broadcast Intefmation Service Beoort* tj*S*State BepaFE*ssssr^tTmrimr
to work and an equal right to ail the Benefits which
society can ereab#* Since Khruahehev regards the right
be work m  an obligation be mmU top society*: .society
establishes the norm, ter equality* If each r eee.Iv#t from
society coimMns urate with hi# ahilitie# teen mmrn are
going to receive more than ether#* Equality teen'meant
only teat all are required to participate In the building
of Jill are equal in being member# of tee work#
lug ola##* in pursuing the mmm goal* and in being directed
by the same party*
She M#& of equality received em# Merabi# atter*
tfen from Sarx# Stable* Bento and Stalin* the Memo*
oratla11 notion of equality was scoffed at by' Bento at
being an abstract notion intended to deceive tee working
ela##* She following, statement by Benin 1# typical'of
the oomamint stand on the question of equality and it
may be regarded a# Ehrnthehev*# stand aitoi
ingeie mm a thousand time# right when he wrote! 
any demand ter equality which goes beyond tee abeito 
tion of oia##o# i# a # tepid and abauri prejudice. 
Bourgeon# protestor# tried to use the argument about 
equality in order to expo## us by saying teat w# 
wanted to make all -men equal* We want to abolish 
elMie# and to teat respect we are to favor of- equality* 
But tee claim that we want to mate men equal to each 
other Is an empty pteuse and a stupid invention of 
the Intellectual#*15
SB.j2iS»* P* 293*
Equality to too Soviet inion eiitgily mean# the- tec# 
lit ion of clue# distinction#* 411 are equal to teat they 
belong to- the same elate* fMs to the prime consideration* 
Ehrmehiiheir lend# credence to this view- with hie description
of on teeMenb to England whereto hie 81 year old eon had 
'no te k lto g  o f what a p rim  we le t
He asks* %bub is a frtmeeef® he read# about It 
to hovele at mm®thing that doe# not exist anymore* 
these word# remind people to our country of a remote 
poet* of blite# when, the people divided theme elves into 
earls and counts and of the toot teat oven king a one a 
existed* tod new a new realm begins* tod we soviet 
people toe prouci of being tee first to enter It# a 
realm of labor teere he who works it treated with 
■ ■respect* but he who lives from other mn*m work# with
contempt*!#
fn summary* equality in tee Soviet Union mean# 
sameness* not of opportunity but of label# of identifto 
eat ion*- Equality to tele 00mm minimises tee individual 
and streseee. uniformity* 411 are equal in their right to 
be m etier# of tee collective- grot# and to strive to become 
tee ideal Soviet Mm* Ehrushchev auMt 11 in our country 
man is not m competitor or to enemy of man but- a cloa# com# 
rad# and friend working for a common eaus#**,:W'
^Speech at Brabuvka 4#rodro»# toly 13* 1957* 
trans* Notpa -on Soviet 4ftolrt* 815* p* !## October 34# 1957*
iresieii* the Itea of Is closely Iltitei
with ty* la % the individual*a IPeeiemS
are guarahteet* B# Is free to develop whatever abilities 
ho la whatever mmmrn* he wishes -as long ah hi
does ■ hob s&ereseh upon the eighth si* others*, fh# meaning 
of freedom is a socialist stab# !s defined by Ihfushohev 
m  fellow si
fhe position of nth of labor la society th the 
first aai decisive criterion of the immmmMm of social 
relations* there be as freedom of the individual 
when the workl»% people ere forced t f o r  the 
exploiters* Free labor 1# the basis of freedom of 
the iiMvidaal* tM m * socialism the working m m  works 
for himself - m i im  M s  setletyf her# he is reoog* 
Mss-il as the hero of -history* the eeiiielent builder 
Of a free life*M»
feeedem is based m  the utilisation of labor* A
men Is not H*s# If M s  labor Is being exploited* labor
Is the ultimate expression of mn*s fee# behavior* Be*
m m ®  his labor Is for his personal welfare as well as
the- welfare of .others it is free labor -mi -mint is free
because he^oaa participate in such labor*
**Ws w e  for freedom of -labor* for freedom of menfn
salt arhSliohev*. f|rii# that froeiOB &m be' enjoyed wMjr by
those who work* those who create mterial benefits fob
society*11^
Wsjseeefe In  eaeehoalnwakia* Snty |1», |95?» tawuc** 
||| G,||£|.|J “  S W  SSSlal I » l *  28* P* 2-9,
^%bid.
Freaiomf apparently-Is not something that is Inter* 
out -iii the individual* A man It free only when he works
i
in  useful totlil labor* freedom Ilk# equality it linked 
with -conformity* In-'this regard WmmU®hm s a id i
£& the USSl freedom mm® every &sng>$r taking ears 
of M l  tee- others* For anyone -who faithfully., serves - 
hi# people, the question of whether or not he is free 
simply doe# not «ist*pi
B e fo re  'a i w  m m  he i#i d eterm in e  whether M #  
motion# will benefit?, not himself, h u t M l  of society*
fo do this the individual mm% roly on criteria estib# 
listed by the Far%> 'freedom them la* in e###mte, free* 
dom from personal responsibility and decision* freedom 
I# doing that which has been proclaimed at the right thing 
to do* Soviet man ha# little opportunity to exercise free 
will for ho cannot reject the- criteria of free behavior* 
fhere are m  alternatives* Be must conform* Bhrushekev 
said i
the forty demands uhdevlatfag .fulfillment of its 
decisions and unreserved submission. to the will of 
the imjeriby*- It will not tolerate any action that Is 
contrary to its Ideology a^d policy and which do term 
to its unity* to- the cause of building oeitmaia»*51
the ■concept of man as a ..materially created being Is 
Iteepabis of giving freedom any meaning* If -man I# the
■S^Speeeh on literature aid Art and the hits of tee 
People, igg. elfe»* p, 10*
^Article In. "l&bsetla,** July 9* 1957, trans* fte
gyygnb Mgest of the Soviet fross* IX* %.* p* 9* JftOjr"'" 
is ••is,' 1957*..
product of a combination of the law# Of nature i M  of' 
chance M e  freedom can only bo- -an illusion* communism 
spare# M m  tee futile struggle for this illusion by <s#fin* 
lug freedom in torw of whnman conformance to the laws of 
matter at interpreted by the par
In eamrafy, the right# of the individual to work, 
equality end freedom ere subjugated to the will -of the 
Party end the collectIv# group, they exist not as lu#l* 
vidnal right# but a# eolleotive right#* Bine# the indi* 
viduM achieve# maximum achievement by eonforming to the 
socialist pattern of the. Ideal soviet man, then all M o  
right# are defined by 'the group* 1# Is fra# only, to 
oxerei## Wmm right# an# m i  otter* It i# only by mer§* 
Ing with the group an# sMooutelng boty an# mind- to th# 
principles of the ideology that he achieves his real 
status* a ranker of tit# mrktog cMS# an# a productive 
builder of #oi»^iam*. '
m -  m y m w m t m m m m m m .
the problem of individual difference# will he #!#* 
eu#### from th# startpolnt of iteastetev*# view# on equality* 
By- equality, Khrushchev msatts the abolition of social
5%ub##11 W* Bavenport nthe Heal Bower Behind 
mmmmim” Sgp&spA* P* U3*$* April 1955*
itoseee* iip&lltj to- conformity & eueeesaton of soviet
Mm -probmod %  the same mold#
Although the eAtotenee of individual dlf foremen
i « w  d o u b tfu l under th ese t lm  .S o v ie t
totten state# i **from m m  m o o tin g to hi# *^iliti##g
to each aoeordtog to M.a ■#’&$$£***&$
.fhto implies that individual difference# in abiito
ttot a## recognised by the State* However* it. seem that.
mnmp% of individual difference# . t o  different
than that held by He said*
Under mwmmi&m pseple will fee' given m<my epper*- 
tuhity to develop their phpiic&l and mental capacities 
in mm$*f way the ii^etantial itffereno# hetveen 
mental and pbfstomi labor will he-eliminated* Sv#pf«* 
on# will wm*U rnm pi,tog to M #  abilities ant reeeive 
aeeorttog^to hie needs* and work will give sen
i*-
Mffor ernes refer to tmtm themselves and to the 
training that the individual workers receive to prepare 
them for specific basks, All .are assumed to he septal 
to innate toiMhtos* toe. training one, receives deters 
mim® the extent to which itbiilbto# m e developed*
fbl# m m m ptim will he dtoeoeeed from the etand# 
point of manta! abilities* for nothing could he found on 
the atihjeot of motor end physical aMiittoa*.
^Soviet m m bltntlon* loo olt*
.il*
tteushehev urged fowmg to stedsr for n if
fm  hmm a dostm  to f tudy and are steadfast 'tot 
%mt in your work m &, studiot* you Will seMovm everything# **i2> 
there apparently $M m  limit to what the individual 
man aoGompllsh if ho hag th# desire and persistenoe# this 
is oonsisteat with tee mteyi&lfet view that xnao It matter 
and that his i»hiai powers are manifestations of tee develop*- 
tssmt of his brain* to develop tis brain* teat In to leai*H|. 
o o  must ho capable of interscbir® with his environment#
'fho Soviet psychologist Smirnov reported that **i£ education 
it eerreeity' planned an#. f^ esieftd* mil eMidfen {with te# 
eareepiieii 'tf a tw . pstkelogie&l, tames j man. aamuiro m ssea**# 
dmry education#*1^
Innate mantel differences do not m%&%* Bath person 
pettoattt tee potential for unlimited mental dovoloiwiit 
if tuoh development it f^eparly piimiie# end promoted# iMt 
it in ateond with Ihnuehthov’t eeneepb of tee Soviet Man 
with hit stereotypo# outlooks it is also in acoord with 
Khrushchev's belief teat all ean achieve communist m m ®* 
m m # fhe Party sots the limit' to emeh perstete develop*
$$&% teereby establishing appartet differences in teilitiea*
^i«»^ ^ i»^«<i^ iiiiii.iiii>>ii*i.«w;i;.^.iit:iiMi.»i'.i<i*i.
^Speech to Moscow tom g demmmlst leagu©* Ime S* 
lfS:6> brans* lotos on Soviet Affairs*, finite# states tepart* 
moot of Stete* p# Sif IfS?*
a * Smirnov# nOhild Psychology#1* Simon# op elt»»
p* 1SS*
ft appears -feat only a certain mmabm of teiiities arc 
PCfaire# to develop commnniam*
the selection of individuals for training in these 
abilities Is left to chance* Mental, testing* the accepts#' 
meteo# for evaluating mental abilities* is taboo in tee 
Soviet teion* It ha# been abeiisbe# in lf3§ beetiai# it 
itaf ^unscientific an# hel# op educational. advance# an#
It ha# been found to he in conflict with ■dialectical 
materialism an#- wite tee practical experience of Soviet 
boo ieif tll5f
AcMeiremen% not innate ahtiibiee§ is the method 
of selecting tealaeea*. AteiewtteiiC i» tee criteria by 
which all are measOT©#* thus*, a mte who per forms in a 
superior fashion as a ditch digger is achieving mere for
commnnisa than a mediocre scientist#.! Eteushehew commented
f
on mental develofment as foliowst f ■
'He. new have mere engineers an# technical Intelli*- 
gentsla than any capitalist country* an# In the 
s.lute five year plan there will he more of 'te«*. W# 
tee creating oar own
ail of this is akin to the behavlarist denial of 
heredity as a factor in individual mental development*
5%rian Simon* -{teazte** comp*)
ISlliS .SSI2B* b* 9*
5%p©oeh to the Moscow- Toting Communist league* 
* #• p*
Soviet psychology base# on tea Pavloviam doctrine holds 
the following extreme behavior is tic viewpoint!
the condition's of life play tee decisive part in 
mm*& psychic development* these aiways^lSpend on 
society. end are determined net by tee individual*# 
biological inclination# hut by tee historically' ##*• 
terming# material life of tee society in which he 
lives#59
tee denial of hiologioai teeters does wot discount 
the possibility teat social tee tors may' be transmitted 
through heredity* tee possibility teat certain aefu&red 
aspects of eemwnist society may be hereditarily trans* 
mitt ad began with Pavlov *s view teat ^conditioned 
connection# if repeated through a series of generations 
may be converted hereditarily ■ into unconditioned eon* 
ns#teen#*tl&t
teis notion la not a n m '  one in tee field of 
asseeiatieMsm* spencer* for one* believed' in the inherit 
bans# #f attired ehiu*aetepl#tie## maitibainlng' that n m m *  
ptmm traits are evolved in tea race a# complex ideas are 
developed from, simple ones In tee individual*.^
Stalin also believed it m m  possible m m  a period
of .generations to develop a new soviet man. whose character*
^9s* I** Enbensbeln* tf^ m##teens of Psychological 
theory#1* Simon* j£g .ill## P* ??l*
^%!mo% sit*.* P* 11*
^%dna ieidbreder* Seven Psychologies* p* 5 7*
ifftlm weald be. inherited by Mta sens and daughters*&S 
aibtengh Iteustetew support# the eoteepb of the 
Soviet mm, his speeches do not lend support to the eon* 
tent ion that such u person may be evolved hereditarily* 
letter he is comerned with creating snob, a perfect environ* 
meni that each generation wilt be developed into the new
Soviet man in short order* thus* education end W m  tdtai 
saturation of the people via ail- media of eommufiieatlon 
are emptefisod;*
In mwssary# individual differences are not ■aok# 
nowMftged in the Soviet Union# since they contradict the 
•ideology*# dictum that the emrironiient' piny# the ley 
.role in. developing tte indivMnal* there is no limit to 
the individual*# potentiality* if he I# developed under 
properly planned educational methods,* Achievement is tte 
criteria of superiority* the superior dlteMifger achieves 
more for comimmlsm than the mediocre scientist,*
• ^%he Institute 
.low Communlsia i^gtroM
oomrnMmTSWtSSS^WST^ -f
Fiscal end Political Education# 
Its . Ideas* democracy versus .,.
sramBY m  ^ssuwtno® aboot tm  i © o t »
teal# ,f£ tb#
X* fte ptofafoXogioal w i r w l  .sin*'! mont %asportmnt 
HO###* Man Iiir©& to out* 1 well fed man ia teppY nai
iaote teoapttif# la- tte t#
2m fte eoXXtetXr# ptopjioXogieai noted of ttoe people 
$&n toe anted os&$r wten tte elate of eemmuniam tea toeesi
pasted* ftetoe needs tlma are a mmm fm  eentrollfog
group toeterior*
3f fbe emfetof need* are tri%ml to group integritf* gap* 
it&Xist ideas ate eapitailst countries threaten Ilia safety 
of the people and tteir deeeeteimta*-
Ii# 0rifXei#» ate self oritSoiaitti threatout the iteJt# 
iridtel,*# feeling #f eeewity as a member of the group*
*fe alia# atelalf be isdtX oeBferm to tte eetablisted 
$»atteam of behavior*
■5* tte loro need cannot to# effeetiireiy utilised to eon* 
ire! behavior* ft tetea to disrupt the group ate to die*
traet It from it| purpose*
f
6* Self esteem is important only to tte octant ttet it 
facilitates lb# individual*# afseptate# of hla role m  a
member of the group* individual self esteem Is deter* 
mined toy# and dependent upon* the social approval of 
the :greup* Oonformity increases self esteem*
..?* fh© proper expression of the. self esteem need it 
that of -pride in the ashievements of the group ate In 
/ones role as a member of the group*
8* Soviet Man is the group personified*, through ■eon* 
tlnual association with the group he has acquiree! all of 
the group*# oteraoterlstoica as.hie own* He is & model 
of conformity*
9* .fsyeheleglesl needs play a minor -role In the develop* 
mete of Soviet Man# they refleet hie relationship with 
his material world* As rnmh they are derived from 
itetrial reality and therefore mn to# controlled toy the 
Party*
It* Individual lam is neimehforiiilty ate thus dangerous 
to the Integrity of the group* ly non«liarxiit standard#* 
the need for self aotuaiisation Is- feustrteei In the SevisJ 
Union* sine# it may to# satisfied only- trough’ partial* 
pation in the .group effort*
1* W«pk is a® etoentl&I etaractoplatie Of w m $ to mist 
work to W f l f t *  Ian therefore to#' a righ t to work*
Z. Itan*e work is essential to the arrival of eetie%f 
wm therefore hm a duty to «wk# fto individual to## 
not work ton himself bub tor eeelety* fto eeltettiire 
w ork o f  to e  people is  a o e is ty to  means o f d e to lo f» e m tf  
itoretore*- toe individual must subordinate himself to the 
common good*
3* tfam earn to eenditloned to aeeept toe aeetalisb abbl* 
bads toward work*
4* ifaaiitf mean# that all are etual In toing meters 
of the dame elasa pursuing the earn# goal*
g* the utilisation of man to labor ie the srlberien of 
hie freedom* 4 man to free only whm to labors with the 
group to r  the s o c ia l good* Freedom to eoatormitjf*
6* Incentives are permissible regardless of possible taint, 
if their nee stimulates toe worker to greater productivity,*
1* Innate individual differences do not exist. Ian ha# 
unlimited potential*
f  *  n a n - c a n  b e  d e v e l o p e d  i n t o  ' W h a t e v e r  l a  r e q u i r e d  imt 
toe Mvmeemenb of eeelety* fto par% debeanaAnea toe 
extent of development required*
3* #toieve*nt la toe eritaria of mauls iupeffority*
CHAram
M m m m m f Am m m m
In this chapter Etonshehevia basic concepts of 
human, development and behavior will fee compared with 
views- generally held In Modern psychology*
the discussion concerns the. following major topicst 
(1) imturo^fwturo and abilities If) - Motivation ($) Brno** 
•tion ik ) learning 0) thinking f§) personality* the 
arrangement of-topita ■rofioota the increasing complexity 
of the human organism and Is typical of the arrangement 
'found in Introductory psychology bsxtlbeeke*
. I. HATOHE^IEIHIOBE A ®  ABI&IStES
the relationship' between mbure Jtoredlty) and 
nurture (environment) in human development ha# long boon 
a' controversial' issue among '$ayehelegl&i$* One ■ pro* 
valent contemporary view of this problem is that of 
interaction* Man is a product of both his heredity and 
his environment* Anastas 1 explain# Interaction m the 
”In terdependenc& of heredity and environment*'1* She also 
sa-idt
##*sny one environmental factor will exert a ■ 
different influence depending upon the specific 
hereditary m a te r ia l upon which it operates* S im l~  
larly any hereditary factor will operate differently
under different environmental conditions*!
Ktnmahehev*# emphasis m  nurture denies the in-ter* 
action idea* He helleves that man has.unlimited poten* 
bis! and can become whatever he wants, to be if he is 
given4 the proper environment in which to develop his physi# 
cal and mental capacities. Bis concept of - the Soviet man 
and his denial of individual differences also reveal his 
belief in man** unlimited Img&ov&hlliby* through a 
greatly .Improved environment it is possible -to- 11 create 
cadres'*1" of highly intelligent people*-^
II* WTXVA&X08
Motivation Is go&l^seeMng behavior*. Contemporary
psychologists differ- in -their explanations of motivation* 
One view regards motives as being reduclbl© to a limited 
number of basic interests shared by all men* and pee* 
aumably Innate* these are generally described in term# 
of needs* drives* ■ and instincts* ■ Maslow prepared a M e r *  
achy of needs In terms- of their prepotency*. Bach lower 
order need'must be satisfied before the Individual can
^Anm Anastas! and JObn F* Foley* yr** 
ogy* p* 113* 116*
proceed to' the' n e t ' wed' rn ■■'it&i■' Moraroby*!
Another view contends that? secondary motives arise 
out of behavior that originally lead# toward satisfaction 
of the primary motives* Allport*s functional autonomy 
concept exemplifies this- view*, the essential feature of 
AlXpertf#. concept is that while new motive# may .grew oat 
of Old one# the new become fuao bienally Independent of 
the eii*..- Motive# are contemporary* %hafeifer drives*1*
#al<i Aliperi* drive# new**1-^
Ehrnshcliev^s emphasis on the primacy' of hunger and 
other physiological drive# a# iotorailiiert of behavior I#
In line with Maslovs concept of the pr##potenoy of. the , 
physiological needs* but is opposed to Allport1*# concept 
of : the IhrctionaX autonomy of motive#*
,Ehru#hchev'*s Mersrehy of needs differs somewhat 
from Maslow* a classification* Generally* Khrushchev denies\ r
the .Importano# o# most psyel^loglcal. drives* fha 'three 
:»'tfve# that, he mention# most eentlefently in connection' 
with human behavior aret hunger* work and security^
%arry nelson fed)* 
Isychology* p* 221*
^Gordon W.* AXSperb* Personality*1 p., 806* 
$
P* 58f, 100f, 105, 124, 12?, 137,
Hi* -snmoai
Emotions are part of man*# motivational pattern*
■fhay w e  reactions- to esteriiml, stimulus situations and 
underlie M l  -human behavior* &
Contemporary psychology la divMed on the role of 
amotions in human behavior* on# .group regards, amotions . 
a# organising states th a t  enable th e  organism to function 
w ith  greater efficiency* the other view regards emotions 
as disorganizing states that disrupt the organism ant 
deoresus# its efficiency*?
®oxmm*o Emergency theory is feasei on the organizing 
role of emotions* He believed that **the reaction system 
In the major emotions Is a .homeostatic- mechanism which 
adjusts the organism to cep# with emergencies ***®
Khrushchev*# concepts of emotions are sketchily 
repealed in. his public p^oi^tmcementt* His. references to 
them are limited to- their appi.l0sMli.t3r to the group* He 
regards the group as possessing a collective emotionality 
which can fe# uniformly stimulated fey a Single stimulus*
For example, he urges all members of the working class to
6
'Floyd; 1* Much# P&y&hoXo&r m4 life (4th #d*) p.* 110*
^Gordon w* Allport*. EecominK* p. 59*
%#lasm# op oft* * p.* 200*
hate their elam  sfiemltt*#
■ Essentially * Khrushchev views emotions as organis­
ing states although he does not appear to he concerned 
with bodily reactions, to emotional states*  ^father*.. his
views correspond more with folman*s concept,, that ^feelings- 
"end emotions are t w i m n m % detsrateante of feeiiiiirier*11^  no 
heiSe»s--tliat- happiheae stems from material well feel mg
* * • ? f■ ■? V .'. V. ' *
and that to he happy the individual must work to fulfill 
his material needs* llsmahehsv regards love'as being
essentialt#'a stable "family life# but :of little value in 
e^ ttier group relations except to establish spiritual 
eeiminlbf between the people* Fear is fnaed to keep the 
group intact* fbe Individual is controlled by his fear 
of alienation from, the group* ^
nr* miuiawo
Bilged says that- there are two main approaches 
to the explanation of leaning.! habit formation and
under# tending# He regards these as eosgple&e&tary* Mslthtr
■ '1is comg&ete in itself as an etplanation of learning*' fheir 
relationship Is illustrated b|r a crude soaiei at one end
%SS£S S>* ?4*
^Helson* eg clt*,* p*. 275# 
p* IbivlO*
m e Mtod mechanical tohlh formation# and on the ■ etoss* end 
is the highest degree of imsightful end rational vm&m* ■ 
Standing^ lest learning take# place somewhere between the 
two extrem a#.* i t s  p o s it io n  ro i^ o so n tto g : a h in d  o f  m ix tu re  
h#tw##fi. h a M t  formation and undsnitaMih§* the IMlewing
i. ! ‘ '* ' ’ ■ ’
diagram ilMitpatee Hilgard* $ concept!^
&0#t hlih# 1":i^ ^ " ",'i:'ir'rT"“r'“ir' Y"nr:^"r"'vr; fBtfght*'
and meehaii# Mao«- ful and
iitali ——-— rational
i^iiers-taiiiliog ; ■ ■'
Ehpushetoi? ai^arenilf does not recognise a diehet* 
omgr' b@tmm toilght and ooMiMonE-og* He mttoiset' both of 
Hilgardfa approaches* Wm i l l  empimsis'm  ■©noirost*
ment to developing the .Soviet man and i l l ' belief that each 
Soviet m m  m m  he' mad# to conform to a specified pattens 
of behavior* correspond# to Bilgard* s notion of wehanto 
eal habit forisation^W
His belief in to# effiosoj of language: to develop# 
tog mwmmMt awareness .and M s  views' on ”principled eritto 
oiam and selfreriMoism*1 suggest# to# other extreme of
i
Bftgardto scale* Both of toe## activities seem to repair# 
u n d erstan d in g  or tosigbt*34 ':■
hpptf antly Khrushchev believes that awareness do* 
velops- siowlv through constant conditioning* Ideas- are
l% P H S S t 8 * H llg a rd >  In tro d u c tio n  to
1 3 Su2 £a p . I l 6 f .  U-Supsm p . S!+f» 5 8 f,
implanted to tod tedivitoal*# mind and torough constant 
repetition they arc made part of his behavior • It
thinking takes place when ideas or objects not 
phsrsioaiiy present' to toe senses are Manipulated through 
toe toe of symbols which represent them* Hilgapd called 
toes# *vehicles of thought#*1 and lists them .as iismgba* 
subvocal speech# and abstract concepts*'^ Also* Eulpe 
suggests toe possibility of tmngelasa thought# or thought 
without the vehicles mentioned by Hilgard*i?
Ehrushchev, apparently regards thinking as a £mm of 
motor' behavior# He speaks of topltoting ideas in toe minds 
of .the people and of language '.ffcaplag minds of toe ' 
■people# Soviet psychology .supports tola view %  contend# 
Ing that man has- no thoughts free from to# natural material, 
of language*^ "
Ehrnehehevfs peripheral mpproato 'to thinking Is In 
line wito Watson*# proposal; tout **thinking is nothing but 
'talking to yeurself*i,i9;
^HiXgard*" og MS** p*' Ilf#
i%obert S* Woodworth* ■lOTcriiisnt.sl f sycholoCT* P*|t|# 
^%upra p. 5k*
'l%llgard* op oft** p* 320*'
Kfcsnishcbev*# action denies the other vehicles
mentioned by Bilg&rd and completely disregards toe poaal# 
hillty of imagelees thought#
?i* m n m m m m
Bilged defined personality m- the m®tm total 
•of individual ch&rac taria t ic s and ways of behaving which# 
in. their organisation, or patterning describe an iadi* 
vidua!*# unitae Minsbiasnbe to his environment#* W  
Eteuahchev 'holds a somewhat different view of 
human personality* Be regards the individual as the sum ' 
total #f the effects of his environment* Bis concept, 
of toe Soviet man eliminated. the unitue aspect of per* 
aonalltyfh Bilgard.% definition* .In its place he 
ei^hasi^es ■ total conformity to the group* Me seems to 
feel that Indivltoallby- weaken#' the personality by bring* 
4 ns o a t s a lt is h  ana ©then u n d e s ira b le  e b a ra c te r is tic s .S Q
1 % lX g ai>a , 0 £ ,c lt» »  p. 1}0 ? .  
gQsttpra p . l l 6 f ,  X 1 9 f.
a m n a m  ? n
GomLV&xtm A m  r n m m m  hesbabob
i# sm m m t or m m m k % m m m m
fhe conclusions' reached under the various topics 
■of this study are summarised at toe end of each chapter* 
the general finding# of this toesla are m  followsi
MIklta Ehrushehev has a deeply routed faith In the 
communist ideology* It Is the basis of his beliefs* ill 
of his assumptions about human behavior anti human nature 
may be traced to M s  ideological convictions*
Khrushchev*# philosophical assumptions are a form 
of materialist monism* Hatter is primary* The molding 
of matter into the most efficient form for accomplishing 
society*s goal reveals the extreme behavior 1st view* Man 
can be conditioned into a desired pattern of behavior*.
To K&ruShehev toe dominant idea of mankind is communism* 
It is to# ultimate end of human existence* The purpose of 
human life is to develop a communist society as quickly as 
possible* .Manta nature la collective* not individualistic*
As an Individual he is selfish* egocentric and unproductive*
He reaches his peak of development only when he repudiate.#
M e  individuality and conform#, to the group*
The satis fac tion of hi# phys iological needs I#
mante stole reason for e&isbemea* He seek# a stout# where 
toe will never wumbf: M s  psychological need# -earn to# satis* 
fled only teem M i  p%si0iegleel meed# have been fulfilled* 
Inmate IMivlduul differences do mob eMst* A# 
long ms: the individual can. Interact- with his environment 
too can too developed and trained In any fashion desired* 
tee people are a moans tor building a ooimmmlsb 
soeiefey* Khrushchev tome personalised tee people m a 
single collective entity teat 'toe calls totoe Soviet Man* 
this serres a# a standard for ■ measuring productivity of 
the group and oonformMf of the individuals
Hie purpose and teat of to toe Party is to produce 
this standard m&n in tee Soviet 'Union*. JOsrushcfcev* s 
aesu^ptlona im tele regard are bated upon M e  conviction 
that tele i# tee to eat .moans .for developing communism* tee 
end justiHe# th# Meum#*-
Khrushchev is. basically a behavior is to whose psycho- 
logical concept# stem from the theories of Pavlov* ■ He 
believe# teat man cam toe controlled through c o n d itio n in g  
and that language is tee supreme' instrument for shaping, 
teat model of conformity* soviet Man*
However* Khrushchev is also a pragmatist whose 
outlook on human behavior is influenced toy his pragmatic
■ een&iderabien of means amd-eiidSf ■/ The/aiad.alwaya-.-.luotiflw
/
maims* This 1 over-rides consideration and
reeoXtir in rather ihemiftberb and confused concepts of
human nature and human behavior*
For a^amplei although ha professes to ho a material*
iit#" Ihruebohetr seems to haw-.a ha&y the
meaning of the term* lie idwatistie and 'duaiistio oonoopt 
of ocwuniaa mo eelf existent Mmm to which. man are:drawn 
by a form of magnetism conflicts • with M i  imtertaXiatlo 
position that mini ,ia: only, mat tor fth# brain) and, that wm 
tan h a w  no^thou^bt# that art net. derived fmm with
the material world.#
. Hit notion that the collectiva group- possesses ttpst** 
rate .human .fueuXtiei inch m  wiXX# eoneoiooaneee* and inbeiX** 
igenee likewise eenfXtebii with .tbia materialistic .viewpoint* 
mmrnhmrnt^ M concept of- the Soviet man,is mot eon#- 
alateub with the findings of oontemporany ■ psychology* in 
hie stereotyped description. of man he denies individual ,. . 
differences! each man is capable of becoming a Soviet man# 
individual difference® are ■idontiflod -cXaoa
structure* that is* men differ .only in ;their, clast affile 
Xatien*
In his emphasis on the supremacy of nurture in, 
human development be demies the importance of heredity- and 
the necessity' for interaction'between heredity and environ**
So believe# in the'primacy o f the physiological 
drive# as ' c f t s t o l w i  and. generally
dam to# the impertsn|# of the paychologicaX drive#*.-
■Kirmahetiev fair a# the emotions for gpantcdf. their 
motivational value is only slightly aelmowledged* Generally 
he regard# them a# organising state# which unify the 
organism and render it more efficient in Its behavior*
' Ihrnahehev*# view# -on learning do "not oorreaponi 
to- any school of psychological thought* including behavior* 
ism* They atom from his pragmatic consideration #.f end# 
and mean#.*- Whichever system works Is acceptable* Thus* 
he flue tuafces from one m iPerne to the other* from mechanical 
habit formation to insightful under#tending*
Thinking is a form of motor behavior* corresponding 
to Watson!# notion of sub*vccal speech* fee possibility of 
imageless thought or of other- vehicle# of thought is denied* 
Khrushchev de^omphasiaes and*'in essence* denies.
personality as the term is generally- understood in modern
* \
psychology * ■ He denies the unique aspect of personality by 
his emphasis on the development of a stereotyped personality 
through total conformity to the group* He regards the indl* 
vidual as the sum total of the effect# of hi# environment 
and believes that manifestations of individuality weaken 
the personality by bringing out selfish and undesirable traits*
'Ill*
F u rth e r re s e a rc h  d e s c rib in g  th e  
' rnmm^UimiB o f  e th e r governm ent le a d e rs * In  b o th  d « e -*- 
eratie and totalitarian countries may be of value*.
In .addition* She. fundamental aeaumptions of ■ the. 
ootaiiniet leader* fcbroshehey* need to- be explored ■ mere 
thoroughly -in- some specific area of psychology such as 
learning or personality:*
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